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Appendix A
PREPROCESSOR LISTING
This appendix contains a computer listing of the Minitrack cubic preprocessing pro-
gram, more specifically, listings of the two programs currently used in the preprocessing
function, MIN-B and OBS-B, plus listings of the subroutines that are called by one or both
of these main programs.
The reader should refer to section 4, of volume 1, on the preprocessor for an explana-
tion of the operational intricacies of these programs. This description progresses through
the listings, step by step, as called out by the elliptical step identifiers added to the computer
printout.
An explanation of the subroutines is presented in section 5 of volume 1. A technical,
analytical discussion of the adequacy of the least-squares fitting technique applied by the
preprocessing program and the data-compression routine is given in section 6, volume 1.
MIN-B PROGRAM____
LEVEL 16 ( I JULY 6R9) 02/360 FfTQ0N H4~T 69.165/04.1-.15
COMPILER EV'TIflNS -NAMC= MA IN.QPT=00.L1INPCNT=. 8I.2C3D.NOL ST DECK. LOA.MAP,NOOI T. 1D.NOXREF
[SN 00C1 INrTEGER ND ICSTA.CANT .ANTO.HOPD.MINOS;ECO.SAT,OAT.K'A.KFR
ISN 0005 R7AL NSCQNSMD.PIfl
[SN 00"7 REAL InIFI.ID1E2.101R3.I01F4.flIF5
lEN 0009 DIMENSInN ORI(50),FRQ?(50).FR03150').FPO4IEQI
IWCI2I. EWF~oII? .NSM( 1?). CLNSM( [21,NSC12I. CLNSCI 12). NSFEOI121, NSF
31CII 4@'W;"'31 C513") C6(46A)--
3.C7(4e).C8I43).KSA0)34C). KSTA(I ,FWPnI 12[.TIM(31)
X'D)(3I).ANTO.(3i I *STAD(3I). EEWI31),ENSF(-i3I.IOAYD(31).ASTI
__________-t -AS42 1 Cfl4 4,94 - ----- -___ I-___ _______
ISN 0012 OIMENSION ASTA(3),AIMODA7).AOUP(7).IAL09E(7),IARATF(7) .IAACC(7).I





TSN 0013 DIMENSION DATA(IOC)
I SN----30 4-- -- L4 4>4 4- -AS TA.-ANIIODA-ArOURLAL0N-I -TI I A -1 -I AMER I A'CE 'a- L]0'
5". IRRATE, 154CC. I'NMFR.IPNCER TORI .LCOS.MCOS. IENO.INNO
flCY-CI I - A 0- I~r 2EA344SP-44P4tL - -, TI I
[SN O016 DATA PFP.ASK.SPA.POL.EO,FI.F2F,4. F .IAMP.SLA.PEZ.E4IN.SPX/
2040.ZC3404t4C.2C4404040.ZC9404040.ZC44440 .ZC7404040. ZSO.Z61 40404
ISN 0011 13,1 PEAn( N9.76C.EN33=,ERR=130l10T.IGRiAOF.[F1X
[SN 0019 JL=C
-N' 02




[SN 0022 7S4 R"AD I, '3.330.0N2FRP=7P4)STATIO(J).KSTA(J).KFA(J .KFR(J),FWM(J).CL
II- -riWe, .1 eCIrC( Ii FUFEW -3 ZWEQOC IC NSlC N-CSU C KIC(1 -C r.
XN5CIJ),N'3FEO(J).NSFPO(J).DATE(J)
,,N~ nm- W"- 0 4-wI-
I.CLFWC(J).27WFFC(i).EIFPO(J).,NSM(J).CLNSM(J).NSC(J).CLNSC(J).NSFE0(
I SN 0024. 30 FORMAT) 45.X.12.14.14. 3X.F4.3.F3.3.F4.3'.E3. 3.X.F4.3.F4.3i.3X,F4.3.F3




ISN 0030 581 F0RMAT(X.4(X.E12.8)) _____________
ISN 0C32 JIA'44
- I -I . 2 1 FORMAT-(- XAlX--2- 54(X.S-.-B-- I
[SN 0034 39 CONTINUE
ISN 00-36 5nO' lMATX.I[X.[2))
PAGE 002
C INPUT SATELLITE CONSTANTS
ISN 0038 783 REAO( 5.SEND=36.EPP=783)KSAID(JERQ1(J)FO.(J)FRo3(J),pFQ4(j)
--- [SN- n-0-9---- FeO5RtAT(45,t9X ,F'. 3 , .3 F .3-Fe.-34--
ISN 0040 WRITE( 6,582)KSAIO(J),FROI(J),FOO2(J Q3(J),FRa(J) Step 4
---f+SN -0-4 -- A-- -- T3- .5S9X.F 3--+--,FR5r -.- 3-.--------(1 1
ISN 0042 IF(KSAIOJ))37,38,37
ISN 0044 38 KSATCT=J--I
- - ------------E--4ATA----H-Ff--A MP -NE -44 444 4-
ISN 0045 39 P4D( ,601 END=1,ERR=39)(3ATA(I),I=1,65)
ISN 0047 IF(DATA(1).NE.IAM-)GO TO 39
- -Is -O 'S IF(P',Tf7) .O;Q.S)C1 TO ?Jg
ISN 0051 IF(ATA(8).FO.SPX)GO TO 83
--- SN --OS---------- F TA 44-SAIN * 6.044-GO-- TO-- - - -04 --
ISN 0055 SAT=( (OATA(3)-RIN)C0000.)+( DATA(4)-PIN)C00. )+((DATA(5)--IN) I0
_ ) 3f1f (-AtA-4-(5)-En)-44-C--, , 4-A-T -R-R 
-)
ISN 0056 GO TO P4
X!C.)+((DATA(6)- IN)*10.)+(DATA(P)- 1IN)
--- SN -0-0 --- --6 --- TO- 4-------
ISN 0059 93 SAT=((DATA(2)-BIN)*1O00.1+((DATA(3)-IN)10oCOn.)+((DATA(4)-1N)*10
- - )___l_ T [_"1 IM) - ( (T--lATA( 9-- [ l-a-5 )
ISN 0060 94 DO 602 M=l,50
ISN 0063 602 CONTINUF
---- I--SN~- -~--- 
-t-[- l b-63-5)
ISN 0065 635 FORMAT(19H SAI) NOT TN TABLE )
I N-OCC6 WRITr(F .193) lA I SAET
ISN 0067 183 FORMAT(X.Al.[5) CSp 5
ISN 0069 603 IF(IFIX.EC.2)GO TO 131
ISN 0072 [LINK=0
ISN 0074 IF(DATA(IQ).QO.SPX)GO TO 762
!SN (3r 7'ILT( ECAf.CO TO 761
ISN 0078 ILINK=DATA(IQ)-RIN
ISN 0090 766 WRITE( 6,765)
---- 4SN--001
.  
7 FORM T(OOl OATr NOT IA L"" ' --- 1 1
ISN 005P WRITE( 6.183)IAMP.SAT
I 0 l. CO TO 6Oto
ISN 0084 763 TYR=((DATA(IO)-BIN)*IO0.)+IATA(IO+1)-3IN)
----- SN 40 ---- -[S4 -t A-44O-EA I -I-44O I-1I4-A I1*4-I-fA INI4- 0 4 A T A 
_-0
X+2)-OIN)*Ol00.)+((DATA(0IQ3)-BIN)*I0.)+((fATA(IO+4)-BIN)*O1.)+(DA
ISN 00g6 IF(ILINK.NE.I)GO TO 740
TSN 0089 GO TO 744
I-O-0-0-N-0- ---------- 4---- L1INK '5 2 )Cr To '341
ISN 0092 FREQ=F;Op(M)
-- -SN-003- cO-- TO 7'3 
_t_ _




lEN 010 63- TO 744
I SN 0113 741 FQPT( 6,7461(M
TSN 0104 WITE( .TP3)T4fnC.
C SEVE DIGIT A
6
LTT FO=O4**********4**********WW**
IlSN 0110 CORDG.T5O6 TO 744
TSN ('123 WIFD( .18.E0IAMP)GD TO
ISN ~ VE DIG2T IFtAA5.SATEIGOI TOR 767
[SN 0129 IF(TDATATE1.NE.PE)GO TO 767
TEN 0133 SFAT(f AT1.NE.P2)GO TIO- 767 ATA1 )-L 1
ISN 0123 IFIO)ATA(45).E.PEZP)G TO 767
011 tflCK -E-1009 1-1 0C~)r - 4 I INE -_________________________
ISN 0141 IF(DATA(5).NE.PEZ)GO TO 767
ISN 0145 DOFAAI).EPZG 60O 767 ~
ISN 0143 IF(DATA(K1)-BNE.LT0)GO TO 767
TEN 0335 605 CONANU
TEN 0137 IFCOATA(45)-BNE.GT.)GO TO 767
TISN 0141 rrFlpATA(57.NE___.EZ)GO TO 77_______________________________
TSN 0143 OT(K)=ATA(K)m-RI7)n T
ISN 0145 DO 607 K=1,41
I SN 04 6 IFIOAT-tK)-HINGT13100_TO 767 Step 6_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
ISN 0162 TFCDATA(K)-BTN.LT.DIGO TO 767
-A-A OLAX AIWjnA T A I VI - ____________T__________M___
TSN 0161 607 CONTINUE
Tq . 0con in eO
PAGE 004
ISN 0167 IF(DATA(K)-3IN.GT.9)GO TO 767 continued
ISN 0171 DATA(K)=DATA(K)-BIN
- isoi G7a 609 C nT INUE
ISN 0173 DO 609 K=27.30
- I n -;0-1- 74A -H4 I-N--8 AT-. F9)4 -- ? -
ISN 0176 IF(DATA(KI-DIN.LT.0)GO TO 767
ISN 0179 609 CONTINUP
-----1-S -B0 DO 61-r--S--S2.
ISN 0181 IF(DATA(K)-RIN.GT.9)GO TO 767
ISN 0185 DATA(K)=DATA(K)-BIN
-- 1-3 21a, 61 ERI T1'
ISN 0187 DO 611 K=40,44
S-----SN i6(-010 2 IFF-CA -"9- &T-B !N-,Fr7------- --
ISN 0190 IF(DATA(K)-IN.LT.0)GO TO 767
i spT Gi90 9 AT T -K_ -ATA___________
ISN 0193 611 CONTINUE
ISN 0195 IF(DATA(K)-IN.GT.9)GO TO 767
ISN 0199 DATA(K)=DATA(K)--IN
- I- N 002 612 CONTINJO
1SN 0201 DO 613 K=54.56
ispi 9292 "~r)'C.T') gim rT " To 77Ste3 6
ISN 0204 IF(OATA(K)-IN.LT.0)GO TO 767
ISN 0207 613 CONTINUE
ISN 0209 IF(DATA(K)-BIN.GT.9)GO TO 767
;Bi92iF( 1 RIP'LT )G TO 767
ISN 0213 DATA(K)=DATA(K)-IN
- 0214 61 AG6NT CIT IN1
ISN 0215 X=DATA(9)+D4TA(22)+DATA(35)+DATA(49)+OATA(61)
-1-SP 021, 1 X-.-N----
ISN 0218 CSTA=(OATA(55)*0l)+(DATA(56))
- 1's P219 Do @i6 L-1 13
ISN 0220 IF(KSTA(L).EQ.CSTA)GO TO 617
- -SN-' 32 1-' ... -NT-INU6-- -
ISN 0223 dRITE( 6,rIP)
ISN 0225 GO TO 604
ISN 0227 CEwM=D/100.
- -
6-0--I ---* C SAT (f- ) +R[ATA7 ---- -- -
ISN 0229 CEWC=D/100.
64 - * I ( + A TA (-7 *I 4A T A-4-8) - --- ----
ISN 0231 CEWFI DO/IO0.
ISN 0233 CEWF2=D/100.
- - SN-0-2% 4- 1O-+A- {-33A T A 3+ ) -. TLQATIA3--* T 3 4)
ISN 0235 CEWF3=O/1000.
- [SN 0236 WF T A46- I)0*1-A A4-7-)-*-1-,0-*ATA 4-
ISN 0237 CEWF4=0/1000.








I CN 0248 D-G9TA 3)*IGGtDATA(63)lODTA(61 
_____________________
ISN 0249 CNSFS=0/1000.




IS1N (25A CS T A -D AT 5)1 *10 D AT A ( 5 6)_____________________
ISN 0255 WPITE(111 501)IAMP.SAT.CSTA.STAT~rJ(L),ILINK.IYEAR
isbN 0256 503 -ORMAT(X-4 'I 1 12,X-A6-X II 7 1') 
___________________
TSN 0257 CANT=DATA(54)
I sp 0255q 9019-PT~A 
ISN 0259 43 CEWM=FWM(L)+CFWM
M026- m'-
ISN 0261 CNSM=NSM(L)+CNSM
I SN D262 C*~N9-,Al( )&CNSC
1SN 0263 KM=S. se
[SN 0265 IDIFI=CEWFP-CEWFI
TqN p96A f FF PF-rFWF .. rPWE2
ISN 0267 tDIF3=CEWF4-CEWF3
ISN 0269 CEWFI4CEWF3*(((9.*(tDtF3-1t)tF2I )-(3.*(tDfF4-IOtFl )) )/35.)
C NAPROW BAND TRACKING FILTER **************4**4
ISN 0272 AST(t)=SPA
ISN 0274 161 tD1F=.0
ISN 0276 GO TO 164





~4S~t02SSCM4FI- N34.ffIQ *E(flIl-!FllFII1-tl *ITflTFp-tTlFI11l/9A I
C CABLE LENGTH INEQUALITIES
ISK 89*nq& 4 reUI C Fwmt i % / pA 1 *1 t A- g-FaFn %i I.r-m
[SN 0287 CFWC=((CLEWC(L)/.R46)*(136.5-FRF01)+CEWC
-- I AS -25 S tC I rl IfI I /-34 &AIC 1 161-FRF() I I+Cmqm
[SN 0259 CNSC=((CLN4SC(L)/.846)*(136.5-FREQ))+CNSC
ISN 0291 536 FOMAT(55H CAL13RATED PHASE READINGS.5 POINT FITTED FINE READNS co0ne




.. N 2 _9 _ - AIT-T 1--;)-At-ECWA'C-,CNOS r C CE""i CI"C.Fi
ISN 0295 150 FOMAT(6(X,F0O.61) Step 6
ISN 0297 640 FORMAT(74H HRMNSC EWFINE EWMEDM FWCORS NSFINE
C E4AC DATA WITH FORMAT CHFCK* ******************* *
ISN 0299 K=JK
ISN 0302 621 READ( 9.C1END=I,ERE=621)(DATA(I)If=1,65)
[SN 0,93 1RAT.(1A . G .CPNlGCO T9 1-2-
ISN 0305 GF TO 124
ISN 030H GO TO 124
I--t-SrN 030p 1 1' (DT4)-FEQ.S X)CO TO 1 0
ISN 0311 IF(DATA().EQ.IAMP)GO TO 86
C CHECK PERIODS IN DATA LINE
ISN 0317 IF(DATA(18).NE.PFZ)GO TO 621
ITSN 0321 IF(DATA(31).NE.P Z)GO TO 621
ISN 0325 IF(OATA(45).NF.PEZ)GO TO 621
- I-SN-- 4-7-- i F TA ( SI-)-N "--Z-)Dl--T0 621 _____
ISN 0329 IF(DATA(57).NE.PEZ)GOr TO 621
-----SNA-3 -- --I-"4-IA(AT-. .-PS 9 T-- l- T 0-f 1-
ISN 0333 DO 622 J=1,4 p7
Is-- 0.3,3 - [ I0(PTA(J) PIN.CT.0)PO TO 21
ISN 0335 IF(DATA(J)-9IN.LT.O)GO TO 621
- - --IS-43------- -0~-A-T-A-3-O----- 0- [N ______________________________________
ISN 0339 622 CONTINUE
ISN 0341 IF(DATA(J)-RIN.GT.9)GO TO 621
Ispi 993 iFTr-OAT-IJI Pi LI ZQC) TP 6P1
ISN 0345 DATA(J)=DATA(J)-RIN
.- SN-03AE 623f, r CP.- -TINUF
ISN 0347 DO 624 J=14,17
. --IS -I-- - AT- A- 4--f-R-I-N.CT-.-5--GP---4O 52 1_._ ,_____
ISN 0350 IF(DATA(J)-IN.LT.0)GO TO 621
ISN 0353 624 CONTINUE
--SN-- __________________________---------~-----------
ISN 0355 IF(DATA(J)-IN.GT.9)GO TO 621
()--1-- 357-- I--- (A T A Ia-() -- IptN.LT.04-)jO TO 1 _
ISN 0359 OATA(J)=DATA(J)-RIN
ISN 0361 DO 626 J=27,30
- -0 2T--4 T-------------- OT(- Ct 9)G0 Cf T a L
ISN 0364 IF(DATA(J)-SIN.LT.0)GO TO 621
-iSN 036 - CNTAN -ATA(. '-EII
ISN 0367 626 CONTINUE
- s 0TA 00362' contnued
PAGE 007
continued
ISN 0369 [l(OSATA(J)-e[N.GT.Q)GO TO 621
;,Ph agi !F(PAT.(J[ "1'I 6T PIGO XG 6[
tSN 0373 DATA(J)=OATA(J)-B[N
ISN 0375 DO 629 J=4' 44
t SN Q 47, 0-~tATA-4---T-~ GT 9)G0 TOP f5[
ISN 0378 [F(DATA(3)-91N.LT.0)GO TO 621
[SN 0391 62S CONTINUO
[SN 0333 [ (O4TA(J)-q[N.GT.9)GO TO 621
-- 4 ~ ~ I TN 03 -4lT4)494.T. -- " 9T-O -
[SN 0337 DATA(J)=OATACJ)-f.3N
[SN 035503 630) J=54.96
44 -0-4 C -54~---~ 9w T.)0-T-5--~- __________
[SN 0392 lP(OATe5(J1-9tN.LT.VIGO TO 621
--I, SN -0A34- fO3~J=1A-- J4=4-
[SN 039, 61( CONTINUE
[6p, 03P6 - 1;3 i-Eii 64
[SN 0391 IF(VATA(J)-P[N.GT.0)GO TO 621
[SN 0401 OATA(J[=OATA(J)-91N
-- L-Sw--o0 2h-- --- 6 3-c3IT-l UF_---_______ _ __________________
ISN 0 40 1 SEC0(K)=DATA(I)*[C+DATA(2) p
[SN 0405 H-090 K )=OATA( 371*1 +OATA( 23)
- -- LSN 44-6--
0[ SN 0407 IOAYD(K)=0&rA(4C)*I00+OATA(4I )*tO+OATA(42)
[SN C469 0)=IATA(3)*10+DATA(4)
[SN 0411 D=DATA(16-)*10)+n TA(17)
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --4D -c -------42 033(-
[SN n411 ~ 1=-rSTk( 29 *10+DATA,(3-1
I SN 0415 D=IOATA(4.3)*ln+nATA(44)
1 SN 0417 O34DTA(6)*1E0,ATA(7)*[0+0ATA(0)
[SN 03411 O)=ISTA(I3)*100+O)ATA(33)*[0404TA(SI)
[SN 0425 )"4T4,(32)*ICC+rOATA 53)*10+OATA / (50
[SN 0423 10'4TS 4)10C-+OATA( I I *[ 04O4TA (42)
[SN 0420 O)')TA(23*IOCOO+ATA(9)*0+OtITA(6C
Ls - A3 - N-2--- ---- 00. ~ ____________
[SN 0431 OntATA(36)*1OC+OATA(37)*[0+OATA(36)
[SN 0433 'ThOATAI90 )*IC-C+OATA[S1 )*10+O)ATA(92)I
Iron continued
continued PAGE 008
ISN 0435 D=DATA(62)*100+ODATA(63) *10DATA(64)
ISN 0437 END=DATA(65)
ISN 0439 101 ANT=57.
ISN 0441 102 ANT=46.
C FIT FIVE FINES EACH LINE
ISN 0444 CALL NORMAL(IDIF1)
ISN 0446 CALL NORMAL(IDIF2)
ISN 0%27 IDIF030( F+IF-
ISN 0448 CALL NnRMAL(IDDF3)
--- KK - - ------ q-WS-fLW--
ISN 0450 CALL NORMAL(IDIF4)
0021 CE4EKS53IUh-0(l3 -1012)) "(13-.------0( *0E)!W359IF




ISN 0455 CALL NCRMAL(OIFII
-- 
455 IT9FlO-NSFi ESF---
ISN 0457 CALL NORMAL(IDIF2)
ISN 0455 CALL NPMAL(IDIF3)
- -t-&I 046h 0 S1
ISN 0461 CALL N LORMAL(IDF4)





ISN 0463 ITlIFS=(IDIFI+ID +IDIF3+IDIF4)/4.)
FL._Tpq DCL'y (TimF'i
ISN 0464 ENSF(K)=ENSF(K)-(.O5*IDIF*NSF3)
------- 1-RI-e S- - WflTEIllK EES=K(.SMOKESC(0 
ENSFIl
XK) ,NSM)D(K), NSC(K)
240 151 cMalTI ------ 2-I-2-X-,-6-F-1-0.6-X4
ISN 0467 41 CONTINUE
ISN 0465 120 SL=.
ISN 0470 K=K-I
ISN 0473 GO TO 792
ISN 0475 781 FORrAT(-7
H  
LESS THAN 5 LINFS OF DATA )
-I-EUl~-N--- ------------ -
ISN 0477 GJ TO 713




(SN 044 AST(2)=POL Step
-- )--"t-nOt- flf)l- I-? t--Step 
8





ISN 0490 WITHI=( ,a8)
1OSN 34_t . ... ..- C I-? -Nt-----I- S-b T - -T--- -- "_ (TAN T
ISN 0492 WRITC(11,l52)CEWF1,EWFPO(L),F FEQ(L),CNSI,NSIPO(L),NSFEQ(L)
ISN 0493 IT1=
1 3N G04, 7 I1C-
ISN 0495 151=
- ---049--T1- ----- -
ION 091 G I - M...2
ISN 04q0 IH=C
ISN 0501 DO 20 KS=1,KQ
ISN 0503 IF(IT7M)8)7.807,8C
ISN 0505 GO TO 916
fI3; 006 9G1 fFfIT i1M t ) 6.1 T 2 1
ISN 0508 I0=IB+1
ISN 0510 21 IF(ITZM.NE.2 )GO TO 22
I-SN 02 IICII - --
ISN 0513 GO TO PO
1D s01 02 fF [i0 !TZ .0.0 100 TO :3
ISN 0516 I=IO+ Ste
C tSN 05i7 G3 TOE 20. . .
ISN 0519 23 IF(ITZM.NE.20 )GO TO 24
-- 9 0000 -- IC----- ----- ---
ISN 0521 GO TO 20
Is 03 C4 1 Fl f ITZlic .0E 68 10 TO 0S
ISN 0524 IF=IF+1
INi 0352S G TO 0
ISN 0526 25 IF(ITZM.NE.120 )GO TO 26
IONS 052 IG Gi
ISN 0529 GO TO 20
10 S 309 125 IFITZ4.N.FC )GC T Pe
ISN 0532 IH=IH+
I j-f 0 53-3 GO Tq 2T
ISN 0534 PC CONTINUE
ISN 0536 IF(.EQ.ITZM)GO TO 200
Iqli O3C3 I (IC.erF .IT;ilSe T 201
ISN 0540 IF(ID.EQ.ITZM)GO TO P02
ISN 0544 IF(IF.EQITZM)GO TO 204
- I-Kt- S 5 IFlliac. .TTMHF4G TO 20
ISN 0548 IF(IH.EQ.ITZM)GO TO 206
fS 0000 000 AT3) 1i-F
ISN 0551 TILI=I.
I -- 552 Ta 7------ O 0  .. ...
ISN 0553 2rl AST(3)=F2
IMN q- 4 TIL= . ----- --- ---- --- - .-- - -
ISN 0555 GO TO 207
iN 0r( 2P02 "CT(gi-F ctnitnued
PAGE 010
I[SN 0557 TILI=10. continued
SQ G .> GO Te 5.01
ISN 0559 203 AST(3)=F4
I-SN 0560 TILT 20.
[SN 0561 GO TO 207
I15N 0562 232 AST(3-F .. to -- -- Sp..... .
[SN 0563 TILI=6C.
ISN 0565 205 AST(3)=F6
IS 00 0 TIL 120"--.
ISN 0567 GO TO 207
SN 05680 206 A3T(3)-F7 .
ISN 0569 TILI=600.
If ' 857 08 To 207
ISN 0571 72 WRITE( 6,73)
.- Nll57S-- -- 1: TIME AUT OF C3 E5UANF - -C-- --- -- - - --.
ISN 0573 KZ=K-I
-1 5N 0574 7"87WRITE( 677)STAT.STA.TT L (lO ,ll(3RO.)-Nt4K -K-Z-.I-AY--(-KZ)-
ISN 0575 77 FORMAT(X.I5.X,I2,X.A6,X.12,12.X.13)
[S N 7q 0 TO 69
ISN 0577 74 WRITE( 6.75) Step
[O N 0 577 - -- 7F- 5 M A TA 5 D A T A E X C E E D S T IME Cl G.. . . . .. .- -- -- e- . . . . .
ISN 0579 KZ=K-1 (seebelow
-I4N 0590 CO TO 78
[SN 0581 50 WRITE(11,51)
i[pi O032 2) 2rRP4AT-( &G T EEOPJI C lrN9CL FcXGF 109 OITU I
ISN 0563 AST(6)=FI
ISN 0585 GO TO 58 PartStep 24
- I-SN 0586co -P WoIT (II.3)
ISN 0597 53 FORMAT(4H EAST COURSE CHANNEL EXCEEDS 100 COUNTS )
[I ON 300 A.T(2I Fl
ISN 0589 RATE=O.
-[-N --20 On TO SS
ISN 0591 54 WRITE(l[.55)
ISN 0593 AST(6)=F2
IC SH 0994 PATEag.
ISN 0595 GO TO 50 Part Step 43
- ISN 0S 5 WRITE (1, 7) -----
ISN 0597 57 FURMAT(41H NORTH COURSE CHANNFL EXCEEDS 100 COUNTS )
- 4 9598Q AGT(5}=F2
ISN 0599 RATE=0.
Ii Q0i020 C' TO 0
ISN 0601 804 WRITE(11,rBO)
I[1N 0502 0 rOr1AT(27-H DATA WTILL NOT LtRE 'ASICGN -)
ISN 0633 KZ=K-1 Part- Steps25&44
[I 0 -O-T- 7I..- --- c _8
C FW AMeIGUITY LOBE ASSIGN.
120 2600 207 2L-.O1 
ISN 0606 K=JK-1
-I.SN 097 70 N-1 K Step II
ISN 0608 IF(TIM(N+I)-TIM(N))72.72,71
[15N 6T9 7i F(II )TnI [ 8T- )7- 7 - - - (seeabove) - --- -





ISN 0612 CALL LOBASN(TIM.K,1WMD)RATE.ITD) ContUed
ISN 0615 CALL LDOASN(TIMK.EWCDRATE.ITD) Step
isN a&16 IlFHTD.GE.Iea)G6 TO SO& .. .. .
ISN 0616 CALL LSQIJAU(TIM. ALPHAEWMDK.MIT7STA.SL~,WMfEWMCSMIENAFo A Step
i. -.~ -<=. p IStep I
ISN 062C EWMT=TIMMI)-. Step 15
i'm r-i ; A -; rk tep 16ISN 0622 lR=T(il,143) S 1
i- 1 9N623 054 FH PTSIGMA
X 3ETA GAMMA Step 17
ISN 0625 152 F,)RMAT(XFl4.6,X.16.X4(FI4.SX))
ISN 0627 CALL LSOQUA(TIM.ALPHAFWCDKMIDSIASLEWCEWCC.SMEN. EOR) 18
[ Sf4 v0c .c.AL ;;A F MC c -)- Step I -... . .
ISN 0629 EWCT=TI(MI)+.T2S St2p1
lan :Cat . :- -or Step 21 -- -
ISN 0631 wzITE(11.44)
X 9ETA GAMMA ) Step2
--*91 T-1 ( 1 t , 1 9 2 ) ALP' lf rEf~F~-EW CC
ISN 0634 RATE=((rWM*ANT/4. )+(EWCR*ANT/3.5)) /2. tep
C.r LO'l A69IGNis
ISN 0635 I7(ARS(SR).GT..|)GO TO 52 Step
i N 8 .15:3 7 fF(9S(5A).GT..| O T8 5E
ISN 0639 $5 SM=2.5
1 9?4 9 6-4-G--
ISN 0641 CALL LBASN(TIM.KEFWF.RATE.ITD) Step25
I 1 N 064? lT(ITO.GE.10O)GO TO 80 -- e,
ISN 0644 CALL LSCU(TIMALPH A.EEWFKMID.SIA.EWFR .EWFC.EWFE.S.ENC.EOC) te
ISN EF "-"i! .1 2, tep 2ISN 0646 EwFA=ALPHA+ EWF(MID) Step28
1 S4 9 4 7-- - 2? SG SIA
ISN 0648 INO=SIA*000.+.5
Int; 0 '" CALL ,E' (. .IFI cllinO P ) 9p
ISN 3650 IDAYD(I)=IDAYDMID)
If SN C 45 .FT IT i1.0549
ISN 0652 642 FORMAT(RX.ALPHA.EWF MID.PT. RATE'.IIX.'SIGMA'.9X,.BETA.IIX.*G
XhAA' 1 K.'D= iLTA ' )
ISN 0653 WRITE(11 154)ALPHAMIO.RATESIA.rEWFB.EWFC.EWFE Sp 30
1 5?4 0654 - 'Q T-- ( 1 , t41 .=.3 C f ,-- ---
ISN 0655 153 FOPMAT(6(Fl4.6,X))
r IC ,K' GUITY LO ACSSICi.
ISN 0656 PATF=O.
I i 06' 17 --- Step 3
ISN 0658 SM=2.0
I S i 0659 - GALC L LOBAqP4TI .K.NSHD ..
ISN 0660 IF(ITD.GE.100)GO TO 8n4
[SN 0663 IF(ITD.GE.100)GO TO 804
SN~~~ ~  ~ 0o 3 = 00 AT
ISN 0666 SNMA=ALPHA+NSMD(MID) St
II S 67 
"PilAT 
- I m I 1 .2! StepISN 0668 S=SIAS[511~~~~se 0'?"TIC1.Ed
iconltinued PAGE 012
ISN 0670 646 FOrMAT(83H ALPHA.NSM MIO.PT. PATF SIGMA So
ISN 0671 WdRITE(11152)ALPHA.N[D.RATE.SIA.SNMP.SNMC
[SN 067.3 CALL LSOOUA(TIM.ALPHA.NSCD).K.MI1,S[ A.SL.SN(;9.SNCC.SM.ENP-nI:: e 3
1 0H 0674 SNEA ALP! A # NSC[CM ) ------- - - --- step 38 ___-______________
ISN 0675 SNCT=TI'M[01D+.45Stp3
[SN 0677 RATE=(((SNMS*ANT/4.+[SNC*ANT/3.5.)I /2.) tp It14
[SN 0679 647 F9RMAT(83H ALPHIA.NSC M[0.PT. QATE SIGMA .11l__ -- ______
[SN 0630 WRITFA[ 1.15?)ALPHA,M[0..SATF.S[A.SNC9.SNCC.
[SN 0681 IFIA3)SISD).GT..1)GO TO 54
.- -SN- &S--------- -- F&GS(+-~-~.1[C TR 00-- --56  -
ISN 0635 59 SM=2.5
ISN 0637 CALL LO9ASN(IM.K.F.NSF.RATr.[TD) -
[SN 0690 CALL LSCU93(TIM. ALOHA,FNSF.S(.N[0.SIA.SNFG.SNFC.SNFE, SM. ENF,EOF[ P-_
[SN 0692 SNFA=AL;H-A+FNSP(MID)Se
[SN 0694 Ste[p* 48+.
[SN 06951 739 .11F1.65
[I N0697 ~ 44q F1TS.LH NSF MID PT. -AF[.--43,9.ETA' !!IX,' -__ ___________
[OIN 139p W4 SNITO( 1 . I4 1 kflH A M1. ATE,"0S I A . SN@,G-C-,NF-6-- - ________
[SN 0509g 1'54 WORIA T( XF 14.6. ,16, X.5(F14 .5. X) )Se4
[SN 0701 ,JP1TF1.5611)
[00 970: C 1qR FTOAI')OHF FCATA AFTF TE FI HA F3Ei;N--fl-C--FDC-S--nG----
(NS 190i 970C NS7O 0-C.04C -950-5 0-C
r FO
[SN 0705 07'1K
T- [0(1)_+4 ISO T1 -.-- -__________
[SN 0707 AAMFWMA+(EWM9*T)+(FWMC*T**2)
100 0700 F T T[M (1) F-WCT:0 G_ _______
[SN 0701, ANF'=WCA+[EWC0*T[+[FWCC*T**2)
ISN 0711 A0 =FWFS*IFWFS*T)+(EWFC*T**2)+CFWNFF*T**3) S
10 SNc7 P T -T14(1) q"IIT: I" ---- PS-_ -- ________
159 071' AP=SNMA+(SNMR*T)+(SNMC*T**2)
[03N 0714 - 7-TTM(1) SPOOT: .00
[SN 0715 AO=SNr.CA,+(SNC9*T)+(SNCC*T**2I
[0- "PiA?; T--T IM( ; ) SWET
[SN 0717 AR=SN"6+(SNF9*T)*(SNFC*T**21+(S.NFE*T**3I
[ SN :7?193- NC)-FF0'F([ 1 o ____________0__
[SN 0719 AM=PWA([)-AM continued
1 SN 070N-5( 1-. -N -Error - in this Position will print out fine rote






ISN 0726 790 CONTINUr




ISN 0732 793 FORMAT( 67H IN EWM SIGMA OT IN EWC SIGMA OT IN EWF
XIGMA rT I
ISN 0733 794 FORMAT( 67H IN NSM SIGMA OT IN NSC SIGMA OT IN NSF
X i-6A OT )
C ADJUST TIME TO EWFINE FITTED TIME
ISN 0734 Ste3-pKrAa[L:3i3.I. [r 5__________
ISN 0735 XKFR=(KFR(L)/1000.+IDIF
ISN 0735 TC3-CEWFT S5FT XKFB Sep --
ISN 0737 EWFA=EWFA+EWFet-AKt-A)+tEW-t--XKFAIe2;+EWIN({-XKFA;*3)-
ISN 0739 EWFC=EWFC+3.*EWFE*(-XKFA)
[ SN 0740 .FA .SNA:SNF,*TCG  rc tTzT-tFopep--
ISN 0741 SNFB=SNFB+2.*SNFC*TCOR+3.*SNFE*TCOR**2
iS[3 0742 SFCSr-F C13.SNFE[tTColR
ISN 0743 EWMA=EWMA+EWMB*(EWFT-EWMT)+EWMC((EWFT-EWMT 2)
ISN 0745 SNMA=SNMA+SNMB*(EWFT-SNMT)+SNM((EWFT-SNMT)2) Step
II 07 - SN CA-SCrCSNCPI (ECFT SNCTH)SNCCTrl( rT SNTI)CT )4
ISN 0747 118 EWFBB=EWFA-CEWFI
r P0ASE ANGLE (FITTED) MINUS KS2:C (S-------- .........-. .--
ISN 0748 EWMBB=FWMA-CEWM
S3*49 rWC ICA CCW Step5
ISN 0750 SNF9=SNFA-CNSF1
ISN 0752 SNCRB=SNCA-CNSC
C REMIOVE LODE INTERGER
ISN 0753 LOIF=EWF8
f5N 0754 WF.2F32 3WFR LDIF
ISN 0755 LDIF=EWMRB
I N 075. W3B-D 5 1BR 0 _I L1IF
ISN 0757 LDIF=EWCSBB Step
19i 07N 0 CWCDO?58C10 L G DI F--tep-5
ISN 0759 LDIF=SNFBB
IspI 073 69lie 30003 L510
ISN 0761 LDIF=SNMRR
19N 0752 SNIRB-5 NMSD L1i --- ---- --
ISN 0763 LOIF=SNCBS
ISN 07 6 SNC4R-5C LIF ....-.
ISN 0765 AR=EWMB-8-EWCRBB
I15H 3766 LIF AP
1SN 0767 AB=AB-LDIF
ISN 0735 CALL NORMkL(AR.) --- St -- ----
ISN 0169 RC=SNMBB-SNCBB
ISN 0770 LIF=OC .. .
ISN 0771 BC=BC-LDIF




[SN 078 -, FC4=BC4-SNMBBstp
[SN 0783 EBC4=EBC4-LDIF
0785 f)E=A64-FAB4 r4





[N095 EC3=C-N8 Step 6
[ZN 079 NCW 1=1c,..
[SN 0797 E9C3=E5C3-LO[F
it.ZZ CZL ?~L C3)
ISN 0799 DE3=AB3-EAR3 Step 62
ISN 0801 EWF8I=17WPN42, *EWC*(I-XKFA+ 3;.lF*-XKF A)**2. w-ird applie Stop 63
tA [s N 0804 IF(A8S(DE3).GT.3.5)0E3=DE3-S[r N(7.0.0E3)- Stp
isi 0806 CORR0000E3 
__________________
ISN 0807 CORN=FG+FG3 tep 64
CORNF=( ANT/7.51 *CO.N
[ZN In[ FEP O
[SN 0813 CALL NOIRMAL(FE[
[SN 815 O[PFN
[SN 0817 CALL NORMAL(FN)
[SN 0819 :1L. =CRNF-F 
___C "M:[C[' -N n
[SN 0820EMO4.,,/ANT*EWLO8E-OE
[SN 082 EwczR=3.5/ANT*FWL08E-OE3
[5N 0834 SNMER=4./ANT*SNL0SE- FG
ISN 082; SNCER=3.5/ANT*s.LO6E-FG3




-~ - ___ __ - PAGE 015
ISN 083? kWLDR=FWLORE/ANT
ISN 0834 A9C=HC*2
!5 ;N0635 AFG5G,'3.5 --- -- -- __ -- ________
ISN 0836 AFG3=FG3/3.5
ISN 0538 ACORN=0flRN/7.5 Step 68
ISN 0840 WRITF(II.1152)AO3C.AFG3,AFG.ACnRN.ASNLO8.SN4FT
ISN 0842 U(N0K-IS.S.S
ISN 0844 648 FORMAT(12H POLAR PASS1
ISN 0846 651 WRITE(11,"A91
ISN 0848 GO TO 652




-S 35 9GSI OS 08G( la. Step 7i _____________ ____
ISN 0855 CALL ZERO(8.IACOS.LCOS)
ISN 0857 226 IEWMER=EWMRS*1000
ISN 0859 261 !SN1EPSNMFR*100
ISN 0861 263 IELOBF=EWLO8E*10000
f5 "N 5 906P ISOC SLOCtSISN 0863 IEA E=WF13100f00.T155 0051 I5OERE-S:r' 100050(.*TILI - ------ -
I SN 0865 IEACC=EWFC* lOOOOOOO.*( TILI**Z;
1 SN 0867 INSFE=SNFE*100000000. *( TIL1**3)
154N BF36R 155Cr- ESF 15555q,0 *1711 a155 
_______________________
lEN 0869 IF(EWFT-86400.) 118,116,116
155? 0879 1 16 -- FT=EF:-6 0AC 52 
___ 
,_
ISN 0871 115 HOUP=EWF7/ 4600.
f5 SN5072 - AMI5-m(OSWFT IISU0R*3SSS.)) 6 1/5)-1-- __ ----- __---





155i 0676 ALOOI.001L)---- 
-
TEN 0877 ASFC=SECN*IOOC
-I-55 570 GALL ZFROISAAS6.1SEC)
ISN 0879 GO TO 117 stop7
155i 3555 117 SLL = 5~l10(1)5l
ISN 0881 CALL ZERO(3.CSTA.AETA)
1 0505 SAL 7884--.V-M A .AflMO0G I- -
ISN 0883 HO1JR=HOUR*10000
155N 504 HOU-A1t0 H00305----------- 
- -------
[SN 0885 CALL ZFRO(7.HOUR,AOUR)
155 9S f,5 GA66 Z9fl(7.1EORF-A6Lp8E1
continued
PAGE 016
ISN 0887 CALL ZERO(4,IEWMER.IAWIAER) QlfE
ISN 0889 CALL ZERO(7.INLO9E.IBLOBE)
---- -N-q4eCALL i!ER917.lEOATE.IARATE)----________________
ISN 0891 CALL ZER0(7.[NRATE.IBRATE)
4" RCAL I ------ 1-1-C.IAACC)------- - _________________
ISN 0893 CALL ZERO(7,INACC.IBACC)
CCL SPO OR~CrC
ISN 0895 CALL ZERfl(6.INSFEIANSFE)
IAL PIN1C.flN -;P- -L -- -- ___________M
ISN 0897 CALL ?ERO(4,[SNCEP.IBNCER)
-A----- - CAT WEST GRADE
ISN 0898 AST(41=SPA
ISN 0900 TF(ARS(SC).GT..05)AST(61=F1
IA~ 9N~ eIOR1 1 ASS I I EMER .GT -5 ) AST (6) -F-1-----
ISN 0904 IF(tA9S(IWCER).GT.50)AST(6)=FI
r NGRTII SeUT-I CAOE ___
ISN 0906 IF(A8S(SF).GT..05)ASTI4)=F2 Step 7.5
ISN 0910l 1I(IAFSSCISNCER).GT.50)AST(4)=FA
-1- SPA-992--a -- !F(ASTI) .CC.SPA)GO TO 750 ---- - -___-- __
IAN 0914 I5(AST(41.CQ.SPA)GO TO 759
ISN 0917 AST(4)=F3
ISN 0921 AST(6)=SPA
----- ;iT(3 1-SPA ____ _____________
- ISN 0922 761 CALl- ZERO(3.IFT
XST( 31. 0IT. ARMOOA, AOUR.IALORE. TAPATE. 14CC. IAEWFF. 180. IAWMER .IAW
198 0924 WRITEIII.7501SATT.ILINKAAT(I I.(ASTA(l).1=2..3).AST(2).IAO.AST(6).A
)('T( 3) , 1T, R'00.OUP. IlA9F. A E !ATE1" C 4-Ei9---E-WFE.--NGAWME,--AWC__- __________
XES.LCOA
XST(3). IFIT. ARMODA. AOUP. ILOPSE 98ArEI10ACC. TANAFE. 1880. IBNMER. I8NC
ISN 09'6 WRITE(II.75OISATT.ILINK.AST(I),(ASTA(I) .1=2,3).AST(21,180,AST(4).A
XST)L1 0 1T.ARP4O0AAUR !R6OR09IATEI9-1F -NS--8-.1-NN-8- -'9 lROIC____
XEA. SCOS
!104 992-27----7-----4 FqRPAATI 3170(I.A.9 1.1' ~ 4-7A-1--7-A-1 -- A-I,7AI.7.A - -- __________
X1.4A1.441.8A11
ispi g701 gp-(Z7 A.1 i Al 1 2. 1 ILA ;11 :All7' 'A' X13 Z.1 7A1,!k44%
X441 .4A1.BAI 1
ISN 0930 'WRITE(II.217)AATSTATIO(L).ARMODA.IOURISEC,MCOS.AST(2) .180
-- ispiN--9- 34----- C O TP 778 ------- - ---- - -__
ISN 0932 217 FOAMATI X.IA.X.A6,7A1.AAI.6A1 .2eX.8A1.3X.AI.1I I
ISN 0934 C0 TO 39 Step
I spi09-3- 34 W41T1 M'M1
ISN 0936 11 FORMAT(17H CAL.LINE PARITY
I sti a_ ?_3__GOTO_3
IAN 0935 604 00 60 JZ=I.60 liaYstens
______605_______________________________________ for loops and cyCiing
and Some error meskoges
PAGE 017
ISN 0940 [F(JY.EQ.32.)GO TO 39
ISN 0943 IF(OATA(1).Q.IAMP)GO TO 96
I SN8945"IAT-A(IZ!.rSP TO 65lT
ISN 0947 GO TO 64
ISN 0950 GO TO 64
ISN 0953 54 WRITE( 6.660)(DATA(I).I=1.65)
ISN 0955 6C CONTINUE
ISI 51 55 TO 3 
ISN 0957 65 K=JK-1
ISN 0950 WRITE( 6,67)HORD(I).MIND(I).SFCD(I),EEWF(I).FWMD(I ,EWCD(I),ENSF(I
ISN 0950 67 FOMAT(X.I2,12,12,X.(6(Fi.6.X)),I2.X,13.X)
ISN 0962 GO TO 39
ISN 0964 770 FORMAT(19H NO 9 IN CAL. LINE )
-------- 35- 5 -- W R 1T - I-F934MP--S*T -
ISN 0966 WRITE( 6,660)(DATA(I),1=1,65)
15 N 096 T3o 604_
ISN 0968 767 WRITF( 6,768)
E sm O259 ?3 F2C2RIt.[1 i rAL.L[ll EROCP 1
ISN 0970 WRITE( 6,183)IAMP,SAT
O I 0971! -- W'ITEF E 60) DATA(I) 1I-165) -- ----- -
ISN 0972 GO.TO 604
-- -I-N 0973 777 FORI MATI111!
ISN 0974 2 WRITE( 6.3)
[5 3373 B ?5.3 F T(I CC'IT.T3 1CAD [II F=R-1-
ISN 0976 1 WRITE( 6.990)
IS. 0977 99 F3PMAT( 1611 JO IS COMPLET) --- -PrgmmTermination
ISN 0978 END FILE 6
ISN 0973 END FILS 11
ISN 0980 STOP
091i T F?
LEVEL 16 1 1 JULY 68) (1S/360 FORfRAN H DATE 69.165/04.20.37
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN.OPT=OO.L1NECNT=58.SOURCE.RCO.NOLKST,DECK.LOAD.MAP.NDEDIT.ID.NOXREF
XN.IOT)
ISM 0004 DIMENSION 3(4,5 ).A(4,5).T(32) .XY(32),XYNOR4(321 ,TNDRMC32)
ISN 0006 no 1 J=I.5
I SN 0005. L=(ITG+[)/2














I pi0 03 F1______________
[SN 0036 DO 20 K=1.4
;SN 0037 -N0
[SN 0038 .00 15 J=N.5
f5 SN039 1S R(K.j1-AMK.j)AK.K) -----
ISN 0040 IF(N-S)l2.21,11
15 005GG1 --- p . 2T0~-------- ______________ ___________
ISN 0042 00 20 J=1.5
; r5p 004 -a -41 ' ).11 i . jA( J ! )*~L2K
ISN 0044 21 DFLTA=R(4.5)
IO&N 0045 . G44M--R(A ;4 DELT-AR(3*4 -. ___-___________
ISN 0046 ,IFTA=P(2.5)-r)ELTA*r9(2.4)-GAMM4A*3(2.3)









ISIS 0056 70 3fSGA=0.
I 'N 00r 3 1 TN.O=ITNC+ I
I0 sm 6 ep1
[SN 0060 ~ 06 ~.
[SN 00C,6 : 6 1 UJ0.
ISN 0064 0M 65 [=1.rT2l
ISIS 0066- TAIJ=TNGL!.'(I1
-~~- I'M 0. FA 
f0 0 TF R R pw
ISN 00A63 1 4 RS G T5. 2 G GO TO 6
[SN OC72
103 ee?3 A(I~--#3--T*------ ------ - --- -- __ ______
ISIS C074 A(I,3)=A([.3)+TAUt*
[SN 0076 A24=(,)TU*
I SN I0710 fl4,4) 4(4.4)+T[J**6
ISN 0-080 A(?.5)=A{2.I+6APAPA*TAU
ISIS 00-9 A(4,,)=A(4,7)*0AOPA*TAU**34
i rN 08:3 OEO'lOE





[SN 0096 7 FDiOMAT(39H THIS MASG.HflS A 'PROP IN THE CUIC FITI
i0 S 02 OO UP -- - - -1- R-- *:Up,,- ~ - - -- --- *
ISIS 0 FM)
LEVEL 15 ( 1 JULY 68) 0S/360 RORTFAN H DATE 69.165/04.20.57
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=00,LINFCNT=58,SOURCFRCO.NOLISTDECK.LOAD.MAP.NDEDIT.ID.NDXREF
ISN 0003 DTMENSION 0(3,4).A(3.4),T(32).XY(32)





ISN 0005 DO 1 J=1.4
- I SN 00--, -5-A-Fr , * =-
ISN 0007 L={ITO+I)/2
Iy ; 3 A(1.11 ITC
ISN 0009 INN=ITO
S9N ") I Ce -- - - - L.-O G-
ISN 0011 DO 10 I=11ITO
ION R01 -APPA=x-; 1 , 8L) . . . . .... .. .
ISN 0013 TAU=T(I)-T(L)




- 1J-S--0--t6-- - -1(w4- t +APP A
ISN 0017 A(?,3) =4(2,3)+TAU**3
(ZSPA 00 13 a I- A ( 2 A I -- -A,-Pp * - - -
ISN 0019 =(3,3) A( ,3) +TAU**4
ISN 0021 10 DFLSO=NA PA**2+DELSQ
ZN9 0002 - -7-4- 4-A-f4r--- -
ISN 0023 4(2.1)=4(2,4)
ISN 0025 N=1
IH 000R 96 Or
ISN 0027 N=N+1
I 5 0033 1 0G JQ P.
ISN 0020 15 f(K.J)=A(K.J)/A(KK)
ISN 0031 12 O i20I=N,3
ISN 0033 3? A(I,J)=A(IJ)-A(KI)B(KJ)
ISN 0035 SETA=B( 2,4 )-GAMMA*B(2,3)
ISN 0037 N=A(1.1)
ISM-0 009C",((OLS L2 .' ) 1-1)T'$61 0 -1 46P! 0 N*"A 3" 11"'42)14
ISN 0030 IF(SIGMAI)7071,71
-1--N- .0--4-------- 70 108 .- 0 . -. ....--
ISN 0041 71 SIGMA=SQOT(SIGMFA)
IEN 0.'?2 - - !r(G51'; F )(.59. - -35
ISN 0043 35 Dq611=1.,3
;~ &N 9P44 1 J-1
ISN 0045 61 A(I.J)=0.C
I 00 rIL - 0.
[SN 004? D ITO5I=I1TO
I "N 0 P" 4-P4? -A P Y- )--K-- ¥- - -)..-. . .
ISN 0049 TU= T(I)-T(L)
ISN 0051 IF(R)2.3,7
I !" 005' ? 2- -F-----
ISN 0053 3 IF(P-SM*SIGMA)32.32.6
5




(SN 0055 (L12)-(65(1, (TAL)
PAGE 002
ISN 0056 A(1,3)=A(1,3)+TAU**2
ISN 0055 A(2.3) =A(2,3)+TAU**3
ISN 0050 A(3.3) =A(3,3) +TAU**4
f N 00.iPAA( 3. A ( - .4) 1 R IAP -TA-2----
ISN 0062 OELSQ=RAPPA**2+OELSQ
isN 966-3 69 CONTINUFU
ISN 0064 IF(A(1.1)-5)59,66,65
4 00 6 F . H N 67,59.... . . ..... . . . . . ... .. .. . . . . .
ISN 0066 59 ITO=A(1,1)
IGtN 0C67 I9T-ITO . ...
ISN 0068 RETURN
IO 000i 11~ WRITr( ,.71




LEVEL 16 ( 1 JULY 68) OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE' 69.165/04.21.13
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAMF= MAINOPT=00,LINECNT=58,SOURCEBCD.NOLIST.DECK.LOAD.MAP.NDEDIT.ID.NOXREF
ISN 0003 DIMENSION A(31).TEM(31)
ISN 0005 IF(RATE.GT.O.)A(1)=A(1)+1.
I SN 3007 IF(RATE.LT.O.)A(I)mAUl) I.
ISN 0009 DO 10 J=IK
ISN 0011 JJ=J+1
ISN 0013 11 X=A(JJ)-A(J)
ICt. ee14 LLa 1
ISN 0015 IF(L.GE.100)GO TO 12
ISN GO18 6 TF(DELTA)4.5,3
--A fM 91--- 
----
ft--J1--
ISN 0020 GO TO 11
131 3021 3 A(-JIJJ).1
ISN 0022 GO TO 11
ISN 0024 1, CONTINUE
ISN O0O6 END
w 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
LEVEL 16 ( I JULY 68) uS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 69.|166 OS2.32"
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN.DPT=OO LINECNT=58.SOURC E.BCD.NOLISTeDECKeLOAODMAP.MDEDIT.1DeNOXREF
1.N UUUC UnmwUU I C- ULUUNIlIuAlt
ISN 0003 DIMENSION IA(12)




I5N ubUr Imu=(IAIE-(i9 li bU0uUOI iuu
ISN 0008 IDA=IDATE-(IYR*10000)-(IMO 100)




ISN 0014 1 IF(ICO.EOQ.)GO TO 4
ISN 0017 J-JEl
iN UiM IrIJ.*IAU iJU LJ C
ISN 002C IF(J.LE.4)GO TO 3
sN 0022 J-
ISN 0023 IRDA=364
1sN UC24 P -DDA DA61
ISN 0025 3 ICO=ICO-I
ISN 0027 4 LYR=O
ISN 0029 SYR=IYR/4
i N I - I I'll lu 1. 3
ISN 0032 IF(IMO.LT.3) GO TO 5
ISN 0035 5 IDATE=ISUMEJSUM&LYR
ISN 0'37 6 STfl
f1' UIJD o V lU
LFVEL 16 (1 JULY 68) OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 69.165/04.21.28
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN.DPT=0O.LINECNT=5R.SOURCE.RCD.NOLIST.DECK.LOAD.MAP.NOEDIT. 1O.NOXREF
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The Minitrack radio interferometer performs angular position measurements by phase
comparisons between multiple pairs of antennas of known separation distance. Antenna
pairs are aligned along east-west and north-south baselines.
The accuracy of angle measurement increases with the length of the baseline between
the antennas; two pairs of antennas have baselines many wavelengths long to obtain good
angular resolution. These are called fine antennas. Ambiguity results because the phase
meters repeat their reading cycle every wavelength of path difference. This is resolved by
employing several progressively shorter baselines to produce fewer integral numbers of
wavelength changes while the satellite is within the antenna pattern. These are termed "me-
dium" and "coarse antennas." Each antenna pair feeds a channel in the receiver, yielding six
separate phase measurements. Ambiguity antenna information identifies the integral num-
ber of path differences on the fine antenna (fig. B-l); data from the fine antenna define the
direction cosines of a satellite and are the basis for the orbital calculations.
ANTENNAS
The antennas are a slot type with ground screens. They are pedestal mounted, parallel
to the ground plane, precisely positioned geographically, and accurately leveled (fig. B-2).
The antenna beam is fan shaped, the plane of the fan being perpendicular to the long dimen-
sion. The fine antenna array produces a fan beam 760 (north-south) and 110 (east-west) at
the 3-dB points. This alignment will accommodate low- and medium-inclination equatorial
orbits. The stations have a second set of fine antennas producing a fan beam with the wide
dimension of the fan in the east-west direction. This configuration is adapted to high-
inclination orbits. The equatorial or polar tracking modes are selected by switching to the
desired set of antennas. The ambiguity antennas have a beamwidth of 780 (east-west) and
1080 (north-south) at the 3-dB points. Antennas feed the receivers through coaxial trans-
mission lines.
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Figure B-1.-MHz ambiguity-resolution antenna.
RECEIVER
The Minitrack receiver is a seven-channel, triple-conversion superheterodyne instrument
tunable over 136 to 138 MHz in 1-kHz steps (fig. B-3). Six channels carry satellite informa-
tion; one channel is reserved for system calibration. A low-noise (3 dB or less) preamplifier-
converter is connected to each antenna. Each preamplifier-converter has two outputs ena-
bling certain ambiguity antennas to be used in more than one combination.
A radiofrequency calibrating source is used to check sensitivity, noise, and phase-shift
characteristics of the receiver. An attenuator provides calibrated signal levels covering the
dynamic range of the system.
Separate AGC generators furnish control voltage proportional to input signal levels.
One unit controls the fine channels and another unit controls the ambiguity channels. Dif-
ferent AGC response speeds may be selected, and manual gain control is included for re-
ceiver alignment.
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Figure B-2.-136-MHz Minitrack antenna field.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA SYSTEM
Phase meters provide phase comparisons to the accuracy needed and furnish a perma-
nent record of this phase-angle per time information. The phase meter inputs are the 100-
Hz detected signals plus noise and the 100-Hz reference signal developed by the local oscil-
lator. The phase relationship between the output signals and the reference signal is the
difference between their respective antenna pairs. These are processed by narrowband
filters, amplified, and applied to analog phase meters and a reference pulse generator.
The signals are reshaped into triggering pulses that control gates whose widths are pro-
portional to the relative phase between the signal and reference. The outputs of the phase
meters are dc voltages proportional to gate widths and thus to phase differences. Analog
outputs are available for all channels, fine and ambiguity, and are also displayed on panel
meters.
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Figure B-3.-Block diagram of the 136-MHz Minitrack interferometer system.
Analog data and AGC voltages from the fine and ambiguity channels of the receiver are
recorded on a Sanborn recorder. Precise resolution of the fine data is furnished by a digital
phase meter, which gates a 100,000-pps pulse train to a three-decade decimal counter during
the time between a reference pulse and a signal pulse. East-west and north-south fine data
are read digitally five times per second. Data-readout time is synchronized with clock time
to an accuracy of 100 ps. A 100-Hz precision signal, continuously variable in phase, is used
for calibration.
The time standard drives a digital clock that gives time in days of the year, hours, min-
utes, and seconds for the digital recording unit. AGC levels from the receiver are presented,
ambiguity information from both medium and coarse channels is sampled once per second,
and the fine channels are sampled five times per second. All data are punched on a five-level
perforated Teletype tape.
MINITRACK OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM (MOTS)
The equatorially mounted astrographic camera used for periodic aircraft calibration of
the interferometer system has been adapted for optical tracking of brighter satellites up to
the fifth magnitude. The camera has an ultralinear f 5.0, 40-in. focal length lens and uses
8- by 10-in. spectroscopic plates affording an ultimate star-resolution accuracy of better than
I arcsec over an 110 by 140 field of view. The camera tracks the star field, thus permitting
stars as faint as 11th magnitude to be photographed.
The station serial time code is used to actuate a solenoid that moves a plunger to dis-
place the film plate within its holder. The satellite photographs as a trail of light against a
star background interrupted by breaks corresponding to time-code pulses. The photo-
graphic plates are compared to star charts, and preliminary reductions are made at the
tracking stations. Whenever possible, photographs are taken while the satellite is in the
main antenna beam of the Minitrack interferometer system, and the corresponding radio
records are mailed to GSFC along with the photographic plates.
SPECIAL PROBLEMS
It is beyond the scope of this report to describe in detail each electronic chassis of the
system. Much of that information is available from other sources.1 Any functional descrip-
tions, transfer functions, or nonlinear analysis beyond that already in print would require
extensive laboratory and bench testing-tasks much removed from the intent of this effort.
Nonetheless, certain observations came to our attention in the process of our analyses
and on-site inquiry that are worth mentioning here.




Each tracking station employs semiflexible, 502 coaxial transmission lines between the
antennas deployed on the field of the facility and the preamplifier converters in the elec-
tronic racks inside the building. These transmission lines are commercial grade, 7/8-in.,
Neoprene rubber covered RG-254/U, with air (gas) dielectric. Our investigation indicates
that the lines used in the installation of the Minitrack stations around the world were pro-
cured from different manufacturers. Fortunately, all 7/8-in. coaxial cable at any site is
from the same manufacturer.
The difficulty, however, lies in the fact that the velocity factors of the coaxial cable
from different manufacturers range from 0.83 to 0.96. At first glance this would appear
not to be a problem. One could argue that the most important criterion is that the velocity
factor for the cable at any one site be constant under a wide range of environmental condi-
tions and that the line exhibit a good characteristic of phase stability. Because the transmis-
sion lines are of equal length, the absolute value of the velocity factor is not important, pro-
vided, of course, that both lines for the interferometer pair come from the same manufac-
turer's process batch and have the same propagation delay time.
Unfortunately, such arguments are flawed. The reader will remember that all fine-
antenna transmission-line pairs were cut to the same length; this, therefore, poses no prob-
lem. At many sites, however, the pairs of transmission lines between respective sets of
ambiguity antennas are significantly different in length. The effect of this differential is
supposedly corrected in the preprocessing program MIN B. (See pp. 42 and 50 in vol. 1
and p. 2 in vol. 2.) The reader will observe that a constant said to include the coaxial-cable
velocity factor is part of the equations of the inequality calculation. This constant is written
as ".846." If the velocity factors of all transmission lines at all stations were the same,
namely 0.846, there would be no problem. Unfortunately this is not the case. Thus, the
cables (or the preprocessor) introduce error in the tracking equations.
At this point, we cannot say just what magnitude of error is being introduced by this
effect. Such a determination would require considerable field and laboratory effort. Cor-
rection of this differential velocity factor effect would require field measurement and modi-
fication to the preprocessing program. It will be noted that the ultimate angular tracking
resolution of a Minitrack interferometer facility is primarily dependent on the fine-antenna
system, specifically, the spacing of the fine interferometer antenna pairs. The theoretical
angular resolution of the ambiguity antenna pairs is much less than that of the fine-antenna
system. This, of course, is to be expected from the nature of interferometry. The ambigu-
ity system has the sole function of pointing out which fine-antenna phase segment the
spacecraft is operating through. A little leeway in the ambiguity system is not important
insofar as the system continues to indicate the correct fine-antenna phase segment; that is,
the correct zero-phase cone angle. We suspect, however, that this is not the case at those
stations having unequal ambiguity transmission lines whose velocity factors vary from the
standard 0.846. The error introduced would be a step function; that is, when the differen-
tial velocity factor effect is operating, it causes an error which is a multiple of 1000 fine
counts. This, we believe, is a serious problem.
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Another set of problems related to the transmission lines include drying and pressur-
izing the lines. We found, for instance, that an unadvisable purging procedure is being used
at some of the tracking sites. It has been maintained that as long as dry-nitrogen pressure is
kept on the lines and the lines will hold their pressures, the lines are dry.
Dewpoint measurements made in the field showed that in each test case nitrogen
highly saturated with moisture was purged from the lines while dry nitrogen was being in-
troduced at the other (building) end. Further, it was found that in some cases the purge
plug at the antenna ends of certain transmission lines were sealed with black tape and sili-
cone rubber compound. Other transmission lines were found to be stopped up with gas-
barrier-type bullet insulators instead of having the perforated type. This latter condition
prevented the dry gas from passing into the power-splitting networks and baluns. 2
Antenna Switches
At certain tracking sites, the solid-state coaxial switches were inadequately grounded. 2
These solid-state switches consist of passive, lumped-constant components and back-biased
diodes. They are well designed and exhibit characteristics of high phase stability. *They re-
place the old Ledex-type hard-contact coaxial switches used in Minitrack earlier. In some
of the tracking sites, the new switches were merely set in place over the holes in the old
Ledex switch cabinet with no attempt to securely ground the case of the switch to the
cabinet.
Such a condition may be introducing severe errors in the accuracy of the phase-
measurement process, how much cannot be ascertained without field and laboratory stud-
ies. We found that it was virtually impossible to attain repeatability of the antenna voltage
standing wave ratio measurements when taken through the inadequately grounded solid-
state coaxial switches.
Phase Centers
Investigation of the hardware-development work done on the Minitrack antennas re-
vealed that little, if any, effort was directed to identifying the region of the antenna phase
centers. There is reason to believe that the significant displacement of the phase centers
from the geometric centers of the fine antenna arrays is introducing error into the Minitrack
system. 3
INVENTORY
The following pages are reproductions of a typical Minitrack station equipment inven-
tory. Slight variations from facility to facility will occur, but, by and large the hardware
2 D. Watters: "St. Johns Minitrack Facility Inspection." Memorandum, Contract file for NAS5-10694, GSFC, Sept.
3, 1969.
3 Control Systems Research, Inc., has a paper entitled "Minitrack Beam Switching" that attempts to identify the
phase-center displacement problem and recommends a means for correction. This paper is available to serious investiga-
tors upon request.
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complements are the same. The forms that follow were prepared to assist in the process of
generating an accurate Minitrack inventory. They are designed to enlist the services of field
technicians in the gathering of data.
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ITEM EQUIPMENT NAME 0 STANDARD MANUFACTURER MFG R SERIALI COMMENTS
No. (If non-existent, write none) (Check and correct if non-standard) MODEL NO. NUMBERI I II I N
ANTENNA SYSTEM
1.1 Antenna - Fine 8 TACO
1.2 Antenna - Ambiguity 5 TACO
1.3 Calibration Antenna - Dipole 2
Coaxial Cable - (7/8" pressur 11,4 zed transmission lnes)
nter manufacturer, stock no.
R no. (lmportant)
1.5 Transmissio ne Pressure 1Wem
Enter type knitrogen tank,
dry air pump. etc.
Sheet No. 2
Tracking Station Name: .> MINOTRACK EQUIPMENT INVENTORY(136MHz)
Inventory Completed By: EM
(Signature) C
(Date) a
G SMF .ITEM EQUIPMENT NAME J; 0 STANDARD MANUFACTURER STOCK OR SERIAL COMMENTS
No. (If non-existent, write none) (Check and correct if non-standard) IMODEL NO. NUMBER
1.6 Pressure Gages
(ater qty., type. ma facturer
9 stock or model no.
1.7 Antenna Select Switch 11 American Electronic, Inc. SNB-8718
1.8 Power Supply - VAC VDC 1 Trygon Electronics HR-40
1.9 Transmission Line Term Box 1 Custon Built
1.10 Calibrator Power Divider 1 Custom Built
RECEIVER RACK
2. 1 Preamp Converter 11 Bendix
2.2 Translation Oscillator 1 Bendix
2.3 High First Local Oscillator 1 Bendix
2.4 Low First Local Oscillator 1 Bendix
2.5 Second Local Oscillator 1 Bendix
2.6 Third Local Oscillator 1 Bendix
2.7 IF Amplifier 7 Bendix
2.8 AGC Generator 3 Bendix
Tracking Station Name: Sheet No.
Inentory- Cmed. MINITRACK EQUIPMENT INVENTORYl136MHz)Inventory Completed By: r a
(Signature OE-
(Date) a Z
ITEM EQUIPMENT NAME 'ia v~ STANDARD MANUFACTURER MFG. SERIAL COMMENTS
No. (If non-existent, write none) (Check and correct if non-standard) STOCK OR NUMBER COMMENTS
mm- .Imm.. MODEL NO.
2.9 Control Loop 1 Bendix
2.10 Calibrator 1 Bendix
POWER SUPPLY - RACK A
3.1 AC Control Panel 1 Custom Built
3.2 Power Supply I Power Designs 305M
VAC VDC
3.3 Power Supply 4 Power Designs 204M-9
VAC VDC
POWER SUPPLY - RACK B
3.4 AC Voltage Regulator 1 Sorensen 2000-S
3.5 Power Supply 3 Power Designs 204M-9
VAC VDC
3.6 Power Supply 1 Power Designs 204M
VAC VDC
Tracking Station Name: Sheet No.
Inventory Completed By: MIN ITRACK EQUIPMENT INVENT RY (136 MHz)
(Signature 0
(Dote) 8 aZ
ITEM EQUIPMENT NAME J STANDARD MANUFACTURER SERIALNo. (If non-existent, write none) (Check and correct if non-standard) STOCK OR RCOMMENTS
PHASE MEASUREMENT RACK
4.1 Filter 2 Bendix BP-1545
4.2 Buffer 2 Bendix BP-1514
4.3 Reference Pulse Generator 1 Bendix BP-1516
4.4 Analog Phase Meter 6 Bendix BP-1512
4.5 Digital Phase Meter I Bendix
4.6 Data Readout Swith & nannel
4.7 Bandwidth Selector I Custom Built
4.8 Narrow Band Track Filter 1 Electrac, Inc. 219
TIME STANDARD RACK ,
5.1 Ultra Stable Oscillator 1 Hermes Electronics 101CS
5.2 Frequency Divider 1
5.3 Frequency Divider Mod. 1
5.4 Plug-in Multiplier I
5.5 GOHz Generator Amplifier I
5.6 Signal Distribution System I
I7




MF G .ITEM EQUIPMENT NAME STANDARD MANUFACTURER STOCK OR SERIAL COMMENTSNo. (If non-existent, write none) (Check and correct if non-standard) MODEL NO NUMBER
5.7 Digital Clock _
5.8 Binary Time Code Generator I
5.9 WWV Receiver 1
5.10 Time Comparison Equipment 1
5.11 Power Supply 1 Tektronix 160A
VAC VDC
5.12 Waveform Generator 1 Tektronix (Mod.) 162
5.13 Indicator 1 Tektronix (Mod.) 360
5.14 60 Hz Power Amplifier 1
5.15 Converter Regulator 1
5.16 12V Battery Charger 1
5.17 Power Supply 1 Power Designs 323M
VAC VDC
5.18 Power Supply 1 Power Designs 305M
VAC VDC
5.19 Power Supply 1 Harrison Labs 400D
VAC VDC
Tracking Station Name Sheet No. 6Tracking Station Name: MINITRACK EQUIPMENT INVENTORY(136MHz)
Inventory Completed By: C
(Signature) a .0
(Date) a * o
§ I MFG.ITEM EQUIPMENT NAME nO STANDARD MANUFACTURER ST OR SERIALCOMMENTS
No. (If non-existent, write none) (Check and correct if non-standard) MODEL NO NUMBER
-I MODEL NO.
6.1 Timing System Subassembly 1 Astrodata 6600
6.2 Distribution Amplifier 1 Monotronics 203-11
6.3 Battery Pack - 24V I Astrodato 6600-1800
6.4 Power Supply Battery Charger 1 Astrodata 8100
6.5 Power Supply Regulator 1 Astrodata
CONTROL CONSOLE
7.1 Phase Shifter & Data Time 1 Custom Built
7.2 Power Supply 3 Power Designs 305-M
VAC VDC
7.3 Power Supply 2 Power Designs 323M
VAC VDC
7.4 Power Supply 2 Tektronix 160A
VAC VDC
7.5 Waveform Generator 1 Tektronix (Mod.) 162
7.6 Indicator (CR tube type) 8 Tektronix (Mod.) 360
Tracking Station Name: ______ _ > Sheet No. 7Tracking StationName: MINITRACK EQUIPMENT INVENTORY(136MHz)




a 3 S. MFGITEM EQUIPMENT NAME c, STANDARD MANUFACTURER STOCK OR SERIAL COMMENTS
No. (If non-existent, write none) (Check and correct if non-standard)IMODEL NO. NUMBER
8.1 Automatic igital Recording 1 Consolidated Systems, Inc.
8.2 Spare High Speed Reperferator 1 Consolidated Systems, Inc.
9.1 Recorder Junction Box 1 Bendix - Custom built
10.1 Storage Battery - 12V 1
11.1 Storage Battery - 6V 2
12.1 ~oaxial Cable Set (W201 1
through W292) - Enter manu-
facturer,. manufacturer stock
or type no., RG no.
Trucking Station Name: Mheet No. 8a t MINITRACK EQUIPMENT INVENTORY(136 MHz)
Inventory Completed By: "
(Signaturel O >
(Dote) a
ITEM EQUIPMENT NAME Z. STANDARD MANUFACTURER STMFCK OR NUMBER COMMENTS
No. (If non-existent, write none) (Check and correct if non-standard) MODEL NO. NUMBER
13.1 Coaxial Cable Set (W201 1
through W278) - Enter manu-
facturer, manufacturer stock
or type no., RG no.
14.1 Power Cable Set (W101 1
through W120)
15.1 Power Cable Set W101 1
through W116, W121 through
W124)
16.1 Cable Stringer
17.1 Tactical Intercommunications I Cooke Electronics
System - Operator Station
Sheet No.9
Tracking Station Name: >1 I MINITRACK EQUIPMENT INVENTORY(136MHz)
inventory Completed By: M
(Signature) E .
(Date)
M I MFGITE EQUIPMENT NAME STANDARD MANUFACTURER STOCK OR SERIAL COMMENTS
No. (If non-existent, write none) (Check and correct if non-standard) MODEL NO. NUMBER
18. 1 Primary Power Generator
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
Appendix C
SYSTEM CALIBRATION
Each Minitrack station is calibrated once or twice a year to obtain constants and coef-
ficients that are used in compensating the system equipment. Such compensation is done,
in part, at the respective worldwide tracking facilities. The remainder of the compensatory
adjustments are achieved through the Minitrack preprocessing computer program.
The techniques employed in the calibration of the Minitrack system use an astro-
graphic camera at each tracking site. This camera is mounted precisely at the intersection of
the fine baselines. An aircraft with a high-intensity flashing light is employed in the proce-
dure. The aircraft is equipped with a radiofrequency beacon transmitter operating in the
Minitrack frequency spectrum. At night, while the high-flying aircraft is being tracked by
the Minitrack station, the astrographic camera is made to photograph the flashing light
against a fixed known star field background.
The constants and coefficients of calibration are derived by comparing the known posi-
tion of the aircraft beacon transmitter (and flashing light) with the instantaneous positions
of the beacon as defined by the Minitrack station. The process of obtaining the calibration
constants from the information imaged on the astrographic camera plates and the reduction
of the data to meaningful terms is accomplished by detailed use of precision measuring
machines and the general-purpose digital computer (IBM 360). The purpose of this section
is to introduce the reader to the mechanics of the computer reduction of the astrographic-
plate data that ultimately define the respective calibration coefficients. A previously un-
published description of the operations and functions of three computer programs used in
the calibration data reduction process is published here. Additionally, a listing of the pro-
grams is provided for review and reference.
Readers unfamiliar with the Minitrack calibration procedure should refer to several
documents already in print. Among these is the excellent description of the Minitrack cali-
bration system' by Berbert, Oosterhout, Engels, and Habib and a paper on the reduction of
the Minitrack astrographic plates2 by Good, Berbert, and Oosterhout. These documents are
recommended for an understanding of the program descriptions that follow. The basic
1J. H. Berbert, J. D. Oosterhout, P. D. Engels, and E. J. Habib: "Minitrack Calibration System." Photograph. Sci.
Eng. 7(2): 78-83, Mar.-Apr. 1963.
2Emily W. Good, J. H. Berbert, and J. D. Oosterhout: "Reduction of the Minitrack Astrographic Plates." Photo-
graph. Sci. Eng. 6(6): 324-327, Nov.-Dec. 1962.
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information in these articles will not be repeated because such effort would be redundant;
they are important to understanding, nonetheless. Our emphasis is directed toward the
more detailed, hitherto unpublished descriptive material.
The reduction of the calibration data must be keyed to the fundamental star positions
used for the reference grid on the calibration plates. Optical images of the strobe light
mounted on the calibration aircraft are shifted by tropospheric refraction from the atmos-
phere between the aircraft and the ground station, whereas the optical images of the stand-
ard stars are shifted by refraction from the entire atmosphere. The fundamental star
positions quoted in the star catalogs are corrected for this refraction from the entire atmos-
phere; equivalently, they are the true positions or "zenith" positions. Therefore, the optical
images of the aircraft must be corrected for tropospheric refraction to deduce its true or
zenith position. 3 In this manner, the difference in plate coordinates of the images of the
aircraft and stars yields the difference in their true coordinates. By comparing the 136.5-
MHz radio position of the aircraft determined from the standard reduction of the inter-
ferometer data and the optical position of the aircraft for the same instant of time, the
calibration procedure is established. For commensurability, the radio position must also be
corrected for the tropospheric refraction from the atmosphere between the aircraft and the
ground station.
The calibration computations are performed by three computer programs at the
Physical Science Laboratory of New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, N. Mex. These
programs in the order of use are DR01 J, astrographic plate reduction; DRO 1K, PROOF-
READ; and DROI E, antenna-field error models. Each of these programs as supplied by the
Physical Science Laboratory is described in the next section. A listing of the calibration
computer programs is given at the end of this appendix.
DRO1J
Problem Definition
This program is designed for reduction of Minitrack astrographic plates or PACT data.
The objective is to compute east-west and north-south Minitrack parameters versus time
for all associated antenna systems.
Plate Reduction
A flashing light aboard an aircraft, offset a known amount from a radiofrequency
source, is photographed against a star background. Updated star catalog positions and plate
measurements can be used to find plate constants that can be used with the plate measure-
ment of any image to yield the direction of the line between the camera and the object.
3This correction for the optical radiation between the aircraft and the ground station is from F. O. Vonbun: Cor-
rection for Atmospheric Refraction at the NASA Minitrack Stations. NASA TN D-1448, Aug. 1962.
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When the object is the flashing light, the offset coordinates can be used to compute the
direction to the radiofrequency source at the corresponding time. This direction then allows
computation of the desired Minitrack parameters.
The star positions updated to the time of plate exposure and the Cartesian coordinates
of the images with respect to the approximate principal point must be known. There can be
up to 75 stars.
The plate constants we wish to solve for are the coefficients a, b, . . . , f' in the follow-
ing equations:
t = a + bx + cy + dxy + ex 2 +fx(x2 +y 2 ) (C-la)
7 = a' + b'x + c'y + d'xy + e'y 2 +f'y(x2 +y 2 ) (C-lb)
Here x and y must be referred to the approximate principal point whose plate measure-
ment is xc , Yc. The variables t and i7 are standard coordinates that can be found from the
star position as follows. Denote the right ascension and declination of the star by a* and
6*, respectively, and of the approximate principal point by &c and 8c, respectively. Then,
cos 6* sin (a* - ac ) (C-2)
D




D cos (6* - 6c ) + cos 6c cos 6* [cos (a* - aC)-l] (C-4)
The plate coordinates of each star image are measured from one to five times. If more
than three readings are taken, the set showing the highest deviation in either x or y should
be discarded. The values of x and y to be used in all computations are then the average
values of the remaining measurement sets less xc and yc, the coordinates of the plate center.
The plate constants are found by solving equation (C-la) by the method of least
squares:
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a N x ly 2xy Ex2  Exr -
b I x X2  xy XX2 y x3  x2 r
c :y Jxy Xy 2  jXy2  1X2 y 2xyr Y|
(C-5)
d xy x2y jXy2 x2 y2  x~xy x 2yr xy
e Yx 2  Ix 3  x2y XX3 y 4  x 2 r 2
f ' Exr Ex 2r jxyr x 2yr X 2 2x3 r X
where the summations are over N stars and r = x 2 + y 2 . The variables a', b', ... , f' are
found from the similar set of linear equations associated with the equation for 77 in equation
(C-lb).
Once the plate constants are known, equation (C-1) will yield standard coordinates (
and 77 for any x and y. The corresponding right ascension a and declination 6 are found
from the following relations:
a = ac + AU (C-6a)
sin 6 C + q cos 6c
6 = tan 1  cos A1 (C-6b)
cos 5c - 7 sin Sc
where
Aa = tan-
cos 6c - 7 sin Sc
Ssin 6*
= sin-1  (C-7)cos 6c cos 6* (r + sin Sc/cos c )(C-7)
There will be some error associated with each star because of distortion, refraction,
catalog errors, measurement errors, misidentification, or other blunders. To eliminate stars
with errors greater than some acceptable rmax , the following procedure is used.
Initially use all input stars to solve for plate constants. Then compute residuals for
each star:
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r. = (ca- a ) cos * (C-8a)
r. = 5 - 6* (C-8b)
where a and 6 are found from the plate measurements, plate constants, and equations (C-6)
and (C-7). If any residual exceeds rmax, remove the star showing the largest residual (in
either right ascension or declination) and compute a new set of plate constants. Again ex-
amine the residuals and remove another star if necessary. Keep repeating this process until
all residuals are less than or equal to rmax or until more than eight stars would have to be
removed from the solution. The root mean square (rms) values for r and r, should be
computed also.
For each flashing light image on the plate, compute t and t7 by equation (C-1), and
then a and 6 by equations (C-6) and (C-7). Direction cosines are given by
X = sin 6 cos 4 - cos S sin 4 cos H (C-9a)
tt = - cos 6 sin H (C-9b)
v = sin 6 sin o + cos 6 cos o cos H (C-9c)
where 0 is the latitude and H is the local hour angle given by
H= STG + C - L- a + UT (C-10)
where STG is the sidereal time, C is 9.8565 s of time per hour of UT, L is the longitude, and
UT is the universal time of the flash.
PACT Data
When PACT data are to be reduced, the direction cosines are given as input, and there-
fore the computation of plate constants and direction cosines may be omitted.
Phase Center Corrections
The azimuth A and elevation e are found from the direction cosines by
A = tan- 1 - (C-1 la)
e = sin- 1 v (C-ilb)
The quadrant of A is determined by the fact that p and X have the same signs as sin A
and cos A, respectively.
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Given phase center offsets F and P, the problem is to find direction cosines to the radio-
frequency source before performing any Minitrack computations.
The course of the aircraft must be known. The angle C is defined as the angle between
the east direction and the line of flight of the aircraft, measured clockwise from east. Be-
cause two successive observations are required to determine the direction of aircraft flight,
it will be necessary to consider the course as constant for the first two data points. Also,
if two observations are more than 2 s apart, the first should be treated as a final point and
the second as an initial point in these computations. Denote the aircraft height by HA and
station height by H. Then for point i,
Pi
Ei = -(HA -Hs) (C-12a)
vi
Ni =-(H -Hs) (C-12b)
V.
Denote any two successive observations by the subscripts i and i- 1. Then
N - Ni
C. = tan- 1  (C-13)
Ei- ji_1
for INi - Ni._ 1<1 Ei - Ei _ 1 1. Add r to Ci if Ei < E _ 1. If E > Ei_ 1 and Ci < 0, add 21 to
Ci
E. -E_
Ci =-- tan- 1  (C- 14)2 Ni - Ni_ 1
for IEi - Ei_ 1 1<1 Ni - N_ 11. Add r to C, ifNi < Ni- 1.
Once Ci has been properly determined, we can find the desired direction cosines:
E'= F cos C - P sin Ci + E (C-15a)
Ni'= F sin Ci + P cos Ci + N i  (C-15b)
from which
Xi = Ni/R (C-16a)
i= E'IR' (C-16b)
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' = vi  (C- 16c)
where
Ri= [E 2 + Ni,2 +(H - HS) 2 i V2 (C-17)
The direction cosines defined in equations (C-16) are the ones to be used in subsequent
Minitrack computations.
Baseline in Wavelengths
It will be necessary to know the number of wavelengths in the baseline of all antenna
systems. The number of wavelengths in the baseline for a vacuum is given by
baseline length X frequency
n = (C-18)
vacuum velocity of light
using 9.83569229 X 108 ft/s for the vacuum velocity of light.4 The actual number of wave-
lengths in the baseline is
n'= (1 - R)Ain (C-19)
where R is a quantity based on the optical index of refraction between the station and the
aircraft, which is given by
77.6P 1-e - -(HA - Hs)
R - X 10- 6  (C-20)
T (H - Hs)
The factor y is a constant dependent on atmospheric conditions, for which we use the value
3.048 X 10- 5 . The units of R in equation (C-20) are arcseconds and must be converted to
radians for use in equation (C-19). For PACT data computation, R is set equal to zero. In
equation (C-19), A is the index of refraction for the radiofrequency between the station and
the aircraft and is computed from
I-e-k(HA - HS)





Ns - P+ X 10- 6  (C-22)
T T
4This value is derived from the value given in NASA SP-7012 (1969), which is 2.9979250 X 1100 cm/s. The conver-
sion factor is 1 m = 3.2808333333 U.S. survey ft.
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in which
P = pressure in millibars, which is 0.02953144 in. Hg
Pv = saturated vapor pressure (given in tabular form as a function of temperature in
degrees Celsius in the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics)
RH = relative humidity
T = temperature in kelvins, which is 27313 + (5/9) (oF - 32)
In equation (C-21)
k = In (C-23)
Ns + AN
where
AN= -7.32eS 77Ns X 10-6 (C-24)
The variable k as given by equation (C-23) is in units of reciprocal kilometers.
Fine Antennas
The Minitrack parameters A c and Bc are given by
Ac = ao -Fw - ew
(C-25)
B =bo - Fns -Vs
where
n/ p
ao [ +(1/4r2 )(n 2 - n2p/'2)] (C-25a)
bo  (C-25b)b [1+ (1/4r2 )(n 2 - n2'2)]C-25b)
HA - H frequency
r = "X (C-25c)
V' velocity of light
Aa 0Few = X (east-west filter constant) (C-25d)
AUT
Ab o




Vew - V A m  (C-25f)
AUT
-Ab
n -A VfBn (C-25g)
AUT
The east-west and north-south filter constants and the velocity constant Vf are given.
The variables Am and Bm are the decimal portions of the Minitrack values. Aao /AUT and
Abo/AUT are the rates of change in ao and b0 computed from two successive points. It is
necessary to consider the rates as constant for the first two points associated with a plate.
The variables n and n' are defined in equations (C-18) and (C-19) where the east-
west fine baseline is used for computing ao and the north-south fine baseline is used for
computing bo0.
Ambiguity Antennas
Minitrack parameters for the ambiguity antennas are computed only when input
time is an integral number of seconds.
A c and Bc for medium and coarse antennas are computed by equations (C-25),
setting Vew and Vns equal to zero and using the appropriate baseline lengths. For A c
medium, use baseline east-west medium; for A c coarse, use baseline east-west coarse.
For Bc medium, use baseline north-south medium; and for Bc coarse, use baseline north-
south coarse.
In addition, the direction cosines to be used are derived from the ones that are used
to compute the fine data. The coordinates of the radiofrequency source with respect to
the camera (located at the center of the fine-antenna system) are
(H - H)X'
X A = (C-26a)
(HA - Hs)'
YA =  (C-26b)
ZA =HA -Hs C-26c)












r =(XA - Xi)2  A - )2 + (ZA - Zi)2
and X i , Yi, and Zi are the coordinates of point P with respect to the camera. X1 , Up, Vp
are the direction cosines to be used for X, p, and v in equations (C-25). We will assume
Zi = 0 in all cases. The variables Xi and Yi are given as translation coordinates. For A cmedium, use X = Xewm and Yi= ewn; for A coarse, use Xi A Xew and Yi = Yew. For
Bc medium, use Xi = Xsm and Y, = Ysm ;for Bc coarse, use X i = Xnsc and Y = Yns.
Program Description
The program consists of one main procedure that controls three external procedures.
The flowchart (fig. C- 1) gives more detail about the sequence of operations in each proce-
dure. The equation numbers 1 through 25 in the flowchart refer to equations (C-1) through
(C-25).
Main Procedure
This procedure reads the Start card (fig. C-2). If a new data set is to be processed,
INITIAL should be punched on the Start card. All preexisting data are discarded from this
area of the disk. If plates are being added to or replacing data already on the disk (sig-
naled by ADDITION on the Start card), the OUTPUT procedure is invoked to save the
data already on the disk in a special file.
A Plate card (fig. C-3) is read in. If PACT data are indicated, the MTRACK procedure
is invoked; if plate constants are indicated, as input, the cards are read. If they are to be
computed, the STRSOL procedure is invoked. After plate constants have been computed
or read in, the MTRACK procedure is invoked.
After all plates have been processed in the above manner, the OUTPUT procedure is
invoked.
STRSOL Procedure
This procedure computes plate constants using updated star catalog positions and the
coordinates of the star images on photographic plates as described earlier. All of the plate
coordinates for the stars are read in, after which the updated star catalog positions are read.
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Figure C-i.-Flowchart for DROIJ.
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Figure C-1 (concluded).-Flowchart for DRO
MAIN. A sample output is shown in figure C-4.
coAs each catalog cmputard is read, the pcoordinate con rds are searched for a match. If both cards
are found for a star, then the components for that star are added into the matrix of equa-
biguity antProcessing continues as described earlier until a satisfactory plate constant solution is
and AMB disk fimples. output is shown in figure C-4.
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13.4 116 0 11 221 A 252 VW2W2M31 2 M 32 35 M373M31442,42434447-4222 S23%5565759006162M6S67S 622 111 7,
FIEL
1 INITIAL - If a new disk file is being created (left-justify)
ADDITION - If plates are being added to files already on the disk
2 POLAR - If this is polar data
EQUATORIAL - If it is equatorial data
This parameter is used only for output listings.
For best appearance POLAR should be centered in
the field.
Figure C-2.-Start card for DR01J.
I 1 2J 3 4 Fi 5 6 7 8 9 O 10 .
I 11 t I d 011 'l II ' I "t I I/ I 1 1I !
FIELD(S1
1 Station Iumber Character data
2 Plate Number
3 X
c The coordinates (in mm) of the approximate principal point (floating point)
4 Yc
5 C Right ascension (hrs,min,sec) of the approximate principal point. Right-
justify the hours and minutes (fixed integers) and allow 3 decimal places
for seconds.
6 6 Declination (in degrees,min,and sec) of the approximate principal point.
C Right-justify degrees and minutes (fixed integers) and allow 3 decimal
places for seconds. If the angle is negative, put a minus sign in front
of each of the components. If any component is zero, it may be left blank.
7 The number of measurements (1-5) taken on the coordinates of each star and each
flashing light. This may be zero or blank for PACT data.
8 The maximum residual (ra or r6 in eq. (C-8)) allowed for a star to stay in the solution.
This may be zero or blank for PACT data or if plate constants are given.
9 REPLACE If this plate is replacing the data for a plate with the same number
already in the disk file. Leave the field blank if this is the first
time data for this plate has been run.
10 PLATE If the plate constants for this plate have already been computed and
appear on plate constant cards which follow.
PACT (left-justified) If there are PACT data for this plate. Leave the field
blank if plate constants are to be computed.
Figure C-3.-Plate card for DRO1J.
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SOLUTIOU V0. I STATION 0015 PLATE 040 EQUATORIAL 05/2
PLAIE CONSTANTS
2.44040475E-02 9.90886509E-04 -1.694H3b 41-35 8.73329919E-09 2.21368666E-38 -4,92114247E-L1
3.2825196LE-03 1.0C312545E-05 9.90129504E-04 2.L5914429E-~8 8.67837951E-09 -*94T5Z50SOE-LL
STAR NO. CATALU NO. RIGHT ASCENSION DECLINATION RESIUJAL A RESIDUAL D CODE
1 5201303 8 21 48.4Z8 51 38 8.071 -.011 .401
2 5301245 8 21 34.465 53 5 .804 -.234 -.463
3 5301224 b -12 50.284 5j 1 52.247 -. 495 .334
4 5201292 8 14 11.813 52 25 50.379 .810 .075
5 5201288 8 11 23.016 51 51 5. 19 -.436 -. 232
6 5101393 8 7 15.701 51 1 14.252 -. 710 -.018
1 5201268 T 58 44.412 51 48 20.4bL -. 457 .403
8 5201272 8 2 50.292 52 14 30.163 -. 906 -.813
9 5301211 8 1 24.816 52 50 20.030 1.287 .065
10 5301200 T 56 4.786 52 58 7.484 .857 1.033
11 5301203 7 51 4'.26? 53 27 8.538 .r14 1.248
12 5401203 8 7 23.33t 53 44 33.911 .652 .15r
I$ 5401207 8 8 55.216 54 19 13.429 .392 -. 355
14 5501233 7 55 22.196 55 8 13.080 -. 197 '1.375
15 5501244 8 2 49.764 55 18 47.08 -. 079 -.672
16 5501252 8 6 31.243 55 9 2.031 -. 964 .514
It 5601215 8 10 51.925 55 42 44.513 .713 -. 332
18 5601214 8 1O 22.811 56 6 1.512 -. 609 .892
19 5601295 8 23 19.562 55 52 4.112 .066 .251
20 5501271 8 19 53.074 55 25 29.660 -1.543 .682
21 55021) 8 21 10.932 54 41 33.099 .431 -.905
22 5601305 8 29 37.2 5 55 52 23.695 .790 -. 088
23 5501208 8 39 9.520 54 50 34.519 1.405 .278
24 5401253 8 43 5r.714 54 1 12.394 -. 526 -. 407
25 5401258 8 47 26.969 54 12 36.397 -. 902 131
26 5301285 8 46 40.416 53 2 3.591 1.394 -2.514
21 5301279 8 43 31.189 52 46 59.712 -. 936 1.743
28 5301276 8 40 3.143 53 25 55.175 .362 .879
2" 5401247 8 36 36.729 53 49 22.989 -. 553 -1.381
30 5401238 8 29 38,758 53 39 28.486 .590 -. 157
31 5301255 8 26 53.516 53 3 30.610 .215 -.257
32 5201313 8 27 36.026 52 8 54.613 -. 185 -. 940
33 5201322 8 33 13.521 52 5C5 .313 .084
34 5301266 8 35 5.212 52 42 26.539 -. 294 -. 150
35 5101330 8 39 42.302 52 9 41.025 -. 833 2.298
3o 5101440 8 36 49.531 50 45 49.705 .988 -. 778
31 5101437 8 31 35.169 51 6 46.476 -. 116 1.266
38 5101422 8 25 45.171 5t 0 4.55t .246 -. 401
ROOT HEAN SQUARES8 .699 ,91l
SOLUTION NUMBER I MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS
Figure C-4.-Sample output listing of star solution.
The direction data are printed as they are computed for each point. Another copy is
printed after all computations are complete and control is returned to MAIN.
OUTPUT Procedure
This procedure can be invoked by MAIN in two instances. If plates are being added to
a file already on the disk, the procedure is invoked. At that time the data already in the
file are read and saved in a separate file, and control is returned to MAIN. After the last
plate in a run has been processed by MTRACK, this procedure is invoked to edit the disk
files and produce the fine-antenna and ambiguity-antenna:printed output. If data are being
added to a file or replacing plates already on the file the data saved by the first call of this
procedure are read in. If the plate number is one of those designated to be replaced by the
Plate card, the data are skipped; otherwise, the data are added to the file containing the
more recently computed data. That process is repeated for both the fine and ambiguity data.
All of the data in the fine and ambiguity files are then printed with a separate listing
for each plate.
The values from equations (C-25d) to (C-25g) are computed in this procedure because
they are not retained in the FINE disk file.
After all listings are complete, control is returned to MAIN.
Input
Punched Cards
The cards that constitute a data deck are
(1) Start card
(2) Plate card
(3) Star Measurement cards followed by a card with a star number <75 (fig. C-5)
(4) Catalog cards followed by a card with a star number <75 (fig. C-6)
(5) Minitrack Start card 1 (fig. C-7)
(6) Minitrack Start card 2 (fig. C-8)
(7) Minitrack Start card 3 (fig. C-9)
(8) Minitrack Start card 4 (fig. C-10)
(9) Minitrack cards (fig. C-11) terfiled
(10) Flashing light Measurement cards (fig. C-12) or PACT data cards Interfiled
(fig. C-13)
(11) /* end of file
(12) /* end of file
Cards 2 through 11 may be repeated for as many plates as the user wishes. The only
limitation is the size of the area allotted to the FINE and AMB files. Cards 3 and 4 may be
replaced by a Plate Constant card (fig. C-14), or they may be omitted if PACT data are
given. Figure C-1 5 is a listing of typical Minitrack Start cards 1 through 4.
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I 21 31 4 5 6 I 7 I 8 9 10 i 11 12 ! 13
FIELO(IS)
SStation number Character data not checked by the program
2 Plate Number
3 Star number - Fixed integer, right-justified
4 X1 coordinate measurement





8 1 3  All measurements in mm with 3 decimal places
allowed. The number of sets of measurements





Figure C-5.-Star Measurement card for DROJ.
Disk
If ADDITION is specified on the Start card, FINE and AMB files are expected to be
in the output disk area. The data in those areas will be saved and added to the file after the




As the plates are processed a listing is made of direction data (fig. C-16). For PACT
data the time, right ascension, declination, azimuth, elevation, and direction cosines are
printed for each point; for other data the time, azimuth, and elevation are printed. As each
line is printed a copy is saved in disk file DIROUT. After all the points for one plate have
been read and processed, a second copy is made of the direction data from the data saved
on DIROUT.
After all the plates for a run have been processed and data saved from a previous run
have been added back into the FINE and AMB files, all of the fine data are listed (time, Ac,
Bc, Am, B , , Abo, N , N , course, range, F,, Fns
, 
V , and Vns) for each point
with a separate listing started for each plate in the file (fig. C-17). Then all of the ambiguity
data are listed (flash time, A c medium, A c coarse, B c medium, and B c coarse) for each point,
again with a separate listing for each plate (fig. C-18).
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|1 2 3! 1 4 5 16 _7_1_19
1 Station number
I Station number Character data not checked by the program
2 Plate number
3 Star number * Fixed integer number must match a star number on the star measurement cards
4 Star catalogue number - character data
5 c right ascension
6 6 declination )location of the star from the catalog
Figure C-6.-Catalog card for DRO1J.
1 41 i 3 4 5 F 6 M 8 77
IH s ' I ' "I H I M "
FIELD(SI
1 Station number
Character data not checked by the program
2 Plate number
3 STG - The sidereal time at Greenwich at 0 hours UT on the day of observation in
hours, minutes(Fixed integers), and seconds(three decimal places allowed).
4 West longitude of the camera site in degrees, minutes(fixed integers), and seconds
(three decimal places allowed).
5 Latitude of the camera site in degrees, minutes(fixed integers), and seconds
(three decimal places allowed). If the angle is negative, each
component must have a sign. If any component is zero it may be left
blank.
6 Aircraft code - Character data not used by the program.
7 Forward offeet-
7 Forward °ffset-1  Offset coordinates of the RF source from the flashing light in feet.
8 Port offset
Figure C-7.-Minitrack Start card 1 for DRO1J.
1 2 3 7
1 4! #7 911O 1 1l24 51614 8 .....221.. 25Su I4 4 ... 1. ..... ...42 a43"45 ..74..5 .. r .. smMn2w2 06 ...... . 7 r t4S52
FIELO(S)
1 Station number
Character data not used by the program
20 Plate number
3 Frequency in MHz of the transmission
4 Velocity constant, used in equations (C-25f) and (C-25g)
5 EW
6 Filter constants used in equations (C-25d) and (C-25e)
6 NS
7 Station Height
In feet, above mean sea level.
8 Aircraft Height
Figure C-8.-Minitrack Start card 2 for DR01J.
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S6 7 1 n I 11 12 13 14 1 15
341 7 9 10111 213 14s1it5 S 39 4217 253  2S i 3 3 4 nl M[ X37=M *1141 424344 46 47 4 SO S 54536M s ?Z E636l 5146S 67M 74"7 3 'I
FIELDISI








.8 X - EWC
9 X - NSC
10 X - EWM
11 X -NSM
Translation coordinates in feet.
12 Y -EWC
13 Y - NSC
14 Y - EW
15 Y -NSN
Figure C-9.-Minitrack Start card 3 for DRO1J.
1 I a ) o 4 . W 11 . 9 0 M 2 I s 270 s n .32 3 42 04 647 . O .... SS 616 U6 0UN 1 ma an Ia Wo
FIELD(S)
1 Station Number
2 Plate Number Character data not used by the program2 Plate Number
3 Temperature in degrees Farenheit
4 Pressure in inches mercury (Hg)
5 Relative humidity in percent (3 decimal places allowed).
Figure C-10.-Minitrack Start card 4 for DRO1J.
I 34. Ot sl2O13 14361738592O74 =DX3M257429574 




2 Plate Number Character data not used by 
the program
3 M Fine antenna Minitrack measurements.
4 BM
5 Universal time of the flash in hours, minutes, and seconds.
Figure C-11.-Minitrack card for DRO1J.
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1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1 1 3415 6 -.18 110111 2 D 14 1 42 I" II*6I 2364..6ZV329743I 6446 6334 CI4243645467446 4 3l 1SS6S76459646 I43 1646 67446167496747 T
FIELD(S)
1 Station Number
2 Plate Number Data not used by the program






8 X Coordinate measurements of flash. All measurements are in mm with
3 decimal places allowed. The number of sets of measurements used






Figure C-12.-Flashing light Measurement card for DR01J.
1 Station Number
Data not used by the program
2 Plate Number
3
4 )A Direction cosines
5
6 UT time of flash - Data not used by the program
Figure C-13.-PACT data card for DR01J.
11 23-56 76,1051213114 114161,m131m022362S 251247n""3 nNW X 41424364454644 m143 nSG57SI 566636364W 01649,s,71 M 747N 764 9W
1 a
2 b
3 c Plate constants in floating point exponential
format with 8 significant digits and an exponent
4 d to place the decimal point.
5 e
6 f
PLATE CONSTANT CARD 2 has exactly the same format
with plate constants a', b', c', d', a', and fl.
Figure C-14.-Plate Constant card 1 for DRO1J.
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SIART CARDS
0015 040 1130464750004146430 51 26 45430 428 0000 0033
0015 040 1365000 00100000 0368000 0378000 28773 258000
5015332675332675025310025310028930028930015000876610031060530ti 6607500060531003
O015 040 52000 3014555 81000
Figure C-15.-Sample output listing of Minitrack Start cards for DRO1J.
Disk Output
Permanent disk output consists of the fine and ambiguity data files. The fine file
records are in blocks of 3400 bytes with 136 bytes per logical record. Each record has the
following format:
Bytes Data
1 to 4 Hours
5 to 8 Minutes Time of flash in single-precision floating point
9 to 12 Seconds
13 to 16 Null area character data reserved for later use
17 to 24 Ac From equation (C-25)
25 to 32 Bc j
33 to 40 Am  Minitrack card input values
41 to 48 Bm Double-
49 to 56 C From equation (C-13) or (C-14) precisior
57 to 64 R Equation (C-17) floating
65 to 72 a0o Aao /AUT and Ab 0 /AUT from equations point
73 to 80 AbJ (C-25d) to (C-25g)
81 to 88 NA / As defined in equation (C-19) with fine
89 to 96 NB baselines
97 to 100 Station number
101 to 103 Plate number Character
104 Code for later use
105 to 136 Four double-precision floating-point numbers for later use
The ambiguity file has blocks of 1680 bytes with 56 bytes per logical record. Each
record has the following data:
Bytes Data
1 to 4 Hours
5 to 8 Minutes Time of flash in single-precision floating point
9 to 12 Seconds
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DIRECTION OATA FOR STATION 0015, PLATE NUMBER 040 EQUAORIAL 05/23/72
FLASH TIME RIGHT ASCENSION DECLINAIIUI ALIMUTH ELEVATIO4 LAMBDA MU NU
20 48 5b.8000 7 49 44.054 54 9 6.570 5.29397893 1.4772942 .35129387 -.07801566 *99563186
20 4U 57.0:)00 7 51 6.140 54 9 44.033 5.3134931) 1.4)029051. .05111603 -.07453934 .99590714
20 48 51.2000 7 52 28.396 54 10 15.125 5.334226815 1.49326217 .0502624b -.07105783 .99617132
20 48 57.4000 7 53 50.718 54 10 44.128 5.35647882 1.4d519146 .05014217 -.06757332 .99642314
20 48 51.6000 7 55 12.539 54 11 10.935 5.380260% 1.4U905153 .05056609 -.06413999 .99666091
20 48 37.003 7 56 34.590 54 11 34.111 5.43572975 1.491873a3 .0513t3182 -. 06063750 .99618124
20 4u 8.0J300 7 57 57.581 54 11 4..17 5.43319494 1.494682?)4 .050k'b61 -. 3511258L .99710477
20 4e 50.2000 7 59 20.573 54 12 4.658 5.46200374 1.4974208B .0.939705C -. 053t1525 .9913 923
20 8d a8..090 8 0 43.152 54 12 14.346 5.49451595 I.50Cd0813 .0493311 -.05012158 .99750074
20 48 58.6000 6 2 5.945 54 12 23.170 5.52873492 1.50266291 .0411621 -.04661116 .99767982
20 * 5d.PO')J 8 3 29.290 54 12 23.110 5.565926982 1.50519259 .04940422 -. 34309179 .99048dt
20 48 59.0)30 8 4 52.164 54 12 23.390 5.6057796d 1.5075977 .04q'. 1d5 -.3358420 .99803370
20 48 59.2000 0 6 15.053 54 12 19.655 5.648db914 1.509898)8 .049'1492 -,03637552 .99l311653
20 4H 59.4000 8 7 31.986 54 12 13.612 5.69497702 1,51207535 .048u2429 -. 332564)3 .9982 1540
20 48 59.6000 8 9 1.262 54 12 2.131 5.14482892 1.51413229 .04862303 -. 02903756 .99839502
20 40 59.8003 8 10 24.350 54 11 46.915 5.79816709 1.5160356b .04!42383 -. 02551805 *9935)133
20 45 .0000 8 11 41.224 54 11 27.085 5.8549u364 L.51717329 .048ti319 -O.02CC673 .99851461
20 4S .2003 8 13 10.236 54 11 4.178 5.91557863 1.5193274 .049 0691 -. 01848805 .9936f589
20 49 .4.30)3 6 14 33.516 54 10 37.427 5.91992351 1.52069149 .047r98 2 -. 01495678 .9987 *502
20 49 .6000 8 15 57.452 54 10 12.323 6.04827205 1.521L81L4 .04751413 -.01139558 .99d880080
20 49 .U3CO 8 11 19.619 54 9 39.1.4 6.11189201 1.52271430 .041.tc41 -. 0C193845 .99834428
20 49 1.0000 6 18 42.483. 54 8 59.154 6.19041446 1.5233 866 .041.18592 -. 00439038 .99,81b48
20 49 2.G000 8 25 37.310 54 4 59.213 .2798170H d .52216295 .0461222 .013425523 .99384756
20 49 2.230') 27 .264 54 4 1.864 .35054163 1.52188218 .04572121 .31t074 .99830394
20 49 2,4000 8 28 22.952 54 2 56.385 .41d42302 1.5231J 7 42 .0 4'91,,9115 .023 15)5 .99814091
20 49 3.00033 8 32 30.224 53 59 21.108 .601 933L 1.5161j37 .045))3 31 .03000379 .9'9t,1.091
20 *9 3.2000 8 33 53.256 53 58 10.521 .65511549 1.5144424 .044t2064 .33.443604 99d40 136
20 49 3.4000 8 35 14.875 53 56 46.508 *70408697 1.51221956 .04459152 .03793298 .9902d,87
20 49 3.6000 8 36 3. 197 53 55 22.046 .7 b161126 1.51003L) 2 .04435869 .34146359 .9915484
20 49 3.dC000 8 31 59.247 53 53 54.045 .79495198 1.50713439 .04413421 .34498567 .9q01U326
20 49 4.0000 8 39 21.164 53 52 Z1.U15 .83513649 1.505323d? .04390564 .04853583 .99185144
20 49 4.2000 8 40 43.019 53 50 48.736 .87221952 1.5020C676 .04368923 ,05232639 .99168960
20 4S 4.4000 8 42 4.130 53 49 9.664 .90o86071 1.50321093 .0346011 .35554502 .99750988t
20 49 4.o000 8 43 26.097 53 47 29.304 .93876834 1.49754029 .04323967 *35905240 .99731798
20 49 4.8000 8 4 7 o7633 53 45 16.584 *9*097620 1.49441152 .0429194 *06257452 .99111454
20 49 5.0000 S 46 8.376 53 43 55.236 999609633 1.49201072 .04278223 .06605373 .99689802
20 49 5.2000 8 47 29.156 53 41 57.s 4Z 1.02208 O 1.48917849 004252384 ,06955870 *99667111
Figure C-16.-Sample output listing of direction data for DRO01J.
FINE ANTENNA OATA FOR STATION 0015 PLATE NO.041 EQUATORIAL 05123/72
FLASH TIME AC BC AM BM OA/DT DB/DO NA N8 COURSE RANGE FEW FNS VEw VNS
20 53 42.0000 3.582 .484 .821 .594 -.814 .027 46.168825 46.168825 -1.53818 25589.82 -.030 .031 .33T -.000
20 53 42.2003 3.420 .489 .666 .600 -.814 .027 46.168925 46.169825 -1.53818 25583.01 -.030 .031 .005 -.000
20 53 42.4000 3.258 .495 .508 .605 -.816 .027 46.168825 46.168825 -1.53d27 25576.52 -.030 .001 .034 -.000
20 53 43.0000 2.772 .511 .023 ,620 -.817 .028 46.169825 46.163825 -1.53767 25558.98 -.030 .001 .000 -.00020 53 43.200J 2.602 .516 .850 .625 -.816 .022 46.168825 46.168825 -1.54492 25553.78 -.030 .001 .007 -.000
20 53 44.0000 1.954 .535 .209 .644 -.817 .024 46.168825 46.163325 -1.54192 25536.2L -. 333 .001 .002 -. 00020 53 44.2000 1.791 .541 .043 .649 -.022 0327 46.168825 46.168825 -1.53190 25532.61 -.030 .001 .000 -.000
20 53 44.4000 1.621 .546 .869 .653 -.817 .025 46.168825 46.168825 -1.540?1 25529.35 -.030 .001 .007 -.000
20 53 44.6000 1.458 .550 .704 .658 -.821 .021 46.168825 45.168d825 -1.54610 25526.39 -.330 .001 .006 -.000
20 53 44.8000 1.295 .555 .544 .662 -.822 .024 46.168825 46.146825 -1.54151 25523.75 -.033 .031 .004 -.000
20 53 45.0000 1.132 .559 .386 .661 -. 821 .022 46.16H825 46.16825 -1.51445 25521.46 -. 333 .001 .003 -. 000
20 53 45.?0C3 .9b9 .564 .225 .671 -.819 .323 46.160025 46.169825 -1.5.216 25519.48 -. 030 .001 .332 -. 000
20 53 45.4000 .806 .568 .060 .517 -.821 .019 46.168865 45.163825 -1.54150 25517.82 -.D33 .001 .000 -. 000
20 53 45.6000 .636 .572 .886 .680 -. 819 .325 46.168825 46.169825 -1.5438 25516.49 -.030 .001 .007 -. 003
20 53 45.f:003 .473 .577 .121 .685 -. 820 .021 46.168U75 46.168825 -1.5455 25515.47 -.030 .001 .006 -. 000
20 53 46.0003 .310 .581 .559 .689 -. 821 .022 46.168825 46.168825 -1.54419 25514.78 -.033 .031 .005 -.000
20 5j 46.200, .148 .586 .401 .694 -,819 .023 46.168825 46.168825 -1.54290 25514.42 -. 033 .001 .303 -.000
20 53 40.4000 -.015 .589 .241 .698 -. 819 .318 46.168O25 46.16d825 -1.54847 25514.36 -.330 .001 .0C2 -.03000 20 53 46.0000 -. 177 .595 .071 .103 -. 821 .026 46.168U25 46.168825 -1.53851 25514.65 -. 033 .001 .001 -. 0000 20 53 46.8000 -.348 .599 .902 .707 -. 820 .321 46.168825 46.168825 -1.54497 25515.25 -.C30 .001 .007 -.000
20 53 47.0'00 -. 511 .603 .731 .712 -. b21 .022 46.168325 46.168825 -1.54434 25516.17 -. 030 .001 .006 -. 000
20 53 41.200) -. 673 .600 .575 .7L6 -. 1B7 .022 45.1b8325 46.16b 25 -1.54351 25517.41 -.030 .001 .005 -. 000
20 53 41.400 -.836 .612 .416 .IZi -. 821 .013 46.168bd5 40.168825 -1.54292 25518.97 -.030 .001 .003 -.0Co
20 53 47.6000 -.999 .617 .256 .725 -.822 .023 46.168825 46.168825 -1.54286 25520.87 -.030 .001 .002 -.00020 53 41.800) -1.161 .622 .093 .130 -. 817 .025 46.168825 46.168825 -1.54041 25523.08 -.033 .001 .001 -. 000
20 il 48.C000 -1.332 .626 .919 .734 -.819 .022 46.168#25 46.168825 -1.54309 25525.61 -.333 .0:31 .008 -. 000
20 53 43.2000 -1.494 .631 .755 .139 -. 20 .023 46.168825 46.16825 -1.54233 25528.47 -.030 .031 .306 -.000
20 53 48.4000 -1.656 .635 ,592 .743 -. 817 .323 45.168J25 46.18dd25 -1.54185 25531.64 -. 030 .001 .005 -. 000
20 51 48.6000 -1.819 .640 .433 .748 -.819 .023 46.l1hd25 46.lbd1 15 -1.54lb 25535.14 -. 030 .001 .004 -. 000
20 53 483.003 -1.981 .645 .273 .752 -. 819 .025 45.168825 46.1l8825 -1.5403' 25538.96 -. 030 .001 .0C2 -. 000
0 53 49.0000 -2.143 .650 .110 .157 -. 813 .023 &6.16b325 46.168825 -1.54214 25543.08 -. 030 .001 .001 -. 00920 53 49.2000 -2.313 .654 .939 .761 -. 821 .022 46.168825 46.168325 -1.54321 25547.56 -. 333 .051 .008 -. 000
20 53 49.4000 -2.415 .659 .715 .166 -. 814 .025 46.168825 46.16d825 -1.53913 25552.33 -.030 .031 .306 -. 000
20 53 49.6000 -2.637 .663 .612 .770 -. 816 .021 46.168825 46.168825 -1.54433 25557.43 -. 030 .001 .005 -. 000
20 53 49.8000 -2.799 .668 .453 *174 -. 816 .022 46.168U25 46.168325 -1.54258 25562.86 -. 330 *001 .00( -. 030
20 53 50.0000 -2.960 .672 .293 .778 -,814 s.24 46.168825 46.168825 -1.54032 25568.60 -. 030 .001 .002 -. 000
20 53 50.2000 -3.121 *676 *131 .783 -. 811 *018 46.168825 46.168825 -1.54713 25574.63 -0Q30 .001 .001 -.000
Figure C-17.-Sample output listing of fine-antenna data for DRO1J.
2
AMUIGUITY ANTENNA DATA FOR STATION 0015 PLATE NO. 040 EQUATURIAL
FLASH TIME ACINED) ACICOURSE) BC4MEDI BCICOURSE)
20 48 57.0000 -.311 -.276 .196 .1ba
20 48 58.0000 -.241 -.215 .192 .164
20 48 59.0000 -. 171 -.153 .188 *161
20 49 .0000 -.098 -.089 .184 .157
20 49 1.0000 -.030 -.030 .180 .154
20 49 2.0000 .041 .032 .176 .150
20 49 3.0000 .112 .094 .171 *146
20 49 4.0000 o183 .156 .167 .142
20 49 5.0000 .253 .218 .162 .138
Figure C-18.-Sample output listing of ambiuity-antenna data for DRO1J.
Bytes Data
13 to 16 Character data to pad for alignment
17 to 24 Ac medium
25 to 32 Ac coarse Equation (C-25) as modified for ambiguity
33 to 40 Bc medium data-double-precision floating point
41 to 48 Bc coarse 1
49 to 52 Station number
53 to 55 Plate number / Character
56 Code for later use
Disk files are also used for temporary storage of fine and ambiguity data already in the
file and direction data.
Problem Statement
The PROOFREAD program has three main purposes. First, PROOFREAD assigns the
proper integral portions to the input Minitrack readings, which contain only the decimal
portions. Second, the decimal portions of the Minitrack readings are corrected by the cali-
bration constant correction value KSl. Finally, PROOFREAD determines the average
values of the calibration constants for all antenna systems and the simple residuals associated
with these constants. It is to be run in conjunction with and after program DR01J.
Mathematical Procedure
The symbol A identifies the east-west direction; B identifies the north-south direction.
The camera data are denoted by AC and BC, and the decimal part of the readings from the
Minitrack system are denoted by AMQ and BMQ. On the DR01J output listings, AMQ and
BMQ are labeled AM and BM. The calibration constants are KCA and KCB. The calibration
constant correction factors are denoted by KS1A and KSIB. Then for any point i,
KCAi = Decimal portion of (100 + AMQ i- ACi- KS1A) + IA.
KCBi = Decimal portion of (100 + BMQi- BCi- KS 1B) + IBI
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where IAi and IBi are integral numbers and are always equal either to 49 to 50. They are
determined in the following manner for any particular antenna system. For the first data
point in a set,
=49 if decimal portion of (100 + AMQ 1- AC 1-KS1A) > 0.850
IAl
S50 if decimal portion of (100 + AMQ 1-AC 1-KS1A) < 0.850
and similarly for IB 1. For any data point i in a set after the first point,
50 if KCA1 > 50.100
IA = 50 ifKCA<50.100 and decimal portion of (100 + AMQi ACKSIA)0.500
IA if KCA1 < 50.100 and decimal portion of (100 + AMQi-ACi-KS1A) < 0.500
9 if KCA 1 < 50.100 and decimal portion of (100 + AMQ,-AC,-KS1A) 0.500
and similarly for IBi.
Final Minitrack values AM, and BM. are given by
N
AMi = IA. + ACi + decimal portion of (100 + AMQi-ACi-KS1A)
BMi = IBi + BCi + decimal portion of (100 + BMQi- BCi- KS 1 B)
Final calibration constants KCA and KCB are simply the averages of the individually







where n is the total number of data points.
Simple residuals RA, and RB, are computed for every point:
RAI = ACi + KCA - AMt
RB, = BC, + KCB - BM.
All of the above equations apply to fine-antenna data. The same equations are used
for ambiguity-antenna data except that medium antennas and the coarse antennas have their
own unique constant correction factors to be used in place of KS A and KS lB. Also, am-
biguity data are processed only at integral seconds, and because of the way the ambiguity
Minitrack data are recorded, the data must be interpolated.
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AM medium is recorded for the integral second, AM coarse at that time + 0.2 s, BM




This program can be preceded by a sort routine for ambiguity data to merge, arrange,
and interfile two files (polar and equatorial) in ascending order by plate number. The
merged files of ambiguity data are left on a work disk, and the data on the Minitrack disk
are not changed.
The program DROIK reads first a Lead card, to determine whether fine data or ambi-
guity data are to be processed. The Lead card is followed by a Start card and up to 50 Cor-
rection cards and n fine KS1 cards, where n is the number of plates in the calibration. The
quantities on the fine KSI cards are read into an array, from which they are matched with
the proper plate on the disk. The camera and fractional Minitrack values for fine data are
both found on the Minitrack disk, written there as output by program DR01J. The revised
Minitrack values and calibration constants are computed from the data on the Minitrack
disk and KSI values from the fine KSI cards and are stored in a temporary file on the work
disk. After all the data points have been read, the calibration constants are averaged. The
residuals are computed, and the data are written back onto the Minitrack disk in the same
place from which they came. The revised Minitrack values and the residuals assign values to
variables that were empty on input. None of the input data are changed. However, there will
be an additional record at the beginning of the file that contains Start card information.
Ambiguity-Antenna Data
The ambiguity data are computed separately from the fine data. The input data con-
sist of camera values on the Minitrack disk and Minitrack values on cards. The Minitrack
cards for each plate are preceded by a KS 1I card. This is read and followed by a series of
ambiguity Minitrack cards and disk records. All data points without both card and disk
data are ignored. The Minitrack data must be interpolated to the camera data; otherwise,
the process for computing revised Minitrack values, calibration constants, average calibration
constants, and residuals is the same as for fine data. Medium and coarse intermediate re-
sults are stored in separate temporary storage areas. Two listings of each are printed, and
there is no disk output.
All listing, fine, medium, and coarse, is done using the PRINT listing procedure.
The program must interpolate the Minitrack ambiguity data because it is not all re-
corded for times at integral seconds. For example, the east-west coarse Minitrack value is
recorded for 0.2 s plus the integral second. The value that the Minitrack would have been
had it been found at the integral second instead of 0.2 s later must be computed. The
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present Minitrack value and the previous Minitrack value are linearly interpolated to find 
the
value in between. Thus the first ambiguity data point of every plate will be lost because
there is no previous value to use.
When there is a jump of more than 1 s between data points, the program assumes that
the change in Minitrack value is evenly distributed over the time gap.
Corrections
A correction option is provided for the fine-antenna data in this program. It is to be
used in case a few data points on the disk have incorrect Minitrack values that can be cor-
rected or there are points with incorrect camera data that can be deleted. The Minitrack
errors must be small enough in magnitude that the errors were not propagated into the
camera data, and the number of points to be deleted must be small enough that they can
be omitted without lowering the quality of the output.
In making a correction, either AM or BM, oT both, can be corrected. A point may be
deleted regardless of whether the error is in the camera data or the Minitrack. Up to 50
points can be corrected or deleted.
Input Description
This program uses as input the Minitrack disk created by the program employing the
BLCAM procedure (DROIJ). Its card input is seen in figures C-19 to C-24. Carets are used
to denote implied decimal points.
LAYOUT NAME PROGRAM NAME COLUMNS COMMENTS
F1l FINE-FLAG 1 Flag - 1 if fine antenna data are to be
processed,
= 0 if fine data are not to be
processed.
F2 AMB-FLAG 3 Flag = 1 if ambiguity data are to be
processed,
0 if ambiguity data are not to be
processed.
NC CORECT 5-6 Total number of data points to be corrected
or rejected by means of Correction Cards.
This number must be equal to the number of
Correction Cards which are included in the
input deck.





LAYOUT NAME PROGRAM NAME COLUMNS
CODE CODE 2 Code - 1 if calibration is polar
- 0 if calibration is equatorial
STA SSTA 7-10 Station number
FREQ FREQ 31-40 Frequency in megahertz
Y YR 45-46 Year of calibration date
M MON 47-48 Month of calibration date
D DY 49-50 Day of calibration date
NL NO 52 N uberof flistings desired
LABEL EOP 61-70 A label which is printed as part of the
title of the output listing. This can be
any 10 character title.
Figure C-20.-Start card for DR01K.
KSA KSB TA PLT
LAYOUT NAME PROGRAM NAME COLUMNS COMMENTS
PC PC 1 Plot Code = 1 for East-west run
- 2 for North-south run
KSIA KSA 11-15 Calibration correction constant for east-west
fine array, in counts
KSIB KSB 16-20 Calibration correction constant for north-south
fine array, in counts
STA ST 74-77 Station number
PLT PLT 78-80 Plate number
Note: If PC 1, all data points whose AC (Camera east-west) exceeds 5.000 in abaolute value will be omitted
from the output. To'be used only when data will be plotted.
If PC - 2, all data points whose BC (Camera north-south) exceeds 5.000 in absolute value will be
omitted from the output. To be used only when data will be plotted.
If PC - blank, all camera data (AC or BC) which exceeds 15.0001 will be included in output. Used
when data is not to be plotted.
Figure C-21.-Fine KS1 card for DR01 K.
Disk -I put
Camera data and decimal Minitrack values for the fine antennas are read from a Mini-
track disk (table C-1). Polar and equatorial data are in separate files and must be processed
separately. Camera data for all ambiguity antennas are read from a different area on the
same disk (table C-2).
The polar and equatorial files may be sorted together and processed together.
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E EWC NSM NSC
KS1 KSI KS1 KS1 -_ PLT
LAYOUT NAME PROGRAM NAME COLUMNS COMMENTS
E'\m KSI KSAM 11-20 Calibration correction constant for east-west
medium array, in counts.
EWC KSI KSAC 21-30 Calibration correction constant for east-west
coarse array, in counts.
NSM KSI KSBM 31-40 Calibration correction constant for north-south
medium aery, in counts.
NSC KSI KSBC 41-50 Calibration correction constant for north-south
coarse array, in courts.
CDE CDE 60 This must be set equal to 1 in order to get
the KSI's subtracted out.
PLT CPLATE 78-80 Plate identification number.
Figure C-22.-Ambiguity KS1 card for DR01K.
UT EWM EWC NSC PLT
It 12 0 Wo 15 16 ue .s as - -t - -I. - . .s . - - . 4, - -a Io I --. s Ia " e -in 11 - InIs -a I Ia 
eI
LAYOUT NAME PROGRAM NAME COLUMNS COMMEIS
UT AMB-UT 1-6 Time of data point in hrs, min, sec.
EWM M-QAM 11-20 Minitrack value as measured by EWM array.
EWC QAM-C 21-30 Minitrack value as measured by EWC array.
NSM QBM-M 31-40 Minitrack value as measured by NSM array.
NSC QBM-C 41-50 Minitrack value as measured by NSC array.
CODE 60 Must be blank.
PLT CPLATE 78-80 Plate number identification.
Figure C-23.-Ambiguity Minitrack data card for DR01K.
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TIME AM BM .
LAYOUT NAME PROGRAM NAME COLUMNS COMMENTS
H HCD 1-2 Hours Time of data point to
M MCD 3-4 Minutes be corrected
S SCD 5-10 Seconds or deleted
AM CORAM 11-20 If the decimal Minitrack east-west value is
to be corrected, the correct value is put here.
Otherwise field is blank.
BM CORBM 21-30 If the decimal Minitrack north-south value is
to be corrected, the correct value is put here.
Otherwise field is blank.
Note: If the data point is to be deleted, both AM and BM fields are left blank and only the time of the
point is put on the card.
Figure C-24.-Correction card for DRO1K.
Table C-1.-Fine Disk Input Record (136 Bytes)
Program Bytes Comments
name
HR 1 to 4 Hours
MN 5 to 8 Minutes Data point time in UT
SEC 9 to 12 Seconds
AC 17 to 24 Camera east-west data
BC 25 to 32 Camera north-south data
AMQ 33 to 40 Minitrack east-west decimal portion
BMQ 41 to 48 Minitrack north-south decimal portion
STA 97 to 100 Station number
F_PLATE 101 to 103 Plate number
CODE a  104 PC from FINE KSI card
RAa 105 to 112 Fine residual, east-west
RBa  113 to 120 Fine residual, north-south
AMa 121 to 128 Minitrack value, east-west
BMa  129 to 136 Minitrack value, north-south
aOn the input record these fields are filled with dummy data. The quantities described refer to the disk output
record.
Card Input Deck
The input decks for the various options, including system and program control cards
and cards needed for sorting, are given in figures C-25 to C-27.
Output Description
Tabular and disk output are generated.
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Table C-2.-Ambiguity Disk Input Record
Program Bytes Comments
name
AHR 1 to 4 Hours
AMN 5 to 8 Minutes Data point time in UT
ASC 9 to 12 Seconds I
ACM 17 to 24 Camera east-west medium data
AC_C 25 to 32 Camera east-west coarse data
BC M 33 to 40 Camera north-south medium data
BC_C 41 to 48 Camera north-south coarse data
ASTA 49 to 52 Station number
PLATE 53 to 55 Plate number
ACODE 56 Print code
// PAUSE MOUNT DRZOO1 ON 133
// ASSGN SYS018,X'133'
// ASSGN SYS019,X'132'
** // DLBL FINE,'FINE DATA GUS TEST 136.500',68/001
// EXTENT SYS018,DRZ001,,,2700,25
** // DLBL FINEIN,'FINE DATA GUS TEST 136.500'
// EXTENT SYS018,DRZOO1
// DLBL TFINE,'FINE ANTENNA TEM4PORARY AREA',68/001
// EXTENT SYS019,1111I,,,20,140







Fine KS1 Cards - one for each plate in the calibration
/*
/*
** Both cards must contain exactly the same punches between the
quotation marks and they must exactly match what was used on the
corresponding cards in Program DR01J.
Note: The correction cards must be in the order in which the points addressed
are written on the disk.
Figure C-25.-Fine-antenna data control cards and input deck for DR01K.
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// ASSGN SYSOO1,X'132' OUTPUT FILE - COMBINED AMBIGUITY
// ASSGN SYS002,X'133' POLAR AMB
// ASSGN SYSOO3,X'133' EQUATORIAL AMB
// ASSGN SYSOO4,X'131' WORK FILE
** // DLBL SORTIN1,'AM.BIGUITY WINK EQ 137.500'
$ // EXTENT SYS002, DRZ001,,,2975,5
** // DLBL SORTIN2,'AMBIGUITY WINK POL 137.000'
$ // EXTENT SYS003,DRZOO1,,,2925,5













// DLBL AMBIN,'EQU AND POL AMBIGUITY DATA'
// EXTENT SYSO18,111111
// DLBL M OUT,'MEDIUM TEMPORARY AREA',68/O01
// EXTENT SYS019,111111,,,540,40
// DLBL M IN,'MEDIUM TEMPORARY AREA'
// EXTENT SYS019,111111
// DLBL C OUT,'COARSE TEMPORARY AREA',68/001
// EXTENT SYS019,111111,,,580,40






IAmbiguity KSl Card for Plate i repeated for
Minitrack data Cards for Plate i i=1 to i=n
/*
/*
** Both cards must contain exactly the same punches between the quotation
marks and they must exactly match what was used on the corresponding
cards in Program DRO1J.
$ The extent must match what was used on the corresponding card in
Program DRO1J.
$$ The number of files in this example is two. If only one is to be
processed put FILES=1 on this card.




The 4 title cards from Program DR01J
/? DLBL M OUT,'MEDIUM TEMPORARY AREA' ,68/001
// EXTENT SYS019,111111 ,,,540,40
// DLBL M IN,'MEDIUM TE1PORARY AREA'
// EXTENT SYS019,111111
// DLBL C OUT,'COARSE TEMPORARY AREA',68/001
// EXTENT SYS1O9,11l11 ,,, 580,40






Ambiguity KS1 Card for Plate i repeated for
Minitrack data Cards for Plate ij i=l to i=n
1* Figure C-27.-Ambiguity-antenna data control
/ cards and input deck for DR01 K, unsorted.
Tabular Output
The number of listings of fine data to be generated is specified on the Start card (col-
umn 52). Two listings of medium and coarse data are always generated for ambiguity data.
A sample output is shown in figures C-28 to C-30.
Disk Output
There is disk output for fine data only. It is written on the same area of the Minitrack
disk from which the input data were read.
The first record of fine disk output will contain the Start card information, which will
be assigned to the input record variables in the following manner:
AC = FINE KCA
BC = FINE KCB




CODE will be set equal to 9 to indicate a Start card record.
The output data record is the same as the input record, except that the input dummy
data in bytes 104 to 136 are replaced by output from this program. The disk output is
used by program DR01E.
Accuracy and Limitations
Camera and Minitrack values, residuals, and average calibration constants are rounded
to the third decimal place by adding 0.005 times the sign (- 1 or +1) of the variable. The
residuals are multiplied by 1000 before being listed.
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STArIUN KCA KCB FREQ CALIB UATE
3011 50.097 49.864 136515 723216 FEST P
UT AC BC AM BM RA R8 P STA PLATE
19 27 6.200 -2.076 4.b28 48.018 54.495 3 -3 1 0011 331
19 27 6.400 -2.065 4.426 48.029 54.290 3 0
19 27 6.600 -2.054 4.234 48.042 54.097 1 1
19 27 6.800 -2.042 4.042 48.054 53.907 1 -1
19 27 7.000 -2.031 3.849 48.065 53.715 1 -2
19 27 7.200 -2.020 3.657 48.075 53.521 2 0
19 27 7.400 -2.010 3.454 48.083 53.315 4 3
19 27 7.600 -2.000 3.261 48.093 53.122 4 3
19 27 7.800 -1.990 3.068 48.104 52.932 3 0
19 77 8.000 -1.98C 2.875 48.116 52.741 1 -2
19 21 8.200 -1.970 2.681 48.127 52.547 -0 -1
19 27 8.400 -1.961 2.478 48.135 52.340 1 3
19 27 8.600 -1.952 2.284 48.141 52.148 4 1
19 27 8.800 -1.943 2.091 48.150 51.957 4 -2
19 27 9.000 -1.935 1.897 48.150 51.766 2 -5
19 27 9.200 -1.926 1.703 48.171 51.572 0 -5
19 27 9.400 -1.917 1.500 48.180 51.365 0 -1
19 27 9.000 -1.909 1.306 48.188 51.172 3 -2
19 27 9.800 -1.901 1.112 48.194 50.980 2 -4
19 27 10.CCO -1.893 .918 48.21 50.787 3 -5
19 27 10.200 -1.886 .724 48.209 50.592 2 -4
19 27 11.000 -1.854 -.f'62 48.244 49.833 -1 -0
19 27 11.200 -1.845 -. 256 48.250 49.609 2 -1
19 27 11.400 -1.838 -.450 48.256 49.412 3 2
19 27 11.600 -1.829 -. 654 48.265 49.207 3 3
19 27 11.800 -1.821 -. 847 48.275 49.014 1 3
19 27 12.000 -1.813 -1.041 48.2F5 48.824 -1 -1
19 27 12.200 -1.805 -1.235 48.294 48.632 -2 -3
19 27 13.000 -1.773 -2.C18 48.322 47.850 2 -4
19 27 13.200 -1.764 -2.211 48.332 47.657 1. -4
19 27 13.400 -1.756 -2.404 48.342 47.462 -1 -2
19 27 13.600 -1.747 -2.607 48.352 47.255 -2 3
Figure C-28.-Sample tabular output of fine-antenna data for DR01K.
STATION KCA KC8 FREQ CALlS DATE MEDIUM
0011 50.423 50.580 136514 710302
Ur AC 8C AM BM RA RB P STA PLATE
20 0 32.000 -.079 .437 50.340 51.030 4 -14 0011 002
20 0 33.000 -.C78 .385 50.340 50.980 5 -15
20 0 34.000 -.076 .334 50.340 50.924 6 -11
20 0 35.000 -. 074 .282 50.350 50.870 -2 -8
20 0 36.000 -. 072 .230 50.350 50.820 1 -10
20 0 37.000 -. 069 .178 50.350 50.764 4 -6
20 0 38.000 -. 065 .126 50.360 50.710 -2 -4
20 0 39.000 -. 061 .074 50.360 50.660 2 -7
20 0 40.000 -. 057 .022 50.370 50.610 -4 -9
20 0 41.000 -. 053 -. 030 50.370 50.560 -0 -11
20 0 42.000 -. 049 -.082 50.370 50.510 4 -13
20 0 43.000 -. 044 -. 134 50.380 50.460 -2 -15
20 0 44.000 -. 040 -. 186 50.380 50.410 3 -17
20 6 1.000 .292 .091 50.720 50.656 -5 14 0011 003
20 6 2.000 .279 .153 50.700 50.722 1 11
20 6 3.000 .265 .216 50.690 50.786 -2 9
20 6 4.000 .251 .278 50.680 50.846 -6 12
20 6 5.000 .237 .340 50.660 50.912 -0 8
20 6 6.000 .2Z3 .402 50.650 50.976 -5 6
20 6 7.000 .208 .464 50.630 51.036 1 8
20 12 1.000 -2.504 .417 47.920 50.996 -1 1 0011 004
20 12 2.000 -2.502 .377 47.920 50.956 1 0
20 12 3.000 -2.500 .336 47.920 50.916 3 -0
20 12 4.000 -2.498 .295 47.930 50.876 -5 -1
20 12 5.000 -2.496 .254 47.930 50.830 -3 4
20 12 6.000 -2.494 .212 47.930' 50.786 -1 6
20 12 7.000 -2.491 .171 47.930 50.746 1 4
20 12 8.000 -2.489 .128 47.940 50.706 -6 2
20 12 9.000 -2.486 .086 47.940 50.666 -3 -0
20 12 10.000 -2.483 .044 47.940 50.626 -0 -3
Figure C-29.-Sample tabular output of medium-antenna data for DR01K.
STATION KCA KCB FREQ CALIB DATE COARSE
0011 50.193 49.850 136514 710302
UT AC BC AM BM RA RB P STA PLATE
20 0 32.000 -. 075 .377 50.120 50.230 -2 -4 0011 002
20 0 33.000 -. 074 .332 50.128 50.184 -9 -3
20 0 34.000 -. 072 .286 50.130 50.140 -10 -4
20 0 35.000 -. 071 .241 50.130 50.090 -8 1
20 0 36.000 -. 068 .196 50.130 50.044 -6 1
20 0 37.000 -.066 .150 50.130 50.000 -3 -0
20 0 38.000 -. 062 .105 50.130 49.954 1 0
20 0 39.000 -. 059 .059 50.138 49.910 -5 -1
20 0 40.000 -. 055 .013 50.140 49.864 -3 -1
20 0 41.000 -. 052 -. 032 50.140 49.820 2 -3
20 0 42.000 -. 048 -. 078 50.148 49.774 -4 -2
20 0 43.000 -.044 -. 123 50.150 49.730 -2 -4
20 0 44.000 -. 041 -. 169 50.150 49.684 3 -3
20 6 1.000 .250 .074 50.442 49.914 2 9 0011 003
20 6 2.000 .238 .129 50.432 49.970 -1 8
20 6 3.000 .226 .183 50.422 50.024 -3 9
20 6 4.000 .214 .238 50.404 50.080 4 8
20 6 5.000 .202 .292 50.392 50.134 3 8
20 6 6.000 .189 .346 50.382 50.190 0 6
20 6 7.000 .177 .400 50.372 50.244 -3 6
20 12 1.000 -2.193 .361 48.000 50.218 0 -7 0011 004
20 12 2.000 -2.191 .326 48.000 50.184 2 -8
20 12 3.000 -2.189 .290 48.008 50.148 -5 -8
20 12 4.000 -2.188 .254 48.010 50.114 -5 -10
20 12 5.000 -2.186 .218 48.010 50.078 -4 -10
20 12 6.000 -2.184 .182 48.010 50.044 -2 -13
20 12 7.000 -2.182 .145 48.018 50.004 -8 -9
20 12 8.000 -2.180 .108 48.020 49.968 -7 -10
20 12 9.000 -2.177 .071 48.020 49.934 -5 -13
20 12 10.000 -2.175 *034 48.028 49.894 -10 -11
Figure C30.-Sample tabular output of coarse-antenna data for DR01 K.
No more than nine listings of fine data may be printed in one program execution; 7500
fine data points, 900 ambiguity data points, and 30 plates of fine data in one file can be
processed.
Problem Statement
Program DRO1E determines the coefficients in nine sets of equations relating fine-
antenna Minitrack data Am and Bm to the corresponding values Ac and Bc computed from
camera data. The coefficients are determined by the method of least squares, and residuals
are computed to serve as indicators of the reliability of the equation sets. An option is
provided to generate a tape for the CalComp plotter to display residuals that are not com-
puted from the equations but which are simple differences.
Program Description
The program can be used either for a regular station calibration to compute new co-
efficients or for a historical comparison; that is, to show what sort of residuals would result
from applying coefficients from a previous calibration to the data from the present calibra-
tion. One Lead card and a Minitrack data disk generated by the PROOFREAD program
(DRO01K) are used in either case. For historical runs, the input also includes cards that give
the coefficients to be used. The flowchart in figure C-31 describes the program fully.
Equation numbers 1 through 9 in the flowchart refer to equations (C-28) to (C-36),
respectively.
Following is a list of symbols used in DR01E.
Symbol Definition
Aa
o Rate of change of Ac
AUT
A c  East-west camera value
Am East-west Minitrack value
Ab 0
Rate of change of BcAUT
B c  North-south camera value
Bm North-south Minitrack value
C Course of calibration aircraft measured clockwise from east
KCA East-west calibration constant
KCB  North-south calibration constant
N' East-west fine antenna baseline, in wavelengths
N' North-south fine antenna baseline, in wavelengths
R 2  Range of calibration aircraft from center of fine-antenna system
UT Time of data point in Greenwich mean time
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Figure C-31 (continued).-Fowchart for DR01E.
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Computation of Calibration Coefficients
A least-squares solution using all data points is obtained for the following equations:
A= C O +C X+C Y (C-28a)
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B= Co' + CX + C (C-28b)
A = Co + C1X + C2 Y + C3XY + C4 X
2 + C5 y 2  (C-29a)
B = C + CX + C; Y + C;XY+ C4X 2 + C; 2  (C-29b)
A = Co + C X + C2 Y + C3XY + C4 X2 + C5 y2 + C6 y
3  (C-30a)
B = C + CX + C Y + C XY + C X 2 + C5 y2 + C6 y 3  (C-30b)
A = C + C X + C2 Y + 7 sin (X) + C8 cos (X) (C-31a)
B = C + C'X + C; Y + C7 sin (Y) + C8 cos (Y) (C-31b)
A = C + CX + C2 Y+ C3XY+ C4 X 2 + C5 y 2 + C7 sin (X) + C8 cos (X) (C-32a)
B = C + C' X + C Y + C;XY + C4 X 2 + C Y2 + C 7 sin (Y) + C8 cos (Y) (C-32b)
A = Co + CX + C2 Y + C3XY + C4 X2 +C5 y2 + C6 y3 + C7 sin (X) + C cos(X) (C-33a)
B = C + C X + C Y + CXY + C4X 2 +C 2 +C 3 + C sin(Y) + C cos (Y) (C-33b)
EN 1-E 2  -E 2  EN Aao
A = C o + C - (- sin 0) - ~ cos +Co sin P - cos + C, (C-34a)
R2 2 R 2  R AUT
EN 1-N 2  EN 1-N2  Abo
B = Co + C\ cos p + - sin) + C0o - -sin + --- cos + C - (C-34b)
R R R AUT
EN 1-E2 1-E2  EN
A = Co + C (- in )- os + Clo sin - - cos (C-35a)
SR 2  \R2 R2
B( s 1-N2  (N -N 2
B = C + C cos 0 + -- sin + sin 0 + - cos (C-35b)
R2 R 2  2 R2
Aa 0
A = Co + C 11  (C-36a)
AUT
Ab
B = C' + Cl, 0 (C-36b)
AUT
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For equations (C-28) to (C-33), set
A =A c
B = B
For equations (C-34) to (C-36), set
A = A +KCA 
- A m
B = B + KCB 
- Bm











B = r/2- C
The above equations are applicable only to an equatorial calibration. For a polar cali-
bration, X3 must be substituted for Y3 in equations (C-30) and (C-33).
Residuals
The residuals are computed for each data point. They are defined for equations (C-28)
to (C-33) as
RA = A - A
RB = B - B i
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where Aci and Bci are the camera values for data point i and Ai and Bi are computed from
the jth set of equations, using the predetermined coefficients and the Minitrack values for
point i.
For equations (C-34) to (C-36), the residuals are computed by the equations
RA = rai - Ai
RB = rb.- B.
where rai and rbi , the simple residuals, are defined as
rai = Ac - KCA - A i
rbi = B - KC - Bm
The rms of all residuals is computed as
rms = 1/ 2
N
where N = number of data points and the summation is over all points.
Plotting
A CalComp tape is generated to produce line plots for 10 by 15-in. paper, one page
per plate with each page containing two graphs; simple residuals ra and rb versus A c or B c
are produced as indicated by a plot code (fig. C-32). The plot code may vary for different
plates but is constant for single plate with a numerical 1 indicating A c and a numeral 2 indi-
cating Bc is to be used as the abscissa. The abscissa scale (Ac or Bc) is 1 in. per unit with
the scale going from - 5 to 5 wavelengths. The ordinate scale (ra or rb) goes from - 30 to +30
counts (1 count = 0.001 wavelength) with 1 in. equal to 10 counts. A data point whose
residual exceeds 30 counts in absolute value is omitted and the plot line broken to indicate
a missing point. Axes are labeled, and scales printed. Plate number, frequency, and calibra-
tion date are also written on each page.
Program Phases
DRZ01 E, the main phase, handles the card input and calls the other phases.
The Minitrack disk is input for COEFFC, the second phase, in which the least-squares
equations are solved. The matrices and vectors used in the solution of the A and B sets are
printed here.
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In the fourth phase, RESIDL, the coefficients computed in COEFFC or entered on
the Lead card and the data from the Minitrack disk are used as input to compute the resid-
uals for all sets for each data point. Equations (C-28) to (C-33) are printed as computed.
Equations (C-34) to (C-36) are saved on disk and printed after all points have been proc-
essed. Plot data are also saved on the disk if plotting is to be done.
In the fifth, DRZPLT, a plot tape is generated from the disk file written in RESIDL.
Input
The input for a regular calibration is a Lead card and one Minitrack disk file of fine
data (output from the PROOFREAD program). For a historical comparison, the input is a
Lead card, a deck of coefficients from the previous calibration, and the disk file previously
mentioned.
Card Deck




1 C, 1 - Polar, 0 = Equatorial
2 Station Number
3 KCA, 3 assumed decimals or Historical Comparisons, these fields must contain
4 KCB, 3 assumed decimals the KCA and KCB of the previous calibration.
5 Frequency, 3 assumed decimals
6 Calibration Date
7 P, 1 - Historical, 0 - Regular Computation
8 SPECIAL = blank KCA, KCB and FREQ will be taken from the first disk record otherwise start
card values will be used. This is a special option to be used with regular calibrations
for testing purposes only.
All values must be right justified.
Figure C-33.-Input card for DRO1E.
// PAUSE
Historical
Runs only - DATA DECK
START CARD
// EXEC
// EXTENT // PAUSE MOUNT SCRATCH ON 283
// DLBL PAUSE OUNT DRZOO01 ON 133
I/ ASSGN SYS003,X'133'
// ASSGN ASSGN SYSCLB,X'135'




// EXTEN // DLBL DISK2,'TEMP STORAGE-RESIDUALS',69/100,SD
// EXTENT SYS004,111111,,,2400,300
//DLBL 1/ DLBL DISK3,'TEP STORAGE-RESIDUALS',69/100,SD
//ASSGN EXTENT SYSO4,111 11,,,2400,300
// ASSGN SYS006,X'131'
IEXTENT DLBL PLOTDK,'DRZ01E RESID PLOT DATA',69/100,SD
/ / 
DLBL \// EXTENT SYS006,111111..,2700,300
II ASSGN SYS013,X'283',X'28'
// MTC VEM,SYS013,01
r TC // MTC REW,SYS013
// MTC / EXEC DRO1E
// ASSGN Regular 
Lead Card
calibrations Coefficient Card Deck - for historical cbmparison only
// PAUSE only /
// PAUSE// PAUSE REMOVE AND LABEL PLOT TAPE
* The title between quotes (') on the card shown must be exactly
the same as that specified for the DRO1K Program
** The extent on this card must be exactly the same as that for
the DR01K Program.
Figure C-34.-Input deck layout for DR01 E.
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Minitrack Disk File
The first record contains general information:
Location (bytes) Item
105 to 112 KCA
113 to 120 KCB
121 to 128 Frequency
129 to 136 Calibration date
The succeeding records contain data, one data point per record:
Location (bytes) Item
1 to 4 Hours
5 to 8 Minutes Data point time
9 to 12 Seconds
17 to 24 A c
25 to 32 B c
33 to 40 Decimal portion of Am
41 to 48 Decimal portion ofBm
49 to 56 C
57 to 64 R 2
65 to 72 Aao/AUT
73 to 80 Abo /AUT
81 to 88 N'
89 to 96 N'
97 to 100 Station number
101 to 103 Plate number
104 Plot code
105 to 112 ra
113 to 120 rb
121 to 128 Am
129 to 136 Bm
Output
The regular output consists of a tabular listing, a card deck, and, if requested, a plot
tape. The historical comparison consists of a tabular listing only.
Tabular Listing
The station number, KCA , KCB, frequency, and calibration data are printed at the top
of each page for identification (fig. C-35). For a regular calibration, the coefficient matrices
and the data vectors used in solving equations (C-33) and (C-34) are listed. Then for each
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EuUAORIAL CALIURATION 05/25/72
STA 15 KC A -50.064 KC 0 *49.976 FREQ -136.500MC DATE OF CALIBRATION.720315
EQUATIUN SET 6
ELEMENTS OF MATRIX A
COL L L.7900OOE,02 -2.719376EOIL 2.903734E*03 -1.241821E02 8.910018E+O2 7.805102I+04 2.196401E+06 -6.536439E+00 1.137760E+00
COL 2 -2.7193J76*01 8.910018UE02 -1.241827L+02 1.516LH04 -1.076547 #02 -1.9161IE+03 -3.765252E+0~ -1.569019E+01 3.841B6BE.00
CUL 3 2.903134E+OJ -1.241827E*O2 7.805102E04 -1.9L II17L+3 1.51d01OE+04 2. 190401+O6 6.27CO65,07 -1.512380E*OZ 1.101516E+02
CUL 4 -1.24L12IE+02 1.518L08b+04 -1.916lL1E03 4.1525)3E+05 2.58L323E#03 -3.b16 b2E+04 -6.19483UE+05 -2.954414E402 1.3d3315Et2
OL 5 8.9LOL8E+OZ -L.0765 1E02 I.5180Ld E*O 2.583123E*03 8.L4abbE*03 4.152593E*05 1.1d4631E0O7 -2.609935E+01 2.464b64E+00
GUL 6 17.0E02 + 4 -1.910117+0*3 2.19b401Et0O -3.765252*04 4.152593E*05 6.210065+07 1.809593E+09 -4.408600E+03 2.83643(E+03
COL 7 2.196401E 06 -3.765252E404 6.27005E+07 -6.LJ4838E*05 1.l184637E+07 1.809B93E09 5.271607E+10 -1.322763E+05 7.072d85ECG,
COL 8 -. 53439L0o0 -1.50799,01 -1.512380E4O -2.954.I4E+02 -2.609935E*01 -4.40dO600003 -1.372763E+05 8.926766E+01 -2.49643CEtCO
COL 9 1.137160E+00 3.84168E#00 1.1015O1IE02 1.3b3315E+02 2.464640E03 2.836436E*03 7.072885E+04 -2.496430E+00 8.973234E+01
ELEMENTS OF VECTOR A
-2.719316E*OL 8.914090E+02 -1.242806E002 1.518838E~04 -1.071462IOZ -1.911838E+0O -3.730289E+04 -1.564223E*Oi 3.568005E*00
ELEMENIS OF MATRIX 8
kUL I 1.190OCE+02 -2.719j76E&01 2.903734E+03 -1.24L827E*02 d.9101i6E+02 7.805102E+O 2.19640bE+06 1.OdbO51-01 -6.39232tE*Ol
COL 2 -2.719376Ll *O 8.910018E#02 -I.24LdL7E+02 1.5ldOldE*04 -1.O0b~'7E+OZ -1.916111E+03 -3.765252E+04 -. 15416LbE+01 -5.018416E.01
CL 3 2.93 34t:*03 -1.24d7EO+02 7.805102E+04 -1.916111.03 I.)18OL3E+04 2.196401E*06 6.270065E+07 L.834634E+02 -1.29C626E*03
COiL 4 -1.2418d27*02 1.518018 +04 -1.9o1611?E03 4.152!93O+05 2.d3L23LIO+ -3.76 252L*04 -6.194838E+05 -4.914026E 02 -2.4Zb6315EEO
COL 5 8.91001,U02 -1.l016!47E+02 1.51dOl*t04 2.583123E#03 d.14btBE+03 *.n4.2593f+05 1.184637E+07 9.331661E+01 -3.029t51E+02
CUL 6 7.B05L02E+04 -I.~L6L17E*03 2.196401t+06 -3.76522E*04 4.152593E+0i 6.2700654+07 1.809593E 09 1.027b91E+04 -3.765430E.0
COL 7 2.1964016+06 -3.765252E+04 6.270065E*07 -6.L9463E+05 1.Ld46371EO0 L.~O8593E+09 5.2716071+10 4.47547iE+05 -1.L06718*04
GUL 8 1.O08805i-01 -L.154716E+01 1.63463.t02 -4.914026*02 9.331661E*OL 1.027Y9 *04 4.475478E+05 9.500968E+01 3.633724Et00
CUL 9 -6.392321E0OL -5.018416E+OL -1.290626E+03 -2.42615k*03 -3.02951102 -3.7c5430E+04 -1.106716E+06 3.633724E+00 8.399032E*01
ELEMENTS OF VETOR 8
2.903734E+03 -1.242632E*02 7.805027E*04 -1.910803E*33 1.518049E*04 2.196403E0*6 6.270127E+07 1.834830E+02 -1.29084TE+03
Figure C-35.-Sample output listing of regular calibration for DR01E.
EQUAIU IAL CALIBRATIUN 05/25/12
STA 15 KC A -50.064 KC 6 u49.976 FREQ =136.500MC DATE OF CALIBRATION 720315
EQUAIOUN SET 1
ELEMENTS OF 14ATIX A
COL I 1.790000E+02 -1.297270E-04 I.Z2457bE-04 3.537387E+00
CUL 2 -L.297270-04 6.393467E-10 4.87d9l17-09 '.9d5115E-05
CUL 3 1.224578E-04 4.878977E-09 2.165596E-07 4.504292E-03
COL 4 3.537387E+00 9.985115E-05 4.504292E-03 9.370397E+01
ELEMENTS OF VECTUR A
-3.943512E-13 7.972126E-08 5.939d06E-06 1.23A559E-01
ELEMENTS OF MATRIX 0
CUL I 1.790000E+02 -2.082004E-04 6.663531E-05 1.42238dE+00
CUL 2 -Z.02b604E-O4 1.606b43E-07 -5.5296t0OE-9 -1.1431>dE-04
COL 3 6.663531E-05 -5.529b60E-09 4.7210i5E-10 9.8d5253E-06
COL 4 1.4223BdL+00 -I.1437 5E-04 9.S5d2t3E-06 2.059089E-01
ELEMENTS OF VECTUR 8
-L.421085E-13 -3.988377E-06 1.794L62E-07 3.82635-03
Figure C-35 (continued).-Sample output listing of regular calibration for DRO1E.
EUUAIURIAL CALIRATIUN 0/25/712
STA 15 KC A -50.064 KC 8 -49.976 FkE, -136.500NC UATE OF CALIBRATION 720315
EQUAIAUON SET 1
A * CO * CL X * C2 V
CO .19822854 X 100-3
CI .10004616 X 10* 1 1 #
C2 * -. 78938330 X 10*-S - 5
8 - CO + CA X + C2 Y
CO - .36542885 x 10*-3
Cl - -. 82454239 X 10*-4 - 4
C2 - .99997670 X 10* 0
EUUATION SET 2
A - CO * CI X + C2 Y * C3 XY * C4 X*2 * CS V*2
CO a .92059752 X 10*-4 - t
CI - .100036ti X 10* I I1
C2 = -. 28363223 x 10*-3 - 3
C3 - .51199b16 XA 10*-5 - 8
C4 a .119,2400 X 10*-3 - 6
C5 * .91113003 X 10-5 - d
6 - CO + CL x + 2 Y + C3 xY * r,4 X*2 * C5 YVZ
CO * .191L269 X 10*-2 + I
Cl = -. 79704034. 10*-3 - 3
C2 = .99893554 10* 0
C3 * .40b82b32 X 10*-' - 7
C4 - .1154807d X 10*-4 - I
CS - .3'866353 X 10*-4 - 7
EQUAlION SET 3
Figure C-35 (continued).-Sample output listing of regular calibration for DRO1E.
A - CO * Cl X * CZ V +* 3 XY + C4 X*2 * 5 Y*2 * ; *3
CO * -. 18664674 X 10*-2 + L
CL = .10004111 X 10* 1 +*
C2 *.14373360 X 10*-2 - 2
L3 " *305"7584 X 10*-5 - 8
C4 .11371204 X 10*-3 - 6
C5 ' -. 11464754 X 10*-3 - 6
C6 *22851145 X 10*-5 -IL
B CO + CL X + C2 Y + C3 XY * C4 X*2 9 CS V*2 + C6 V*3
CO * .56877944 X 10*-2 + L
CL = -. 88370764 X 109-3 - 3
L2 = .99561971 X 10* 0
C3 - .44661898 X 10*-4 - 7
C4 - .22823162 X 10*-4 - 7
G5 - .27331486 X 10*-3 - 6
C6 -.44027736 X 10*-5 -11
EQUAFION SET 4
A * CO + CI X + C2 VY G? SINIXI * CO COSIXI
CO * .84369102 X 10*-4 - 1
C1 - .10004823 X 10* 1 • 1
C2 - .1762C471 X 10*-5 - 5
G7 - .55244553 x 10-3
C8 * -. 30585235 X 10*-2 * L
S. CO * CI X + C2 Y * C 'SIN(YI + CG COStY)
CO " -.62495176 X 10*-3
CL = -. 34972694 X 10*-3 - 3
C2 * .99994224 X 10* 0
C7 - .43807431 X 10*-3
C8 * -. 42241919 X 10*-2 * 1
EQUATION SET S
Figure C-35 (continued).-Sample output listing of regular calibration for DR01E.
A a CO + Ct X + C2 Y + C3 XY + C4 X*Z CS 7*2 S N xl c8 COS IXI
CO - -.89943038 X 10*-4 - I
ClI .100u356 X 10* I * I
CZ - -. 22482505 X 10*-3 - 3
C3 = .70342403 X 10*-5 - 8
C4 - .11467065 X 10*-3 - 6
G5 * .7481675b X 10*-5 - 8
C7 - .56109095 X 100-3
CA a -. 30231744 X 10-2 I
SCGO GCI X C2 Y C3 X + C4 X*2 CS V 2 CI SIN YLV C+ C CUS LyI
CO - .12869701 X 10*-2 +
CL - -. 54032534 X 10*-3 - 3
2 * .99877502 X 10* 0
C3 .15931412 X 10*-4 - 7
C4 - .1823k5507 X 10*-4 - 7
CS - .39823781 X 10*-4 - 7
C7 - -. 17155619 X 10-2 + 1
C8 = -.21296327 X 100-2 + 1
EQUArION SET 6
A CO + C X 0C2 V CJ XY * C4 X2 e CS *2 e C6 7*3 + Ct SIN (Xl + CO COS l)
00 GO - -. 19635039 X 10*-2 + I
Cl * .1000399: X 10* I L
C2 - .1423020 X 100-2 - 2
L3 - .50416b05 X 10*-5 - 8
C4 a .10897120 X 10*-3 - 6
C5 - -. 1111093l X 10*-3 - 6
C6 - .21903153 X 10*-5 -11
C7 - .60585725 X 100-3
CS a -. 29983505 X 104-2 + 1
Sa CO + CL A * C2 Y + C3 Y + C 4 X*2 e CS YV2 * C6 Y 3 + C? SIN IYVI C8 COS YVI
CO = -. 56294114 X 10*-3
CI - -.41546325 X 10*-3 - 3
C2 - .10001667 X 10* 1 * 1
C3 .57652946 X 10*-5 - 8
G 4 .98477153 X 10*-4 - 7
CS a -.642u9339 X 10*-4 - 7
C6 a .19dZ8196 X 10*-5 -11
Cl - -.25140077 X 10*-2 IL
CB - -. 21973224 X 10*-2 + I
Figure C-35 (continued).-Sample output listing of regular calibration for DR01E.
EQUAFURIAL CALIURATION 05/25/72
STA 15 KC A -50.065 KC 8 -49.976 FREQ *136.5 ONC UATE OF CALIbRATION 720315
EUUArIuN SET I
A - CO * C9 IEN/R *1-SIN 81- 11-EZ)/R * COS 81 * CO1 (lt-EZIR * SIN B - EN/R * COS 8i * CI OEL A0/OEL UT
CO * -.69174189 X 10*-5
C9 - -. 18774021 X 10* 3
CLO * .59858836 X 10* 3
C11 --. 27257014 X 10*-1
a * CO # C9 IEN/k * (GUS 81 + 41-N21/I * SIN )* 10 I-EN/O A * SIN * (I-N2)/A * COS 0) * CI1 DEL 80/DEL UT
CO - -. 50513636 X 10*-3
C9 - -. 49234216 X 10* 2
10 --. 59868284 X 10* 5
C11 - .28610385 X 10* 1
EQUATION SET 8
A - CO + C9 IEN/R * -SIN B)- (1-EZ)/tR COS 81 * C10 LiL-E)/R * SIN 8 - EN/R * COS 8)
b0 - -. 1159099 X 10*-3
0 C9 - -.13119063 X 10* 3
CLO - .30449211 X 10* 2
8 - CO + C9 IEN/R * ICOS l) * I1-N2/t * SIN 81+ C1O I-ENR/ * SIN a + (I-N21/K * COS 81
CO - -. 84647000 X 10*-4
C9 - -. 19167432 K 10* 2
10 .1674768 X 10* 3
EQUATION SEI 9
A * CO * C11 DEL A0/DEL ur
CO a -. 26034885 X 10*-4
11 * .13174258 X 10*-2
8 - CO + CII DEL 80/UEL UT
CO - -.15637440 X 10*-3
C11 - .1967889Z a 10*-I
Figure C-35 (concluded).-Sample output listing of regular calibration for DRO1E.
set, the equations are given along with the computed coefficients written in scientific nota-
tion (powers of ten) and with a number that represents a modified exponent determined as
follows:
Coefficient Modified exponent




C C4  y-3
C5 C y-3
C C y-6
C7 C y'+ 3
C8 , C8 y +'3
y represents the actual exponent. For both a regular calibration and a historical run, two
residual listings are generated, the first containing residuals from equations (C-28) to (C-33)
(fig. C-36) and the second containing residuals from equations (C-34) to (C-36) (fig. C-37).
In addition, the time, A c , Bc, A m , Bm , ra, and rb are listed for each data point on each of
the two sets of residual listings. The points are further identified by plate number. Sum-
mary lines give the rms value of the residuals.
Coefficient Cards
For each set, 10 coefficient cards are punched. Coefficients are punched in the E
format with eight decimals in a field 15 columns wide (NN.NNNNNNNNE±NN). The first
card contains the station number, calibration date, set type (A or B), and the first three
coefficients of equation (C-28) (fig. C-38). Each succeeding card contains five consecutive
coefficients and the card number in columns 76-80 (fig. C-39). The last card contains a
dummy value in the last field.
Plot Tape
The low-density tape (fig. C-32) for the CalComp plotter described earlier is generated
with a regular calibration run.
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EQUATURIAL CALliuAT UN 05/25/1
STA 15 KC A -50.064 KC 6 o49.976 FRKQ -136.500C DATE OF CALIURATIUN 720315
ur AC BC AM BM RA KRS RA1 ROL RAZ K2 KA3 R83 RA4 AB4 RAS R8S RA6 Rs
PL040
204856.U -3.626 2.369 46.434 52.343 4 2 5 1 4 -0 3 2 3 -2 2 0 1 -0
204851.0 -3.465 2.361 46.596 52.335 4 2 5 1 4 -0 3 2 2 -2 1 0 0 -0
204851.2 -3.303 2.353 46.761 52.327 1 1 2 1 1 -1 -0 1 2 -2 1 0 -0 -0
204857.4 -3.148 2.344 46.918 52.31d -2 2 -1 1 -2 -0 -3 2 2 -1 1 1 -0 0
204851.6 -2.981 2.336 41.082 52.310 -5 1 -4 L -4 -0 -5 2 -0 -1 -1 1 -2 1
204857.8 -Z.826 2.32d 41.241 52.302 -2 1 -1 1 -2 -0 -3 2 -0 -i -I 1 -2 1
2U4858.0 -2.6c3 2.319 41.3S9 52.293 3 1 4 1 3 -L 2 2 2 -1 2 1 0 1
204858.2 -2.499 2.310 41.561 52.285 4 0 5 -0 5 -1 4 1 2 -2 2 1 1 0
20458.4 -2.336 2.301 41.721 52.27b I 0 2 -0 2 -1 0 1 1 -2 1 1 -0 1
204858.6 -2.1U1 2.292 41.886 52.268 -3 -0 -Z -1 -2 -2 -4 1 -0 -2 -0 L -2 0
20485d.8 -2.017 2.283 46.051 52.259 -4 -1 -3 -1 -3 -2 -5 0 -0 -2 -0 0 -1 0
204859.0 -1.854 2.273 41.Z12 52.250 -2 -1 -1 -L -1 -Z -2 0 0 -2 0 0 -L 0
204859.2 -1.691 2.264 48.370 52.242 3 -2 4 -2 4 -3 3 -1 3 -3 3 -0 2 -0
204859.4 -1.527 2.256 48.532 52.233 5 -2 5 -z 6 -3 4 -0 2 -2 3 0 1 0
20',d9.6 -1.363 2.L46 4d.699 52.224 2 -2 2 -2 3 -3 1 -0 1 -2 1 0 0 0
20O59.8 -1.20o 2.237 4d.858 52.215 -1 -2 -1 -3 -1 -3 -2 -1 0 -2 1 0 -0 0
204'00.0 -1.044 2.228 49.024 52.206 -4 -3 - -3 -3 -3 -4 -1 -0 -2 0 -0 -1 -0
204900.2 -.880 2.21d 49.186 52.197 -2 -3 -2 -4 -1 -4 -3 -1 0 -3 0 -1 -1 -0
S04900.4 -. 71b 2.208 49.345 52.1d8 3 -4 3 4"  -i 3 -2 2 -3 3 -1 1 -1
204900.6 -. 551 2.200 49.507 52.178 7 -3 7 -3 7 -3 6 -1 4 -1 4 0 3 1
204900.8 -.388 2.190 49.673 5 2.19 3 -3 3 -3 4 -3 3 -1 2 -L 2 0 1 L
20490L.0 -.232 2.180 49.833 52.160 -1 -4 -1 -5 -1 -4 -2 -2 -0 -2 0 -1 -1 -0
20402.0 .589 2.131 0.650 52.112 3 -5 3 -5 3 -4 2 -2 0 -2 1 -1 -0 -1
204902.2 .745 2.122 50.617 52.102 -8 -5 -8 -S -7 -4 -9 -2 -7 -1 -7 -0 
-8 -0
204902.4 .909 2.111 50.97b 52.09v -2 -5 -3 -5 -2 -4 -3 -2 0 -1 I -1 -0 -1
204903.0 1.401 2.080 51.460 52.061 5 -6 5 -6 5 -5 4 -2 2 -1 3 -1 1 
-1
204903.2 1.56b 2.071 51.62 52.051 6 -5 5 -5 5 -3 4 -1 2 0 3 -0 2 -0
204903.4 1.729 2.061 51.792 52.040 2 -4 1 -4 1 -3 0 -0 1 1 1 0 0 
1
204903.6 1.d85 2.050 51.951 52.030 -1 -5 -2 -5 -2 -3 -3 -1 0 1 1 -0 
-0 -0
204903.8 2.049 2.039 52.114 52.019 -0 -4 -1 -4 -1 -2 -2 -0 1 1 2 0 1 0
204904.0 2.213 2.029 52.274 52.009 4 -5 2 -5 3 -3 1 -1 3 1 3 -0 2 -0
204904.2 2.377 2.019 52.434 51.998 1 -4 6 -4 6 -2 5 0 4 2 4 1 3 0
204904.4 2.541 2.006 52.599 51.98d 6 -4 5 -4 5 -2 4 -0 2 2 2 -0 1 
-0
NO. iMS RMS RMS RS RMS R1S ARS RMS RMS RMS RMS RMS RMS RMS
P15 KA ka KA1 K61 KAZ K82 RAJ 146 RA4 K64 RAS R05 RA6 RAb
119 .003129 .003077 .002956 .003055 *002830 .001727 .002730 .000960 .0019671 001951 .001805 .000734 .001658 .000711
Figure C-36.-Sample output listing of first residual set for regular calibration and historical run for DRO1E.
EQUATORIAL CALIBRATION 05/25/72
STA IS KC A -50.064 KC B -49.976 FREQ *136.500nC DATE OF CALIBRATION 720315
UT AC bC AM 8H RA RB AA' RB A R B BS RA9 RB9
PLO4O 204856.8 -3.626 2.369 46.434 52.343 4 2 3 3 3 3 3 3
204851.0 -3.465 2.361 46.596 52.335 4 2 3 3 3 3 3 3
204857.2 -3.303 2.353 46.761 52.327 1 1 -0 2 -0 2 -0 2204857.4 -3.148 2.344 46.916 52.318 -2 2 -3 3 -3 3 -3 3
204857.6 -2.967 2.336 47.082 52.J10 -5 1 -6 2 -6 3 -6 2
204d57.d -. 8d26 2.328 .1.241 52.302 -2 1 -3 2 -3 2 -3 2
204858.0 -2.663 2.319 47.399 52.293 3 1 2 3 2 2 2 2
204858.2 -2.499 2.310 47.561 52.25 4 0 3 2 3 1 3 1
204858.4 -2.336 2.301 47.727 52.276 1 0 0 1 0 1 -0 1
204858.6 -2.181 2.292 47.ddb 52.2a8 -3 -0 -4 1 -4 1 -4 1
20.4658.8 -2.017 2.283 48.051 52.259 -4 -1 -5 1 -5 0 -5 0
204659.0 -1.854 2.273 48.212 52.250 -2 -1 -3 0 -3 0 -3 0
204859.2 -1.691 2.264 48.370 52.242 3 -2 3 -L 3 -1 2 -1
204d59.4 -1.527 2.256 4d.532 52.233 5 -2 4 -0 4 -1 4 -1
204859.6 -1.363 2.246 4d.699 52.224 2 -2 1 -0 1 -1 1 -1
201859.8 -1.208 2.237 48.65 52.215 -1 -2 -Z -1 -2 -1 -2 -1204900.0 
-1.044 2.228 49.024 52.206 -4 -3 -5 -2 -5 -2 -5 -2
204900.2 -.86O 2.218 49.18do Z. 7 -2 -3 -3 -2 -3 -2 -3 -2
204900.4 -. 716 2.208 49.345 52.188 3 -4 2 -2 2 -3 2 -3
204900.6 -. 551 2.200 49.507 52.118 7 -3 6 0 6 -2 6 -2
204900.8 -. 388 2.190 49.673 52.169 3 -3 2 -3 3 -2 2 -2
204901.0 -. 232 2.180 49.433 52.160 -1 -4 -2 -3 -2 -3 -Z -3
204902.0 .5d9 2.131 50.650 52.112 3 -5 2 -4 2 -4 2 -4
204902.2 .745 2.122 50.617 52.102 -d -5 -8 -3 -8 -3 -9 -4
204902.4 .909 2.111 50.976 52.092 -2 -5 -3 -3 -3 -4 -3 -4
204903.0 1.401 2.080 >1.460 52.061 5 -6 5 -4 5 -4 4 -4
204903.2 1.566 2.071 51.625 52.051 6 -5 5 -2 5 -3 5 -4
204903.4 1.729 2.001 51.792 52.040 2 -4 1 -3 1 -3 1 -3
204903.6 1.8d5 2.050 51.951 52.030 -1 -5 -2 -2 -2 -3 -2 -3
204903.8 2.0*9 2.039 52.114 52.019 -0 -4 -1 -2 -1 -3 -1 -3
204904.0 2.213 2.029 52.214 52.009 4 -5 3 -3 3 -3 2 -3
204904.2 2.311 2.019 52.434 51.998 7 -4 7 -2 7 -2 6 -2
20490%.4 2.541 2.008 52.599 51.988 6 -4 5 -2 5 -3 5 -3
204904.6 2.704 1.998 52.765 51.977 4 -3 3 -2 3 -2 2 -2
NO. RNS RMS RNm RMS RMS RMS
PIS KAI Ra RAS Acd KA9 R89
179 .002966 .002678 .002973 .002979 .00298L .003008
Figure C-37.-Sample output listing of second residual set for regular calibration and historical run for
DRO1E.
1 2 34
S. NNNNNNNN E- NN
t234679tt2 4is6I 2 23 252 323333 37339e44243444 47 4823415S 152S f 9 2 I 16 M 29 26 n7 lSS9B O M 0 X W - 4t n 63 I6U 6 6 4W""U a 7 TM l ,
FIELD(S)
1 Station Number
2 Calibration Date (YY MM DD)
3-5 Coefficients 1-3 (Equations C-28 to C-33 for A and B, eight decimals, decimal point punched in third column
of each field and exponent)
6 Equation number A or B
Figure C-38.-First coefficient card (A and B sets) for DR01E.
2 3 4 5 6
.NN.NNNNNNE.N
1234 56,fl91, 1213 I45 167IsIsIn12m mfl2.2sM2,49m3I nnMls36nSa4I4M 4,5sII n os3S MSo st 6223M46276awa l3 n 7a5 ',
FIELDIS)
1-5 Coefficients in consecutive order beginning with equation (C-29)
6 Card No.
Figure C-39.-Coefficient cards 2 to 9 (A and B sets) for DR01E.
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dECLARE START FILE STREAM INPUT ENVIRONMENT (F8
0 ) MEDIUM
( SYSI PT2540)),
FINE FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(3400,136)MEDIUM
(SYSO18,2314),




LST FILE PRINT ENVIRONMENT(F(130) MEDIUM (SYSLSTI1403)
DILLARE STA CHAKACTER(4) EATERNAL, TYPE CHARACTERI1O)EXTERNAL,
PLT CHARACTER(3) EXTERNAL,
(XCtYCALCDLCMREWCtNSCVC)FLOAT DECIMAL(15) EXTERNAL
,NR FIXED dINARY EXTERNAL;
DELLARE (AL(3),DL(3),FILLPC(6),PCP(6))FLOAT DECIMAL(15);
DECLARE PLC CHARACTER 441,DM CHARACTER(l),
RR CHARACTER(7),SEQ CHARACTER 18),










LOOP: ON ENUFILE (START) GO TO ALLOVR;






ALC=(ALC+ABS(AL( Il )*0.261799387 79E00;








IF PLCG=PACT ' THEN GO TO CALL3;

















CALL3: LALL UVERLAY ('DROIJC3);
LALL MTRACK 4PCtPCPtPLC);
GO Tbj LUOP ;
ALLOVR: CALL UVtRLAY t(*UROIJO4);
CALL OUTPUT(SEQRK);
END;















uECLARE PNCH FILE STREAM OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(781 MEDIUM
(SYSPCH,2540));
UDCLAKE LST FILE PRINT ENVIRONMENT(F(130) MEDIUM (SYSLST,1403)
DECLARE 4PC(6),PCP(61)FLOAT DECIMAL (15);
LoCLARt STA CHARACTER(4) EXTERNALTYPE CHARACTER(10) EXTERNAL,
PLT CHARACTER (3) EXTERNAL, NR FIXED BINARY EXTERNAL*
(XCYLALCDLCMR) FLOAT DECIMAL(15) EXTERNAL,
1 DAY DEFINL DAYE,(2 YR,2 MO,2 DY)CHARACTER (2);
OtCLAKE UAYE CHARACTER(b);
DtCLAkE(STAR(75 ),STR) FIXED BINARY;
D~CLAR. RJOUTld) LHARACTER (84);
UELLAKE IOENT(75 I CHARACTER(8)CODE(75 )CHARACTER(1);
DECLARE (LA(6),NXI6),IAS(2),IDS(21)FIXED BINARY (20);
DECLARE NG(9) FIXED BINARY;
uECLAKt COPY FIXED BINARY;
OUCLAI K JSW CHARACTER (2), FD CHARACTER(1);
UECLARE SG CAKACTEK(lI;
DECLARE I SUMS,(2 SX, 2 SY, 2 SXR, 2 SYR, 2 SE,
2 SX2, 2 SY2, 2 SX2RK 2 SY2K 2 SN,
2 SX3, 2 SY3, 2 SX3R, 2 SY3R, 2 SXE,
2 SX4, 2 SY4, 2 SXYR, 2 SXY2R, 2 SYEv
2 SXY. 2 SXZY2, 2 SX2YR, 2 SY2K2, 2 SXNt
2 SX2YV 2 SXY2, 2 SX2R2, 2 SX2E, 2 SYN,
2 SX3Yt 2 SXY3, 2 SXRE, 2 SYKN, 2 SXYE,
2 SY2N, 2 SXYN)
FLOAT DECIMAL (15)1
DECLARE (AS(75 )i N(74), XI15)r WX(6,6), AXV(6),
DS(75 )v X17T4) YI(5)9 XTXI696),
E(74), Y(74)) FLOAT DECIMAL(15);
DECLARE (AC, AUDF ASM, CADFtCDCt CUDFCDS# Ot DA, DC
ODF, DM, DSMP. KEC FNKR NC, R, RA, RD,
SUC, SUUFKXD X2t X3t YD, Y2, Y3, SADF,
RiM, RMSRA, RMSRD) FLOAT DECIMAL(15);
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cu(C- COS OL L);
SDC=SIN( DLC);
GET STAR:NCD=NCU+1l;
(SET EDIT (STAR(NCOJUXl(I),Y(lt)DO 1=1 TO 5)) (X(7lhF(3)9
IOF(7*33);







DO 1=1 TO NdR;




IF INtU3 THEN Uij;
J=1;
014=00.0;
DO 1=1 TO NR;
XU=ABS(FNR*XI(I)-X(K));


















GETCATZ AiET EDIT (STRIDENT(STRI),AS(sTRa)DS(STR),C0DEIsTjR))(X(7),F(3),
IF STP.74 THEN GO TO ITRATE;
UO K=. TO NCD;









cui)F=CUS ( DF );
LA~d-=CCIS( AVFI;
U=LCUvf +C)C *LS*(CAUF- 1.EotJ)
SAUF=SIN(ADF);
E KV=(CLOS*SAL& )/0;
N(K J= (;iUF-S DC*gCLS* ff-ADF-I *OEO J /D;
A2 =X CK) *X( K);






























-S f'E= SY E+Yt K)I *E C K);
SXN=SXN+A (K)*N(K);
SYN=SYtt+Y( K)*N(K);
















X T X (22,1.i=SX2 ;
ATX 213)=SXY;
XTX(2,4)=SX2Y;
A T X( 2,t 5 J= S X3;
XTX (2gbJ=SXZR;
XTX( 313)=SY2;.
xX X( 3,p 4) =SXY 2;
XTX31,)=SX2Y-;
XTX( 13 t6 =SXYR;
XTX L494i=SX2Y2;
XTX( 4,51=SX3Y;
XTAXt41 ) bSX2 YR
XTX(5l5)=SX4;4
KX 5$6 = S X3(;
X1X1696)=S&X2R2;
00 J=1 10 5;





















XTXt 5, 6)r- SY31L;
XI.X (b6=SY2R2;
DU J-1 TO 5;
1)0 L=5 TO 6;
ENX () ; . X ,C
kiX=XTX;
fIWXV( 1)=SN;
WX V 2 )=S XN
x.XV(4) =SYN;





PLATOUTIPUTI -ILE(LST)EDiT VOSQLUTION NO.',ISO)LSTATION ,SIA,' PLATE',
117
PLTTYPEMOl/%tUY'/',YR(PAG:,Xt37),AIF(2)tX(4).A,
X1) ,AL4) X1) AoX(l)sA(3) ,X(ZiAt 10) X(29 ),A()
P~UT FHLE(LST)ELT1 ('PLATE LUNMSTANTS',PCPCP(SKIPS(IPA(15),
24 SKLPvX( 10) ,6(X( 3) ,EtIS,8) ii ;
viJT 1f-ILEALSTJE.DII ($STAR NUo','CATALOG N4o.','RIHT ASCENSION',
OELLINATI.ONP ORESIDJAL A#9RESIDUAL D lviCOUEv)
SKIPiKAPtA48) ,X14) gAl ),AI4) ,A415) ,X(6) ,AI 11)
X46),AI10),A(4)eA(10),X(5),Al4));
COPYZ: KR=C;/*KR KLEPS THE INDEX OF THE WORST RESIDUAL *
K,' =L; /* KS COUNTS THE NUMBER OF STARS THAT HAVE BEEN DONE *
/ * THIS SWITCH IS TURNEO *ON' IF ANY REJECTS
£-SHOW UP IN THIS SOLUTION */
KK=O; /*KK LUUNTS THE REJECTS FROM THIS SOLUTION *
NRET=Q; /* NRET COUNTS REJECTS PUT BACK IN *
Kh-m=0.0; 1* RFr4 IS THE LARGEST RESIDUAL *
RMSRA=O).O; RMSRD=0.0;
RESID: js=STAt(KS);
IF CiUDU,.K='Ml THEN DO;
KS=KS*1;.














AUF= IS UC *NC*LUC ) *CLS (DA);
JiOF= (LUL-NC*SvC);
D)L=ATA4NtAUF/DDF);












USM= Ak3S US (K ) )*5. 72957 195 13E 1;
Ius( lJ=DSM;
t&-S(Z2Jl DSM- IDS( 1) 1*6.OEOI.;
IJSM4=((SM-IS1))*6.OEI-IUS(2))'6.OE01;
IF IUS(l)=O 6 SIGN(UStK))(0.O THEN SG='-4;
ELSE Sb'9 9;
IF COL)EIK)-.,='R' THEN GO TO REGLt4;
IF KK>8 THEN 00;


























































4F KS>NC.,D THEN GO TO TSTEND;
ELSE GO TO RESID;





PUT FILE(LST)cDUIT(KIDENT(K) ,IAS ,ASMIDStDSMRARD)(SKIPX(3),
RtMSAA=Rt4SRA+RA*RA; RMSRD=RMSRD*RD*R0)
IF AblAAMARjAbS(MV))'MR TH-EN DO;
eREJSW='ONI;
IF ABS(RA))RFM THEN DO;
RFM=ABS( RA);
END;






IF KS<=NCU TH-EN GO TU kESID;






PUT FIL~tLST)EDITL'WUOT MEAN SQUARES:4,RMSRAgRMSRD)4SKlPI2),
A, Xl491,F( 6,3), Xl8) ,F( 6 3J)
I- LUP.Y=2.THEN GO TO RETUJRNi
IF iRLJSW~l I TH-EN UO;
COPV=Z;
















SY3= SY 3-V 3;
SX4=SX4-A2*X2;
SY4=SY4- Y2*Y2 ;





























SYKN=SYRN-Y( K *K*NI K);
0O TO MATRIX;
CNVUUT: PUT FILE(LSTIEOIT('CONVERSION ERROR IN STAR SOLUTION DATA')
(SKIPA);
ERROUT PC P=9999999 .9;
CLOSE FILEiPNCH);
kETUkN;
RETURN: PUT FILE(LST)EDIT ('SOLUTION NUMBER *,NSOL,
I MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS')(SKIP,A(16),F(2),A(23);
PUT FILE (PNCH) EDIT (PC)(6E13,09, 8);











DECLARE CARD FILE STREAM INPUT ENVIRONMENT (F80) MEDIUM
(SYSIPT,2540)),
DIROUT FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(3200,80)
MEDIUM (SYS01992314))t
D.IRIN FILE RECORD INPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(3200,80)
MEDIUM (SYS019,2314))t
FINE FILE R.ECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(3400136)MEDIUM
(SYS01892314)),
AM3 FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(1680,561 MEDIUM
(5YS0189,2314)),
LST FILE PRINT ENVIRONMENT(F(130)MEDIUMISYSLST,1 4 031);
DECLARE STA CHARACTER (4) EXTERNAL,
PLT CHARACTER (3) EXTERNALs
(XCYCALCDLCEWCNSCVC) FLOAT DECIMAL(15) EXTERNAL,
NR FIXED BINARY EXTERNALt TYPE CHARACTER(10) EXTERNAL,




DrCLAE (PC(6)PCP(6J) FLOAT DECIMAL (15);
OCLARE I FINDArAv2 UT1(3) FLUAT DECIMAL (61,
2 NIL CHARACTER(4),
(2 AC,2 dC,2 AM,2 BM,2 C,2 R2, 2 DAO,2 080,
2 NA,2 NB) FLOAT DECIMAL (15),
2 STN CHARACTER (4),2 PT CHARACTER (3),
2 CDE CHARACTER (1),
2 IDLE(4) FLOAT DECIMAL (15),
1 AMIDATA'2 UT2(3) FLOAT DECIMAL,
2 NL LHARACTER(4),
(2 ACM,2 ACC,2 8CM,2 8CC) FLOAT DECIMAL(15),
2 STT CHARACTER(4),2 PLTT CHARACTER (3),
2 COD CHARACTER(I),
I OIRDATA,2 IUT(2) FIXED BINARY,2 UT FLOAT DECIMAL,
2 IAL(2) FIXED BINARY.,2 ALM FLOAT DECIMAL,
2 IOL(2) FIXED BIiNARY,2 DLM FLOAT DECIMAL,
2 BLANK CHARACTER (4),
(2 A,2 EP,2 DRCO (31) FLOAT DECIMAL (15);
DECLARE VPES(91) DECIMAL FLOAT(6) INITIAL
(0.1690O.1o7,C .21 tO .232,0.259,O.28,0. 317, .351,0.389,0.43O,O.476,
0.526,G.560,0.640,0.7C0tO.776,0.854,0.939,1.031l,.1321.2 4 1,1.361,
1.490 I.o32,l.78~ , 1 .9tO0t 2.131 2.32o,2.537,2.765, 3*013,3.2 80,3.568,
3.80,4217,4.579,4.9265.294,5.685,6.101,6.543,7 .0137.51398.045t
d.609,9.ZO ,9.844, 10.518, 11.23111.987,12.788,13.634,14.530,15.47 7,
16.477,17.535,18.650,19.827t21.068,22.377,23.756,25.209,26.739,
Z8.349, 3. C~3,31 . 824, 33. 695,35. 663,37.729,39.898,42.175,44.5b3,
47.067,49.b62,52.442,55.324,58.340,61.500,64.800,68.26Otl.8do0
75.65C,79.60 ,83.710,8d.020,92.510,91.220,102.09, C7. 20,112.51,
118.04) ;
CECLARt (PI, COL, SbL, F, Pt STG, LON, LAT, ML, NNO,
MUB, UTNI, UTO RL, HSt HA,. HO, TEMPPRES,
KLH, STP, RATIO, ESt NS, UN, ENO, CLA,
SLAt RF, XM, YM, FNR, DMi DF, X2t Y2,
R E, N, AL, DL, H, CH, SH, CD, tPI,
SDU EN, NN, EOs NOr CC. SC, El, NI, ATEN,
R2Ut LAO, MUU, NUO, AR, RBS, AOU, BOO, GAM,
AUNt BON, FEW, FNSt VEW, VNS, ASV, BSV, R2S UTSO,
XA, YA, LA, XX, YYt RP, LA, MU, NU, VVL,
RA, UTSTUST, AMO BMO, OLTA) FLOAT DECIMAL (15);
uECLARE (CUPYIUTO(2)) FIAED aINARY;
UDECLARE (SA(3), LU(3lt LT(31, BSLN(6), TC(8),
NP(6), X(5), Y(51, AUP(4),
AUPU(4), NPU(6), ACB(4))FLUAT DECIMAL (15);
UELLARE STkRC(4) CHARACTER(80);
DECLAKE (OUM,PACT)CHARACTER(4);
OtCLARE( IST, INUT) FIXED BINARY(31);
UtCLARE (UTRD,RUUND) DECIMAL FLOAT(15);
OPEN FILE(CARD), FILE (DIROUT);
ON ENDFILE(CAKU)GO TO GOBACK;















LET SIKINi,(STRTL(1I )EUITtSALOLTFPDUN) (X(10bt2(F(3),F(2)p
STtj=SA(3) /3.6E03;
Sf6=STG*SAf 2J/6.CE 01;









SLA=S1 NI LAT) ;
STCLZ: %jET STRING(STRT(Z(J)EDIT (MLPMUatVCEWCNSCPHSHAi(XLLO).
Ft 10,4),F( 10, a), 3F110, 1),2F( 10, 2) )
fit)HA-5; RbjS=MC4*HD)*l OE061VVL;
REGI.: KF=t 1.0-EAP(-GAI4*HO)j)/(GAM*HU);
STCLJ: 6ET STlKING(STRfC(3J)E0IT (BSLN*TC) (X(4)v6E(6,3bs8E(5v2));
Du) 1=1 TO 6;
biSLN(I )= (ISLN( I)*i4C*1.OEO6)/VVL;
EN~D;

















LS=E.S*0.0393701; 1* MM TO INCHES HG *
.ES=ES/0.02953l44; /*INCHES HG TO MB *
TEJ4P'=TEt4P+2. 7316E02;






W)1 1=1 TO 6;
NP( I )=1.OEO-RL) *MUB8BSLN( I);
EN D;
HEADI: PUT F-ILE (LSI) EDIT (POIRECTION DATA FUR STATION 0,STA,
or PLATE NUMBER ,tPLTTYPE.140'/',DAOI/YRCPAGEX(33)
* A, A(4) .A, A(3.),K(2),AI 10) ,X( 25) .AI 2) .(AA( 2)))
IF PACT=IPACTO THEN GOi TO PCAPT;
ELSE GO TO RLAPT;
PCAPT:- PUT fILE (LST) EDIT ('FLASH TIMEII*ALIMUTH',*ELEVATIUO,
123
X( 7) ,A(9),X(8),A(6),X(,1L),A42),X( 13),A42)I;
LNKI=3;
IF CuPY>2 THiEN UU TO i5UTH2;
ELSE IF COPY-2 THEN GO TU RODIR;
'kid TO BUTHI;





IF CLPY>2 THEN GO TO 8cJTHZ;
ELSL IF CUPY=2 THEN GO TO RODIR;









IF PACT-o=8PACTI THEN Go TU HEG2;
GLT FiLEJCAK )LO)IT(D)RI.,UUM)(X410),3 F(IO,9J,X(36)vA(4));
A=ATAN(DR12(2) pJRCO( 111;
LP=SQRT (I .GE0-L)RCO.3)**2);
LP=ATAh URCO (3), EP);
UTRD=UT;
PUT FILE (1ST) EDIT (IUTUTROA.EPVRCOU(SKIP,X(2),ZIF(2).X(l)
),(7 ,4) 5(X(4) ,Ffliv,8)));
LN&(T=LNKT+ 1;
IF LNKT>39 THEN GO TO ILADI;
G;U TO dOTH2;
RLGZ2* ufT FILE((;AKW)EUIr4((I)pY(L) D0 1=1 TO 5)) tX(iO),IOE(793));
AM=(,.0O ;
Y?4C.Gkt0;






Y M=Y M/ FN R;
IF NR)>3 THEN DU;
K=1;
uM=C .OE~o;
D.0 1=1 TO NR;
Di-=AtS( X( I )-X4);



















YM~t (SOLhN*CUL) *CUS OFJ
UL'=ATA4( Yt4IXM);









.JKCfi (1 kS *CLA-CO*SLA*CH;
URCC (/ i=-,L*Sti;
JkCO t 3) =Si*SLA*CD*C.LA*(;
A=AIAN4JRCU(Z)vDRCOlI ii;
















5( Xt4) PF( I19 8f);
ELSE




IF LNKT)39 THIEN GU TO HEADI;
BOTk42: *RITE FILE (DIkOUT) FROM (DIRDATA);
EN=ORCUt 2)*HU/UKCO(3);
NN=ORLU( 1)*HU/UKC043);
xIF KTR=l T-LeN GO TU NEXT;
IF UTN-UJTU>O.145444104E-03 THEN UO;V
KTR-1;
GO TO NEXT; ENO;
RIGHT: IF ABS(NN-NO)(=ABS(EN-,EO) THEN DO;
C=ATAN( (NN-NO)/IEN-EO));
IF EO>EN THEN C=C'PI;
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IF NN<NU THEN C=C+Pl;
END;
SC=SIN(L);























































ViRITE FILE(FINE) FROM (FINUATA);
XA=HU*LDRLU ( I.)/ U(CO t3);
YA=HO*DRCU(2) /LJCO4 3).;
LA=H-U;








KA= 2.5 E-0 I/ 4RA*RA);
,IF, L=111=3 THEN GO TO AOC;





I NU T= UF* 1000C. 0;
IST=UT;
I sT=IST* 10000;



















DO 1=1. TO 4;








IF 1=1 11 -3 THEN GO TO AUCO;




80CU: AUPO ( IJ =(NPO (1+2 J*LA I/ SQR ( I a O *R A*BSLN I +)**2 (OE,..LA*L A)
RET2: t4ND;
CKAY:UiL 1=1 To 4;
ULIA=(A~hl(I)-AUPO(I) ),/ (UT-UTSO);
lF 1=141=3 THEN FEW=EWC*ULTA;
ELSE FEW=NSL*DLTA;
AC8( I) AUP4 I -FEW;











UN ENDJFILEfU)IRIN) GO TO FINIS;
GU TO HEAI;
ROUIR: kEAD FILE (DIRIN), INTO (DIRDATA);
UIRD=uI;
IF PALT=OPACTO THEN PUT FILE fLSTIEDITl.IUT.UTROAtEPvDRCOJ
(SKLP.X(2),2(iF(2),X(j)jF(794),5(X(4),F(II18)));






PUT FILE: (LSIJ EDIT(IUT9UTRDIALvALN.IDLp
OLMA.EPDRCOI(SKIP,2(F(2),X(1)),F(7,4)t
LNKT=LNKT+l;
IF~ LNKT>39 THEN GO TO HEADI;
6U TU RDIR;
FLUSH: ON ENUF-ILEtCARD) GO TO FINIT;





FINIS: CLOSE FILE (CJIRIN), FILE(CARD);
EXI T:ik TURN;
END;






OECLARE FINE FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(3400i136)MEDIUM
(SYSO18,2314) I
AMB FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(1680,56) MEDIUM
(SYS18,2314) I
FINEIN FILE RECORD INPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(3400,136)MEDIUM
(SYS018,2314)),
AMbiN FILE RECORD INPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(1680,56) MEDIUM
(SYS018,2314)) t
TFINE FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(3400,136)MEDIUM
(SYSOI9,2314)),
TAMB FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(1680,56) MEDIUM
(SYS019,2314)),
TFINEI FILE RECORD INPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(3400,136)MEDIUM
(SYS019,2314|)
TAM8IN FILE RECORD INPUT ENVIRONMENT (F(1680,56) MEDIUM
(SYS01923L411 ;
OECLARE LST FILE PRINT ENVIRONMENTIFI130) MEDIUM (SYSLST,1403)
DECLARE I FINDATA92 UTI(3) FLOAT DECIMAL,
2 NIL CHARACTER(4),
(2 AC,2 BC,2 AM.2 BMv2 Ce2 RNG,2 DAOt2 080,
2 NA,2 NB) FLOAT DECIMAL (15),
2 ST CHARACTER (4)2 PT CHARACTER (3),
2 CD CHARACTER (I)r
2 FINE(41 FLOAT DECIMAL (15),
1 AMBDATA92 UT2(3) FLOAT DECIMAL,
2 NL CHARACTER (4),
(2 ACM,2 ACC2 BCM,2 8CC) FLOAT DECIMAL(15),
2 STT CHARACTER (4),2 PLTT CHARACTER(3),
2 COD CHARACTER (1);
DECLARE IUT(2) FIXED BINARY;
DECLARE (FEWFNSVEW,VNS,PItUT) FLOAT DECIMAL (15);
DECLARE - (PLCPLTO) CHARACTER (3),
RA CHAKACTER (7)wSEQ CHARALTER(8);
OELLARE NMRR EXTERNALMRR(100) CHARACTER (3) EXTERNAL,
STA CHARACTER() EXTERNALtTYPE CHARACTER(10) EXTERNAL,
PLT CHARACTER (3) EXTERNAL,
I DAY DEFINED DAYEI(2 YR92 o0,2 DAJCHARACTER (2),
(ESCNSC,VC) FLOAT DECIMAL (15J EXTERNAL;
DECLARE DAYE CHARACTER(6);
IF SEQ=*ADDITIONI& RR='START * THEN DO;
OPEN FILE(FINEIN),FILE( AMBIN)
FILEITFINE), FILE(TAMB);
ON ENDFILE(FINEIN)GO TO AMBT;
READ FILE (FINEIN) INTO (FINDATA);
IF CD=49' THEN 60 TO FINET;
ELSE GO TO WRTFN;
FINET: READ FILE(FINEIN) INTO (FINDATA);
WRTFN: WRITE FILE(TFINE) FROM (FINDATA);
GO TO FINET;
AMiT: ON ENDFILE (AMBIN) GO TO EXIT1;
RAMB: READ FILE (AMBIN) INTO (AMBDATA);









IF SLLJ=IINITIAL I THEN GO TO STPPUT;
uPEfN FILE (TINEI) ,FILE(IAM4bINi;
UN ENIFILLTFINEI) GO TO AM131;
UN ENUFILL(TAt'bLN) GU TO SrPPUr;
FINI: READ FILt(TFINEI) INT04FINDATA)**
IF NMKRa~>O THEN DO I=L TO NMRR;
IF PT=MRR(IJ~ THEN GO To FINI;
si<lTE FILEti-INE) FROM IEINDATA);
6c TO iFINI;
At~bL: KEAL) FILL (TAMBIN) INTO (AMBDATA);
If NMKR>!) THEN DO 1=1 TO Nt4RR;
IF PLTT=MRR(I) THEN GO TO AMBI;
END&;




ON ENOFILE(FINEIN) GO TO PRTAMB;
PL TU=*0CC ;
INFINE:RLAD FILEt FINEIN) INTU(FINDATA);
2,TA=ST;
PLT= PT;
IF PLT- =PLTO I LNKT=4O THEN GO TO HEU1l;
ELSE Go TO LINF;
HLDI: P'UT FILE(LST)EUIT ($FINE ANTENNA DATA FUK STATION ,vSTA,
' PLATE NO.' ,PLTTYPEMO,'/',DA,'/%YR)IPAGEX(35)*
AAt4iAA(.3),X(2),A(1O)tX(,21),A(2),2(AtA(2)i);
PUT FILE(LST) EDIT I'FLASH TIME',8ACqBC'tA%'BM',v












PUT f-ILE ULST) EDIT CIUTUTACPB(.AM,8M,DAODBO,NA,NB,C,RNG,
FEW, FNSt yEW, VNSJ(SKIP,24F(2),X(l)),F(7,4),X(l),
21(8,3)t2F(6,3)vX(1),2F47,3),X(l),2F(1096),F(IO.5b.




PKTAM6: ON ENUFILE (AMBINJ GO TO STOP;
&LTU=0OOO;
INAM6t: KEAC f-ILE(AMBINJ INTO (AMIIATA);
STA= SIT;
PLT=FLTT;
IF PLT-*=PLTU I LNKT-40 THEN GO TO HED2;
ELSE GO TO LLNKi
HED2: PUT FILE (LST) EDIT t'AMBIGUITY ANTENNA DATA FOR STATION
STA,' PLATE NO. *,PLTFTYPEP MU40DA,'/',YR)(PAGEX(4)
,AA(4)tA.A(3),X(2),A(1c),Xt50),A(2),2(A,A(21);
PUT FILE ILST) ED)IT I'FLASH TIMEf*'AC(MED)',#AClCOURSE)*s
130
'i3c(Mwo)I 'aC fCOURSE) 2) SKIP(2) tX(4)tA( 101 Xd9) *A(7)t









STOP: CLOSE FILE (FINEIN),F1LE (AMBIN)#FXLE(LST);
UNE: RETURN;
tNt);
1* END ut- DATA
/ E NO OF J013
131





DRZOK: PROCEDURE OPTIUNSIMAIN); DR000
DECLARE DR0002
INPUT FILE STREAM INPUT ENVIRONMENT IDR0003(F480) MEDIUM(SYSIPTP2540))t DR0004
TFINE FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT R3005(F(340011361 MEDIUM (SYSO19,2314)),
TFINEI FILE RECORD INPUT ENVIRONMENT DR0007(F(34009136) MEDIUM (SYSO19s23141))
MOUT FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT DR0009(F(1800,72) MEDIJJM (SYS019,2314)),
MIN FILE RECORD INPUT ENVIRONMENT DROCII11
(F(1800*72) MEDIUM (SYSO19,2314)),
COUT FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT DR30121(F(1800,72) MEDIUM (SYS019O2314)),
CIN FILE RECORD INPUT ENVIRONMENT OR00123
(F(180072) MEDIUM (SYS019,2314)),
FINEIN FILE RECORD INPUT ENVIRONMENT DR00125(F(3400,136) MEDIUM (SYS018,2314),
FINE FILE RECORD OUTPUT ENVIRONMENT DR00127(F(3400,136) MEDIUM (SYS01 ,2314)),





2 S C) FLOAT, OR016









2 NB) FLOAT(10O DR00236
2 STA CHARACTER(4), 0R00237
2 FPLATE CHARACTER(3), R00238









2 BMAMB) FLOAT(O1), DR0029
(2 AMBHR DR00295
2 AM3MN FIXED(4)# DR00296
2 AMdSC FIXED(6t3)9 OK00297
2 RES2 CHARACTER(201) DR0030
2 CONSTANTS4 CHARACTER(5) DR0031
2 APLATE CHARACTER(3• DR0032
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2 ASCI FLOAT, DR00336




2 BCC) FLOATl.10), DR0033A
2 ASTA CHARACTER(4), DR30338
2 PLATE CHARACTER(3 , URO0033C
2 ACUDE CHARACTEI( I 0R00330
BLANKS DR0034
CHARACTER( 20), uR 035
PLOT_CODE DR3036
CHARACTER( 1) UR0037
COE FIXED( 1), DR003 73
(HRS, RU00374






















CHARACTER( 10), 0R D048
(UECA, DEC_9., IA, IB, iIFFAC, DR0049
DECAM, DECBM, IAM, IsBM, UIFF_BM, DR0050
UECLAC, UECdC, IAC, IB.Ce DIFFBC, DR00505
CHR, CN, CSEC, DR0051
HCDI050), MCD(50) SCU(50), DR30511


































UECLARE KF(6) 1-IXEU BINARY;
LL AR E ORO 810
(COA~CT, UD 08704
LT) 8INARY FIXED(15)v DROOd7O5
ST(:3J CHARALTER(4J, ORO 871
PLT(30) CHARACTER(3) DRO 872
KSt3(3U) FIXED(5,3), 13)4. 813
KSA(30O) FIXED(593)t 014. 8735
PL(30) CHARACTERML; ORO 8736
FURMATF: FORMATIA(.10),4F(10,3),PA(19),ACI),A(5),A(3),A(2)); OR430874
FOR~MAIL: FuJKIATIA.L0)4F(10,.3),A(20),A(5),A(3),A(2)J; UR.400875
LURKLLT: PRULLUURE; OR 1*
IF LURAM(LURCT)~l I t; CURBMICkJRCT)=s I UA 2*





GO TO ROREL; DR 8*
E NO; OR 9*
IF CORAM(CURCT)-..=-- I DRI 0*
THEN GET STRING(CURAM(CORCT.)) EOIT(AMQ) (F(1093)); DR11*
IF CURBMICURCT-'=* I URL2*
THEN GET STRING(C0RSMICORCT)) EDIT(BMQ) (F(10#3)); DRI3*
L.ORC U=CUkCT*1; DR414*
LSEC=SLO(CURCT); CMN=I4CD(CORCT); CHR=HCD(CORCT); 0R15*
EN;/* END CORRECT PROCEDURE */ Rlb*
PRINTz PROCEUURE; DR0088
/* CUNTINUED PLATE */ 0)4.089
If PLTE~l THEN Oai; DR 0090
1* CONTINUED PAGE */ 0R0091
IF PAGE=l THEN DO; DR0092
PUT EDIT(HRS,s *,94INt' 'vSEC#ACBCvAMBIIRA9RB) 13R40093




1* NEW PAGE */ UR 0097
ELSE u30; DR40098
O~UT EDIT('UT','.AC'.BL%*eAN',.'BM','RA*,'RB*,'P STAII DR0099
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PLATE ) (PAGEX(6),A(14)3A(12) ,A(14)A( 12) UKJ3LC0
A(41t2A(7)); DR0101
PUT EDIT(HRS0r ',MIN,' 1,SECACtBCAMNBMRAR8 uR01C02





/* NEW PLATE */ DR0107
ELSE DO; DR0108
/* CONTINUED PAGE */ DR0109
IF PAGE=1 THEN DO; DR0110
PUT EDIT(MHRS,* 4MIN,' 'tSECAC8CtAMBM , ROL11
RAvk8,CONSTANTS3) DRO1115
(SKIP(2)F (2) ,A(1),F(2)yA(L),F(63), DR0112
4F( 12,3), 2F( 12X(2) AA12)); DR01125
PLTE=1; LINE=LINE+2; 0R0113
END; DR0114
/* NtA PAGE */ DR3115
ELSE 00; DO0116
PUT EdIT(@UT ° , AC','BC' ° AMN ,'BM',9RA°'ORB','P STA', DROL17
IPLATE')(PAGE,X(I6)A(14),3A(12),A(14),A4I12) DR0118
A(4),2A(7)); . U0119
PUT EDIT(HRS,. '.MINv, ',SECACBCAM8B, DR0120
RAR~I CONSTANTS3 ) DR01205
(SKIP(2),F(2A(1tF(2) ,A(1),F(6,3), DR0121
4F1l2,3),2Fi12),X(2)tAt12)); DR01215






ON ENUFILE(INPUT) GO TO FINISH; DR0127
/* REAJ LEAD CARD */ UKO128
GET FILE( INPUTIEDIT(FINEFLAG AHMBFLAGtCURECTEX) DR0129
(B(l1),X() ttl),X(1),F(2 )A(74)) ; DR01295
/* SAVE START CARD INFORMATION */ DR0130
GET FILE ( INPUT )EDIT(CODE SSTA,FREQ, DAT ENO, EOPEX ) R0131
(X(lI)A(l),X4)A(4) .X(20) ,2A(10),X(1),F()i, DR0132
X(8) 2A(10)); DR0133
/* PROCESS FINE DATA */ DR0134
IF -FINEFLAG THEN GO TO AMB; 0K0135
OPEN FILE(TFINELFILE(FINEEIN); R01275
ON ENUFILE (FINEIN)GO TO AVE.FINE; DR01276
ON ENDFILE (INPUT) GO TO RECI; DR0136
(CA-SUM=O; KB.SUM=0; N=0; J=O; CT=O; DK0137
CORCT=1; CSEC=999.9; CMN=999.9; CHR=99.9;







GET FILE (INPUT) EDIT (PCI(CT),KSA(CT),KSB(CT),ST(CT)tPLT(CTI) OK01382
(A41)sX(9),2F(53)XI(49) X(4)tA(4) At31);




CSEL=SCOIl); CMN=MiCD(1); CHR=HCDO(); CUKCT=I; CK013846
FSTRD: READ FILE (FINEINJINTO (FINESAVE); DR01385
IF CUOE=' * THEN GO TO FSTRD;
/* CORRECT DATA VALUES FOR TIME IF NECESSARY */ DR013854
IF SEC=CSEC THEN IF NN=CMN THEN IF HR=CHR DR013855
THEN CALL CORRECT; DR013856
USKCHi-: DR01386
00 I=1 TO CT; DR01387










U00 HILE (FPLATE=PREV.PLATE); DR01472
READ FILE(FINEINI INTO (FINE.SAVE); DR01473
ENO; RD31474
GO TO DSKCHK; DR01475
/* EACH PLATE */ DR0148
FINEPLATE: 0R0149
00 WHILLE( FPLATE=.PREVPLATE); UR3 150
IF PLOTCODE='1' THEN DO; DR1504
IF A8SIAC)>5 THEN GO TO RDREC; RO 1505
END; DR01506
tLSE IF PLUTCODE='2' THEN DO; DR01507
IF ABS(bC)>5 THEN GO TO ROREC; DRO1508
END; 0 1539
/* AMHb, AND KC TOTALS */ OR0151
DECA=MUD(100+AMQ-AC-KS1A, 1; DR152
DECB=MOD(1O0+M4Q-BC-KS18,1); DR0153
/* IA AND 18 FUR FIRST CARD */ O 10154
IF J=O THEN DO; DR1O 155
IF DEC_A>)850 THEN IA=49; OR0.15-
ELSE IA=50; R 0157
IF tECB8>.850 THEN 1B=49; R3158
ELSE IB=50; DR0159
END; DR0160
/* FOR OTHER CARDS */ DR0161
ELSE DO; DR01 62
IF SAVE_KCA>=50.100 THEN IA=50; DR0163
ELSE IF SAVE-KCA<50.100 & ECA<0.500CO THEN IA=50; UK1O64
ELSE IA=49; R0165
IF SAVE KCB>=50.100 THEN 18=50; LR0166




KCB=DEC6+I B; R 0171
/* SAVE KC'S UF FIRST CARD */ OR0172





/* TOTAL KC'S FOR AVERAGE */ DR0178
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KC A_ SUM=KtASUM+KCA; DRO 179
KC BSUM=KGC SUM+KC ; DR0180
N=N+1; DR0181





WRITE FILE(TFINE) FROM(FINESAVE); DR0185
KDREC: DR18b55
READ FILE (FINEIN) INTO (FINE.SAVE); DR3186
IF SEL=CSEC THEN IF MN=CMN THEN IF HR=CHR DR01d7
IHEN CALL CORRKECT; DRO188
END; DR0190
GO TO DSKCHK; DR0197
AVE FINE: OR3198




/* COMPUTE RESIDUALS AND LIST FINE DATA */ DR0203
OPEN FILE(TFINEIJFILE(FINE); N=O; 0R0204
ON ENuFILEITFINEI) GO TO REPEAT; DRO205
FINELBL: J*0206
/* STATK CARD INFORMATION */ DR02C7





PUT EDITI'UT'vAC''BCsC','AMIN'8M I ,RA','RB'**P STA', DR0212
'PLATE*)(SKIP(3),X(6),A(14) 3A(12),A(14),A(12), ROZ213
A(4),2A7l)); DR0214
PAGEt=; PLTE=O; LINE=6; DR0215
/* FOR DISK OUTPUT */ DR0216
IF N=O THEN DO; DRO217
CODE='9;
AC=FINE_KCA; BC=FINEKCB; UR0218
GET STRING(CDATE) EDIT IHR,MN,SEC) (X(4),3F(2)); DR0219
GET STRING(FREQ) EDIT (AM) (F.10,31); DR32194
WRITE FILE(FINE) FROU(FINESAWE); DR02195
END; DUR2196




00 WHILEILINE<39); /* EACH PAGE */ DR0225
IF FPLATE-=PREV_PLATE THEN DO; DR02254
PLTE=O; PREVPLATE=FPLATE; DR02255
END; DR02256
/* COMPUTE RESIDUALS */ DR3226
RA=(AC+FINEKCA-AM); DR3227
RB= I BC+F I NEKCb-BM); DR0228
CtONSTANTS3=CDOUEji' 'ISTAI' '.IIFPLATE; DR0229
/* FOR DISK OUTPUT */ DR0231
HRS=HR; MIN=MN; DRO232




END; /* END OF PAGE */ DR0236
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LINE=0; PAGE=C; DO0237
GO TO FINE-LIST; DR0240




IF N<NO THEN DO; oR0245
OPEN FILE(TFINEI); ORC246
GU TO FINELBL; RD3247
END; DR0248
/* AMnIlUIIY UATA */ ODR249
/* CHECK FOR DATA *4/ 00253
AM6b: RC0251
IF -AMbFLAG THEN GO TO START; UR0252
UPEN FILE(MOUT)# FILE(CUUT),FILE(AMBIN); OR0253
UN LENFILL (AMBIN) GO TO NEXTC; DR02535
UN LNOFILE(INPUT) GO TO AVtAMB; OR0254
ACAM_SuM=O; KCbM.SUM=O; N=O; UR0255
KCAC_SUM=0; KC L3_SUM=0; J=O; OR0256
CRDRO: PRUCtURE; / READ MINITRACK CARD */ DRO257
,EL F -ILE (INPUT) EDIT (AMB_UT,M QAMQAMC WbMMtIQBMC,COE, DR3258
GPLAlt) (F(6),X(4), 4F(10,3),X(9) F(1 X(lI7),F(31J; D
EN*; /* END CKORD */ DR0260
USKKO: PROLtDURE; /* .READ AMdIGUITY CAMERA DISK */ D0261
REAU FILL (AMbIN) INTO (AMB_IN); CUNSTANTS4=ASTA; D30262
Ui=AHR; UM=AMN; US=ASC; DR02625
;UT=AhKi*i COC.+A MN*10C+ASC; CONSTANTS5=ACODE; DR3263
EtT STRING (PLATE) EDIT (DPLATE) (F(3)); DR0264
ENU; /* ENU OSKRD */ DR0265
KSI : PROCEuURE; /* SET KSI VALUES */ DR0267
/* SET KSI VALUES */ OR3268
KSAM=M-wAM; KiAC=QAM. C; KSBM=QBMM; KSBC=QBMCI; DR0269
LALL CROU; D0270
/* SAVE VALUES FOk INTERPOLATION */ DROZ701
UT_ 5=AM _ uT; VAL_AC =UAMC ; VAL-ti.M= BMM; VALBC=QBM_C; DR32732
CALL CRUDx; DR2703
END; /* NO KSIS *1/ D32704
NEWPLI: PRUCELURE; /* FINU MATCHING PLATES */ DR02705DO w ILE (UPLATE-=CPLATE); DR02706
IF DPLATE<CPLATE 0R02707
THEN CALL OSKRO; DR02708
1- CPLATE<UPLATE DRO02709
THEN CALL CRORD; DRO271
ENO; DR02711
'O TO TMLCHK; DROZ712






O WHILE (AM8aUT-=NUT); /* FIND MATCHING TIMES */ DR02718
I- COL=1 DR02719
THEN CALL KSIS; DR0272
I)- OPLATE-=CPLATE DR 0273
THEN CALL NEWPLT; DRT274
IF AMbUT<NUT DRO275
THEN CALL CRURO; DR02752
IF NUT<AMi_UT DR32753




IF Ct)E=l THIEN CALL KSIS; D07


































M-i. fM=JMM-(.4*( 3t.M-VAL-kOM)/(AMa...UT-uT_5j); UDO285
C-a#QMC(6(tMC-A-C/ABU-TS) DR02b6
IF KF(IJ=l THEN VAL-ACVAL-AC-I.0;
IF KF421=l THEN WAM-c=QAM-C-1.0;
IF KF(3)=l THEN VAL~M=VAL.bM-I.0;
IF KF(4)=1 THEN Q8 f4-=Qb M.j41. 0;
IF KF(5)1l THEN VAL-bC=VAL.BC-I.C;
IF KF(6)=1 THEN BMCQBM-C-1.0;
KF=0;
/* AMIBMt AND K(C TOTALS *1 R0287
OECP: D)ECAM=MOUI 00+,M-(AM-AC-M-KSAMii; UD288
DECAC=MUD(1OO4C.)JAM-ACC-KSAC.1,); 0tL0289
uEC_bM=M~O0*tC+ LQbM48CM-KSdM,1 1; UR0290
DEC-i3=MtJ(10+-Q13*BC-c-KSdC,11; D0291
1IA AND 1(3 FOR FIRST GAKU U1 R0292
IF J=O THEIN Do; OROZ293
IF UEL.Ar>*850 THEN IA-M=49; UR02 94
ELSE I A.A= 50; DR0295
IF DECAC>.850 THE N IA.-C=49; D296
ELSE IA...C=50; DR0297
IF UEC-t3M>9850 THEN 18-&M=49; OR0298
ELSE IB-j4=50; 0R0299
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IF DECBC>.850 THEN lb_C=49; D 0300
ELSE 1bC=50; DR330 L
END; DR0302
/* FOR OTHER CARDS R/ UOR303
ELSE O; DR0304
IF SAVEKCAM>=50.100 THEN IAM=50; ODR3G5
ELSE IF SAVE_KCAM<50.I00 & DEC AM<0.500 THEN IAM=50; ORK306
ELSE IAM=49; UK0307
IF SAVE-KCAC>=50.100 THEN IA_C=50; DR33C8
ELSE IF SAVEKCAC<50.100 & DECAC<0.500 THEN IAC=50; DR0309
ELSE IAC=49; DRO0310
IF SAVE-KCBM>=5C.100 THEN 18M=50; U(0311
ELSE IF SAVEKCBM<50.100 & UECBM<G.500 THEN IBM=50; OR031Z
ELSE 18_M=49; DR0313
IF SAVEKCBC>=50.100 THEN IB=50; DR3314
ELSE If- SAVEK BC<5.100 & DECBC<0.500 THEN IBC=50; ORG315
ELSE 18_C=49; OR0316
END; OR)31
KCAM=OEC_AM +IAM ; KC BM=DECiM+ IM; URO318
KCAC=DECAC+IA.C-; KCBC=DECBCI1_C; DR0319
/* SAVE KC'S OF FIRST.CARD */ DR320
(F J=O THEN DO; 0R0321
SAVL~ CAM=KCAM; SAVE. K BM=KCBM; DR0322
SAVE KCAC=KCAC; SAVEKC=KCB=KCBC; OR323
J=[; UK0324
END; DR0325
1* TUTAL KC'S FOR AVERAGE */ UR,326
KCAM_SUM=KCAM_SUM+KCAM; KCbM SUM=KCBMSUM+KCBM; ORO 327
KCAL.SUM KCACSUM+KCAC; KCBC.SUM=KC.CSUJM+KCiC; UR0328
N=N+1; OR0329
/* COMPUTE AM AND N BM/ 0R330
AM_M=KCAM+ACM; BMM=KCBM+BCM; DR0331
AMC=KCLAC+ALC ; bM_C=KCC+bCCC; DR0332
AMbHR=UH ; AMbMN=UM; AMBSC=US; UR033.25
APLATE=PLATE; CRO 3326
/* FUK MEDIUM */ UR0333
AC AMb=ACM; AMCAMB=AMM; DR) 334
_CAMB=BCM; B AMb= M_ M; DR0335
wRITE FILE(MOUT)F-RUM(AMaBSAVE); 0R0336
/* FOR COARSE */ DR0331
AC AM6=ACC; AN_AMB=AM.C; UR0338
BC_AMB=BCC; B6_AMd=BMC; DR0339
ARITE FILE(COUT)FROM(AM_SAVE); DR0340
/* SAVE VALUES FOR INTERPOLATION */ OR0341
UT_S=AM _UT; VALAC =QAMC; VALBM=QBMM; VALBC=QBMC; DRO342
UH=AHR; UM=AMN; US=ASC; DR0343
GO TO AMB_PLATE; /* END OF PLATE */ OR0350
AVEAMB: DR0351
/* AVERAGE KCIS */ CR0352
AVEKCAM=KCAM._SUM/N; AVE_KCBM=KCBM_SUM/N; DR0353
AVE_KCAC=KCAGCSUM/N; AV EKCBC=KCBC SUM/N; DR) 354
KCAC=DECAC+IAC KCBC=DECC+I8 _C; DR0319
CLOSE FILE(MOUT), FILE(C_OUT); DR0355
/* COMPUTE RESIDUALS AND LIST DATA FOR MEDIUM */ DR0356
OPEN FILE (MIN); N=O; OR0357
ON ENUFILE (IM4N) GO TO COARSE; !R0358
MEDIUM: DR0359
READ FILE(MIN)INT(AMBSAVE); LR0360
HRS=AMdiHR; MIN=AMBMN; SEC=AMBSC; DR03604
PREV_PLATE=APLATE; IOR0361
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/* STAKT CARD INFORNATIUiN *1DR)362
PU1 EIT ("S TATON 1KCA 0 KC86 0FRE~j 19 CAL18 DATE#, DRa36J
MLOIUM' J OR0364
(PAGEXI5hvA(7) ,X(b),4A(12),X(I0)J,A(6)); DRJ36 5
PUT L-UIT(SSTAAV&.KCAM*.C00O5*S[LN(AVE-KCAM), URJ366
AVk.KC3M+.0C5*SIGN(AVE..KCdM) ,FRI(QCATE) OR03665
PUT EGIT(JUTI,IAC, P'CIAMt4''M''RAOR3',P STAI, DR3368
I'PLATE') (SKIP(3),XtbJ.A414),p3A(12)tA(1 4 ),A(12 )3p LRO 369
At4) ,ZA(7)1; DR03710
PAtL~l; PLTE=O; LINE=b; OR 0 37 1
MELIUM-LI ST-: UR3372
DU edHiLE(LINL<39); 1* EACH PAG~E *1 R0314
IF APLATE-PREVPLATE THEN Do; UR03744
PL L=0; PREV-PLATL=APLArE; U03745
EIND; DO3146







C CNST A4T S3=' IjIcNsTANTS4IjAPLATEIjCUriSTANTS5; DR0381
CALL PRINT; OR0 382
READ FILEIMIN)1NTU4AMB-SAVE); 0383
HRS=AMBH-R; MIN=AMt3MN; SEC=AMEBSC; UR03834
Elio; 1* END Of PAGE *1 R0384
LINE=0; PAGE=O; DR0385
GO TO MEDIUMLISI; DR0 388
tOAkSE: UR03
9
CLOSE FILE (14 IN.; OPEN FILE(C-JN); DR0390
ON LW~FILE(CZN) GU LU REPEAT2; DR0391
KEAU FILE(C-.IN)INU(AMd_SAVE); VA039 2
diR-SAMbHR; MIN=AMbMN; SEC=A4BSC; UR03925
PREV-PLATE=APLATE; OR0393
/* START CARD INFORMATION *1DRO394
PUT E01141 STATION' pKCA','KCB','FREWJ','CALIB DATE', DR0395
ICUARSEI) UR0396
PUT EDIT (SS1AAVi-KCAiAVE-CBCFRLQ,(DATE)
PUT EUIT(sUT'u'ACVBC'A4'.'8M','RA','Rb'O$P STAg, OR0400
*PLATEI)(SKIP(3) ,A(6),tA(14),3A(12),A(14 ),A(12),v D0401
A(4)*2A(7')J; UR0)402
PAGt=l; PLTE=O; LINE=6; DR0403
LUARSIE-.LIST: UR) 404
00 WH-ILE(LINE(39); /* EACH PAGE */ R0406
IF APLATL-%=PREV-P.LATE THEN DO; 1R04064
PLTE=O; PREV..YLATE=APLATE; L)04065
END; OR 04066










GALL PRINT; DO 415
READ FILECNINNTOAMSAVE); R04154
HRS=AMHR MIN=AMBMN; SEC=AMbSC; 
DR04154
RS BHR; / END OF PAGE */ OR3416
L A(. DR0417
LINE=; PAGE=0; URD420
GO TO COARSELIST; DR3421




IF N<2 THEN DO; RMJ425
UPEN FILE (M [N); DR0426
GO TO MkEIUM; DR3042
E NO; DR 3 42d
/* FUR NEXT SET OF DATA U*/ 00430
GU TO START; OR3431
FINSH: DRO432
ENO;
/~ ENU oF DATA







JRLLIE:PRUCEDURE OPT IONS(MAINI; 0005
/*ANTENNA CORRECTIONS */ 0306
DECLARE 0007
CAKuS FILE INPUT 0008
ENVIKONMENT(MEDIU4(SYSIPT, 2540) F(80)), 0009
LISTNG FILE OU.FPUT PRINT 0010
ENVIRINMENTIMEDIUM(SYSLST,1403) F(132)), 0011
PUNCH FILE OUTPUT STREAM 0012
ENVIRUNMENTIMEOIUMISYSPCH,2540) F80)), 0013
I START EXTERNAL, C014
2 C FIXED DELIMAL(1), 0015
2 STA FIXtD UECIMAL44), 0016
(2 KLA, 0017
2 KCd, 0018
2 FRE4) DECIMAL FLOAT(7),
2 CALd6 FIXED DECIMAL(6), 0020
2 P FIXEU DECIMAL (2), 0021
2 6LAKJ CIIARALTER (1)
lDECLAR
NPLOTS(3G) FIXED ,INARY(31), 0023
CARDNU FIXED DECIMAL (5), 0024
SETNU CHARACTLK(2), 0025
(CAKOSTAL,CAKRSTA2) FIXED UECIMAL(4)t 0026
(CADO01,CARDD2) FIXED UECIMAL(6), 0021
(ACO(47), 0028
SAVEA(47)) DECIMAL FLUAI(16); 0029
DECLARE MAITRIX(48) DECIMAL FLOAT(16); 0030
OPEN FILECAKRDS), FILE(LISTNGhtFILE(PUNCH); 0031
GET FILE(CARUS) EDIT (START) 0032
(X(1) ,Fl)X(4),F(4),3F(10,3),X(4),F(6),F(2), C 333
X(27) A(1)); 0034
/* P=O DO REGULAR COMPUTATION 0035
P= DO HISTORICAL */ 0036
IF START.P=J THEN GO TO PROCEED; 0037
HISTUR: 0038
/* READ COEFF CARDS */ 0039
DO KI=1 TO 2Z 0040
GET FILE(CARDS) EDIT 0041
(CAKDSTAICARDDUl(MATRIX(l) 00 I=1 TO 3),SETNO) 0042
(F(4),X(2IF(6),X(Ild),3E 5, 8,9).X(3),A(2) ;
11=4; 12=8; 0044
00 J=1 TO 9; 0045
GET FILEACARDS) EDIT 0046





IF Kl=1 THEN 00 J1=1 TO 47;SAVEA(J1)=MATRIX(J1); END; 0051
ELSE DO Jl=1 TO 47; ACU(JI)=MATRIX(Jl); END; 0052
END; /*HISTORICAL */ 0053
60 TO CONTINUE; 0054
PROCEED: 0055
CALL OVERLAY I'DROLE1I); 0056
LALL COEFFC(ACOSAVEAI; 0057
143
LALL UVEKLAY ('KOI1E2'); 0058
CALL PRINTL(ACOSAV EA); C059
CUNTINUE: 00C0
CALL UVERLAY ('.J01E3'); 0061
CALL RESIDL(ACOSAVEANPLUTS); 0062
IF STARk.P=0 THEN DU; MA 63
CALL UVEkLAY ('ORO1E4'); 0064
CALL ORLPLT(NPLOTS); 0065
ENO; C066
CLOSE FILE(CAR US),*IILE(LISTNG),FILE(PUNCH) ; 0367
ENU; /* ORLILE / 0066








LISTNG FILE OUTPUT PKINT 00714
LNVIRUNMENT(MEDIUM(SYSLST,1403) F(132)), 0075
CAKUS FILE INPUT 0076
ENVIKUNMENT(MEDIUM(SYSIPT,2540J F(80)), 0077
dISKI FILL INPUT RKLCOk 0078
ENVIKONMENT(MEUIUM(SYS00C3,2314) F(3400,136) i)
/* CARD INPUT */ 0080
1 START EXTERNAL, Od1
2 C FIXtj DUCIMAL(1), 0062
2 STA FIXED DECIMAL(4), C383
(2 KCA, 0084
2 KCd 0385
2 FRE) DECIMAL FLCAT(7),
2 CALIUO FIXEU UECLMAL(b), 0087
2 P FIXEU UECIMAL (2), 0088
2 SPECIAL CtHAK (1), 1006J071
I DATA, 0090
2 UT (3) DECIMAL FLOAT, 0091










2 Nd) uECIMAL FLOAT(16), OL02
2 STA LHAkACTER(4), 0103
2 PLATE CHARACTERI3), 0104








(UlCXA,DECYA) FIXED DECIMAL 11,4), 0113




XSI NY, XC OSY r YSI jNYYCOSY ,XYSINY XYCOSY ,X2SINY ,X2COSY, Y 2S INY 0117
Y2COYX 3SINYX3COSYtY3SINYvY3COSYSINY2,COSY2, 0118




U71, 72,L7381 ,082,Q83, 9 123
CCSBtQ9A,Q10AQ 11ASINBt ENRSENRC, 0124



















VECTOR(9)) DECIMAL FLOAT(16), 0144
RETINP LAdEL; 0145
DEC LAKE 0146




(D,E,F) FIXED dINARY(15); 0153
/* BEGINNING OF PROGRAM */ 0154
SETNO=A'; LOOP=O; COLNO=O; 0155
HMATRX='ELEMENTS OF 1; 0156
UPtN FILE(CARDS) ,FILE(LISTNG), FILE(DISK1); 0157
J2=0; 0158
STAKTP: 0159
/*INITIALIZE FOR SUMS */ 0160
READ FILE(DISK1) INTO(DATA); 0161
IF SPECIAL = 1 1 THEN DO ; 1/06011
KCA=AC; KCB=BC; FREQ=AM; 0162
END ; 1/06071
AQ= j; bQ=0; SVECTOR=0; BVECTOR=0; MATRX6=0; 163
XCUSY=0;XSINY=0;YCUSY=0;YSINY=0;XYSINY=0;XYCSY=O; 0111
X2SINY=0;X2COSY=0;Y2SINY=O;Y2COSY=0; 0172




Q92A=0; iQ10A=0; 09Q11A=0; QLO2A=0; Q10Q11A=0;Ql12A=O; 0177





I'H.JUAIION StT 6') (SKIPvX150),A(14));
RgLAUDATA: 0181
RIEAU FILE(OISKI) LINTO (DATA); 0 1.32
UN ENUFILEIOISK.) GOl TO MATRIX_6; 4 1.83






















MATRXb(1 ,i)=MATRX6t 1,1)+1; 0206
I4ATKX6I I 2)=MATRX6( 1#2)4XA; 0207
AATi~xt(1t,3)=MATRXb( 1,31.YA; 0208
MATRXb( I 94j=MATRX6 (19, 1 +XYA; 0209
MATXb(jf,)=MATRK641,td*K2A; 0210
MA~TRXbtI 6)=MATRX6( 1,6)frY2A; 0211
MATRXb( 1 pd) =MATRXkb4 8,)+Sl N; 0212
1ARkX6(l 1 )MATRX6( I,9)tCOSIs 0213
MATfRX6(2#?2)=MATRX6(2#2).A2A; 0214
t4ArIKX6( 2,3)=t4ATRXb(2v3)+XYA; C215
MATKXu (2 ,4)=AATRX6(Z#4)tX2A*YA; 0216
MAT$RX6(2,5)=MAT1RX6tZ,5).K3A; 021.7
MA~kX6( 296)=MArRX6(2,6)+XA*Y2A; 0218
MATRX6 (2, d)=MATRX642,8)+XA*S INL; 021.9
MATK~X6(2, 9) '=MATRX6(299)+XA*COS1; 0220
MATtRXb( 3,3)=MATRX6I 3,3 )4Y2A; 0221
MATKX6t3,4I=MATRX(6(3,41+XA*Y 2A; 0222
MATRX6( 395)=MATKXb( 3,5).X2A*YA; 0223





MATR~b(4p.b )MATKXb( 4v6)+XA*Y3A; 0229
MATRXb(4,6S)=tATRX(4,d)+XYA*SLNlU 0230
MATRX6t4 49)=MATRx6(4.9)+AYA*C0S1; 0231
4ATRXb( 595)=MATRX6(5,5 )*XA*X3A; 0232
MATRX6(5,bJ=MATMX6(5t6)+X2,A*Y2A; 0233
MATRX6 5, d3=MATRK6( 5,8)+X2A*SLNI; 0234
MATj.X659=MATRX6(5,#9I+XZA*COS1; 0235
MAlKXb( bpb)=MATRX6(6,b)+YA*Y3A; 0236







SI NY=SI#NY+SI N2; 0243
SlNY2=SINY2+SIt42*SIN2; C244
CUSY2=COSY2tCLJS2*CGSZ; 0245














NVALUE=UATA ei3C/DATA t43; 0260






Q7 1=kENR2* (-1*S1N8)-ESWAR*COS8; 0266
fj72=(ESWAK*SliMs-ENR2*COS8); 0267
Q73= VATA.DELA;




















,QlI1 2B114 83*QS3; 0289
AQ(I.)=AQI11+CA; 0290
AW (2 )=AiQ(Z2 +CA*Q71; 0291









-SVECTOR( 31=SVELTDK( 3J*D11*YA; 0300
SVECTUR(4j~=SVLCT0R(44)+0I*XYA; 0301
SVLC.TUR( 5)=SVECTOK( 5)+D11*X2A; 0302
SVLIUK4o)=SVECIUK( 6)*Q11*Y2A; 0303
SVELTURI8) =SVECIU~t8)+Il*SINI; 0305
SVECT UK 9)=SVECT OR (9)+ijl1*CUS 1; 0306
bVELTLJ(I BVECTOR(1)+D21; C0307






iVLLT~R( 9) =i3VEC~iDR(.9)+D2 1*CUS2; C315
IF START.CIl THEN D0; 0316



















MAIRX6( 3t7)=MATkX6 397)4Y.3A*YA; 0332
MAT<X6 (4, 7)=MATRX6(4,7 14KA*Y3A*YA; 03
MATRXb( 5 .7)=MATRX6(5,7 )+X2 A*y3A; 0334
MATRX6A6, 7)=MATRX6(6,1I+Y2A*y3A; 0335
tATRX6(7.1)=I4ATRX6(7,1)*Y3A*Y3A; 0336





GO TU READOATA; 0365
/* FILL 9X9 MATRIX AND VEUJOR*/ 0366
MATRIX_6: 0367
li =0; 0368
DO 11=2 TO 9; 0369
IJ=1+IJ; 0370
DO JIz) TO IJ; 0371
MATk4X6t11*J1)=tMATRX6(JltI1); 0372
END; END; GC TO LOOPI; 0373
FILLM:PRULELURE; 0374
11=1; 0315
00 12=1 TO N; 0376
VECTOR(I2)z SVEC;TOk( 12); 037







DO I=1 TO N; 0383
ACO(K)1=VECTOR([1; KI=Kl+1; END! 0384
IF IER=1 THEN DO;
PUT FILE t;LISTNG) EDIT
('NO SOLUTION SET't J2,SETNU*IER)
(SKLP(2) ,A(15),F(23,A(I)F(2);
END; ELSE;
END; / FILLM */ 0385
/* FILL COEFFICIENTS FOR A */ 0386
LOUP1: 0387
0O IN=1 TO 2; 0388
/* SET 1 */ 0389
Kl=1; N=3; CALL FILLM; 390
/* SET 2A */ 0391
N=b; CALL FILLM; 392
/* SET 3A */ 0393
N=7; CALL FILLM; 394
/* SET 4A */ 0395
L=0; 0396
11=0; 0397
UO 1=1 TO 3,8 TO 9; 0398
UD J=1 TO 3,8 TO 9; 0399
I1=11+1; MATRIX(11)=MATkX6(II.J); ENO; 0400
L=L+l; VECTOR(L)=SVECTOR(I); END; 0401
N=5;
CALL LINKPF(DSIMQMATRIXtVECTORNIER);
It IER=1 THEN UOI
PUT FILE (LISTNG) EDIT








/* SET 5A */ 0410
11=0; L=O; 0411
JU [=1 TO 6, 8 TO 9; C412









IF IEK=1 THEN DO;
PUT FILE (L4STNG EOIT




DO I=1 TO 8; 0424




/* SET 6A */ C428
N=9; CALL FILLM; 429
/* PRINT A MATRIX AND VECTOR */ 0430
RE TRNP=STURE; 0431
cu To PRIN[_MATRIX; 0432
STCHE: 0433
IF IN=2 T1EN GO TO EQUATNS; 0434
ELSE DO; 0435
/* SAVE A COEFFICIENTS */ 0436
DO 1=1 TO 38; 0437
NAVEA(I)=ACUlI); 0438
END; 0439
/* INIIIALIZE FOR b COEFFICNTS*/ 0440
MATkX6tl1 =SINY; 0446
MATRXb (dZ)=XSINY; 0442
MATRX6 (8,4 )=XYSINY; 0444
MATRX6(d,3)=YSINY; 0443
MATRX6(8 5 )=X2SINY; 0445
MATRX6(8,6 =Y 2 SINY; 0446
MATRXb ( 8,7=Y3 S INY;' 0447
MATKX6(l 8=SINY2; 0448




MATRX6 (9 ,4v=XYCOSY; 0453





00 I=1 TO 9; 0459
SVECTO(I)=VECTO(I) ; 0460





SETNL=' '; CULNU=O; 0466
END; 0467
E WUATiNS: 0468
MATKX6 I t2)=9A; 0410
MARA6t( 1 3)=10A; 0471
AATkXb( I 4)=11A4 0472
MATRX b( 1=49A; 0473
MATRX6(IZ, =)92A; 0474
MATRXb(2,3)=Q9Q10A; 0415
MATK X6( 2,4)=9Q 11A; 0476
MATRX6(3 LI=QLOA; 0477
MATRXb(3,2)=Q9Q10A; 0478
MA TrR6( 3, 3)=IO2A; 0479
MATX6 3,4)=Q10911A; 0480
MATKX644t I J=J 1A; 048L
MATRXb(4,2)=Q9QILA; 0482
MATK Xb (4J )= 1001JI A 0483
MATRX6(4,4)J=112A; 0484
00 1=1 TO 4; 0485
SVEC TOR(I)=AQ) 1; 0486
150
END; 0487
SETNO='A'; COLNO =C; 3 488
CALL PAGEHD; 0489
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT
('EQJAION SET 7') (SKIPtX(50),A(l 4 ));
ADUITI ICNS: 0490
00 IN=1 TO 2; 0491
RETRNP=SET7A; 0492
GO TO PRINTOUT; 0493
/* SET TA */ 0494
jET7A: 0495
K1=39; N=4; CALL FILLM; 496
/* SET 8A */ 0497
N=3; CALL FILLM; 498
/* SET 9A */ 0499
MATRIX(1)=MATRX641,1); 0500


















IF IER=1 THEN DO;
PUT FILE(LISTNGI EDIT
('NO SOLUTION SET 9',SETNO# IER)
(SKIPA(17,A(.1, F(2)); END; ELSE;
IF IN=1 THEN DO; 0520
MATRX6(1,2 )=Q98; 0521






MAIRX6(3t 1 J=0108; 0528


















END; /* END OF ADDITIONS */ 0546
GO TO ENORT; 0547
PRINT MATRIX: 0548
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT 0549
(MMTRX,'MATRIXIISETNO) 0550
(SKIPvX(50J),A12),A(71,A(2f); 0551
PUT FILE(LISTNG) SKIP; 0552
0o; 0553
ODU I=1 TO 9; 0554
COLNU=COLNO 1; 0555
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT 0556
('COLtvCOLNOIMATRX6(I9JI DO J=l TO 9)) 0557
(SKIPA(3),Fl2),9E(14sb)); 0558
END; 0559
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT 0560
(HMATRX,'VECTOR', SETNO) 0561
(SKIP(2)X(50),A(12),A(7JA((2)); 0562
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT 0563
((SVECTOR(I) DO I=1 TO 9)) C5c4
(SKIP(2)t9E(14,6I); 0565
PUT FILE (LISTNG) SKIP; 0566
GO TO RETRNP; 0567
ENU; 0568
PRINTOUT: 0569
PUT FILEILISTNG) EDIT (HMATRXe*MAFRIX*TSETNU) 5 570
(SKIP,X(50),A(12J,A(7),A(2)I 0571
PUT FILE(LISTNG) SKIP; 0572
OO J=1 TO 4; 0573
COLNO=COLNO+1; 0574
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT .0575
('COL',COLNO(MATRX6(JIK) DO K=l TO 4)) (SKIP, 0576
X(25)1,At3)F(2),4E(14,6HJ; 0577
END; 0578
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT (HMATRX,'VECTOR', SETNO) 0579
(SKIP(2),X(50),,A(I2),A(7),A(21); 0580
PUT FILELISTNGI EDIT 3581
4(Ai(J) DU J=l TU 4)) (SKIP(2JtX(25), 4E(14,61); 0582
PUT FILELISTNG) SKIP; 0583
GO TU RETRNP; 0584
ENDRT: 0585
CLOSE FILE(DISKI); 0586
CLOSE FILtLLISTNG), FILE(CARDS); 0587
END; /* COEFFC */ 0588





LISTNG FILE OUTPUT PRINT 3
LNVIRONMENT(MEDIUM(SYSLST,14031 F(1321, 4
1 START EXTERNAL, 5
2 C FIXED DECIMAL Ill) 6
2 STA FIXED DECIMAL(4), 7
(2 KCA, 8
2 KCB, 9
2 FREW) DECIMAL FLOAT()i,
152
2 CALIdt FIXED DECIMAL(6)v 11
2 P FIXED UECIMALU2), 12
2 BLANK CHARACTER(1), 13
TODAY LHARACTERI6).t 14
.LATATYPE CHARACTER(10),
I DAY DEFINED TODAY, 15
(2 Y, 16
2 Ms 17
2 0) LiARACTER(2); 18
TOUAY=A TE; 20
IF START.C=1 THEN DATATYPE= l PQLAR ;
ELSE DATATYPE= EQ UATORIAL'
PUT FILE(LISTNGI PAGE EDIT
(DATATYPE,'CALIBRATIUN*,DAY.MO / ,DAY.U /' DAY.Y) 22
(X(5),A(10)iX(1)v,A(11)X(5),A(2),A(1),A(2),A(i),A(2)); 23
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT (*STA%,START.STA,'KC A =', 24
KCA, 'KG d =', KC,'FREQ =9t FKEQ, 'MC ', 25
'DATE OF CALIBRATION' START.CALIBO) 26
(SKIP(2),A(I0),A3)tX(),F(4),X(3)t A(b),F(b,3),X(3), 27
A(6),F(6,3),X(3),AI6),F(7,3)9A(3)tX(1),A(19),X(1),F(6) ); 28
PUT FILE(LISTNG) SKIP(2); 29
END; /* PAGEHD */ 31




PRINT 1: PROC EUURE ( ACU, SAVEA); 0626
DECLARE 0627
LISTNG FILE OUTPUT PRINT 0628
ENVIRUNMENT(MEDIUMISYSLST,1403) F(132)), 0629
PUNCH FILE OUTPUT STREAM
ENVIRONMENT(MEDIUM(SYSPCHi2540) F(801)1 0631
1 START EXTERNAL, 0632
2 C FIXED DECIMAL(lit 0633
2 STA FIXED DECIMALI(4), 0634
(2 KCA, 0635
2 KGCb 0636
2 FREQ) DECIMAL FLOAT(7),
2 LALIBU FIXED DECIMAL(6J) 0638
2 P FIXED DECIMAL 12), 0639
2 bLANK CHARACTER £1.) 0640
4ATRIX(48) DECIMAL FLOAT4161 641
CAKDSTA1 FIXED DECIMAL(4)t 642
CARONO FIXED DECIMAL(5) 644
(EXP,MUDEXP) FIXED DECIMAL(2), 645
CAKDU1 FIXED DECIMAL(6); 0647




ALPHAC (9) CHARACTER(I5) 651
(HEAD6, HEADI) CHARACTER(5), 652




DECLARE MODI PICTURE *SZZ', 0657
PRTMOD CHARACTER3 DEFINED MOOD; 0658
OPEN FILE(PUNCHIFILE(LISTNG); 0659
HEAD11)='CO + CI X + C2 Y 6; 0660
153
jikLU(Z)--'C + CI X + C2 Y + 03 XY + C4 X*2 + C5 Y*21; 0661
HEA01(3)='CO 01C X + C2 Y + CT SIN(X) + C8 COSIX) ;' 0662
HLAo(4)='CO + C1 X + C2 Y + C7 SIN(Y) + C8 COSIY) ';
hEAJ2( 1)=' ; 0664
H~AU2 3)=' + C7 SIN (X) + C8 COS (XI 1; 0665
hEAOZ(4)=' + C7 SIN (Y) + C8 COS (Y) 4; 0666
It SIAKT.C=1 THEN DU; 0667
HEAi)2(2) =' + C6 X*3 1; 0668
hLEA2(5)=' + 06 X*3 + C7 SIN X) + C8 COS (X)'; C669
HEAU24b)=' + Co X*3 + C7 SIN (YI + C8 COS (Y)'; 0670
END; 0671
ELSE DO; 0672
HiEAO02(2)=' C6 Y*3 0673
HEAD2(5W = ' + C6 Y*3 + C7 SIN (X) C8 COS IX)'; 0674
itAD2(6)=' + C6 Y*3 + 07 SIN (Y) + C8 COS (y)'; 0675
END; 0676
itAUL6=,X 10*i; 0677
HEA7='CO + '; 0678
HEAU8(1)='C9 (EN/R *(-SIN 8)- (1I-E21/R * CUS 8) +'; 0679
HEAD8(2)=CY (EN/R * (COS B) + (1-N21/R * SIN 8)+'; 0680
HEA09(1)='C10 ((1-E2)/R * SIN B - EN/R * COS 8) '; 0681
HEA0942)='C0 (-EN/R * SIN 8 + .1-N2)/R * COS 8) '; 0682
HEA10G(1)=*+ C11 DEL AO/DEL UT'; 0683







ALPHAC(i)=' L 6 =*; 0691
ALPHAC(t)='C7 =m; 0692
ALPHAC(9)='G8 =u; 0693
SETIYPE(1)=$A = '; 0694
S.TTYPE(2)='B = '; 0695
/* PRINT EQUATIONS AND CEF */ 0696
VO TO EQUATIONS; 0697
HEAUNG:PRJCEDURE; 0698
PUT FILEILISTNG) EDIT (SETTYPE(KL),HEADI(KK),HEAD2(JJ)) 0699
(X(5),A(4),A(42)tA(35)); 0100
END; 0701
/*ROUTINES FOR PRINTING EQUATIONS */ 0702
LOMMON:PROCEDURE; 0703
PUT FILE (LISTNG SKIP; 0704
DO J=l TO NUM; 0105
I=1+1; 0706
IF K1=l THEN DO; 0707
CULOG=ABS(SAVEA(I)); COEFF=SAVEAII); END; 0708
ELSE UO;CULOG=ABSIAO(II); COEFF=ACO(I); END; 0709
IF CULOG=O THEN GO TO PRINTC; 0710
/* FIND EXPONENT */ 0711
LOGI:EXP=LOG10(COLOGli 0712
IF COLOG >=1 THEN EXP=EXP+1; 0713
ELSE; 0714
COEFF=COEFF*10**(-EXP); 0715
IF (J=1)L(J=8) I (J=9) THEN MODEXP=EXP+3; 0716
ELSE IF J=7 THEN MUDEXP=EXP-6; 0717
ELSE IF (J=2)1iJ=3) THEN NODEXP=EXP; 0718
ELSE 1UDEXP=EXP-3; 0719




ELSE PRTMOD= ' 0723
PRINTC: 0724
PUT FILEILISTNG) EDIT (ALPHAC(J)COEFFIEAD6,EXP,PRTMOD) 0725
(SKIPtX(10)IA(5) F( l10,8X(2),A5),F 2), 0726
X(5),A(3)); 0727
IF 1=19 THEN J=71 0728
ELSE IF 1=27 THEN J=J+1; 0729
ELSE IF I=46 THEN J=J+2; 0730
ELSE; 0731
END; /1 COMMNk8 */ 0732
PUT FILE(LISTNG) SKIP(2); 0733
END; /* COMMON */ 0734
EQUATIONS: 0735
CALL PAGEHD; 0736




I=0; NUM=3; KK=1; JJ=I; CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; 0738
1=0; KI=2; CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; 0739
PUT FILEILISTNG) EDIT (EQAJATLION SET 2')
( SKIPX(2 ,Aj ;
PUT FILEILISTNG) SKIP;
NUM=b; Kl=1; KK=2; CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; C740
1=3; K1=2; CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; 0741
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT ('EQUATION SET 3')
(SKIPtX(2,A);
PUT FILELISTNG) SKIP;
NUM=7; KI=1; JJ=2; CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; 0742
1=9; K1=2; CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; 0743
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT (IEQUATION SET 40)
(SKIPX(2)1A);
PUT FILE(LISTNG) SKIP;
NUM=9; Kl=1; KK=3; JJ=1; CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; 0744
1=16; KI=2; KK=4; CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; 0745
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT ('EQUATION SET 5')
(SKIP,#X(2)A);
PUT FILEILISTNG) SKIP;
KI=i; KK=2; JJ=3; CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; 0746
I=21; Kl=2; JJ=4e CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; 0747
PUT FILL(LISTNG) EDIT ('EQUATION SET 6')
(SKIP,XI2),A);
PUT FILE(LISTNG) SKIP;
KI=1; JJ=5; CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; 0748
Kl=2; 1=29; JJ=6; CALL HEADNG; CALL COMMON; 0749
/* PRINT HEADINGS AND COEFFICIENTS 0750
FOR THE ADDITIONS */ 0751








NUM=4; K1=1; 1=38; 0757
DO 11=1 TO 2; 0758
PUT FILE (LISTNG) EDIT 0759
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(SETTYPE(KI ,lHEAIJ7,HEAD8(KL),HEAD9(KI HEAL)IC(KIJ 0760
(X(5),A(4)A(5)A41(l41),Xl),A(41),A(19)); 0761
CALL CUMMON; 1=38; K1=2; 0762
END; 0763




NUM=3; Kl=1; I=42; 0765
DO 11=1 TO 2; 0766
PUT FILE (LISTNG) EDIT 0767
(SETTYPE(KI),HEAD7,HEAD8(Kl),HEAD9(KI)) 0768
(X(5),A(4),A(5) A(41),X(t),A(41)); 0769
CALL COMMON; 1=42; Kl=2; 0770
tNO; 0771
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT ('EQUATION SET 9')
(SKIPtX(2)*A);
PUT FILE(LISTNG) SKIP;
NUM=4; KI=I; 1=45; 0772
CHEAO9: 0773
HEAD7='C0 ';
DO 11=1 TO 2; 0774
PUT FILE (LISTNG) EDIT 0775
(SETTYPE(KI),HEAD70HEADIO(K1)) 0776
(X(5), A(4), A15)tAtl9)); 0777
CALL COMMON; 1=45; K1=2; 0778
ENt; 0779
PUNCHD: 0780
/*COEFFICIENI CARDS */ 071
CARDSTAI=START.STA; 0782
CAKODi=START CALIBD; 0783
SETNU=' A'; CARONO=0; 11=1; MATRIX(48)=0; 0784
DO 1=1 TO 47; MATKIX(I)=SAVEA(I1; END; 0785
DO K=l TO 2; 0766
PUT FILE(PUNCH) EDIT 0787




DO J=l TO 9; 0792
CARONO=CARDNO+I; 0793
PUT FILE(PUNCH) EDIT 0794





IF K=1 THEN DO 12=1 TO 47;MATRIX(12=ACU(121; END; 0o00
END; 0801
CLOSE FILE(LISTNG*FILE(PUNCH); 0802
END; /* PRINT1 $/ 0803





LISTNG FILE OUTPUT PRINT 3
ENVI RONMENTMEOIUM ( SYSLST1403) F ( 132)) 4
1 START EXTERNAL, 5
2 C FIXED DECIMAL (l.I 6
156
2 STA FIXED DECIMAL(4), 7
(2 KCA, 8
2 KC6, 9
2 FREQ) DECIMAL FLOAT(7)t
2 CALIbD FIXED DECIMAL(6) 11
2 P FIXEU DECIMALI21. 12
2 BLANK CHARACTERli) 13
TOUAY CHARACTER(61s 14
uATATYPE CHARACTER( 10),
I DAY DEFINED TODAY* 15
(2 Y, 16
2 0, 17
2 U) CHARACTER(2; 18
TUDAY=DATE; 20
IF START.C=1 THEN DATATYPE=* POLAR';
ELSE DATATYPE='EQUATORIAL';
PUT FILE4LISTNG) PAGE EDIT
(DATATYPE,*CALIBRATION' ,DAY.M,'/tDAY.D, /',DAY.Y) 22
(X(5),A( 10),X( 1 A(.11) X(5),A(2) A(LL),A(2)tA(1),A(Z)); 23
PLT FILE(LISTNGJ EDIT (STA'rSTART.STA,'KC A =*' 24
KGCA 'KC 8 =It K1B,'FREQ =1, FREQ* 'IC ', 25
'DATE OF CALIbRATION',START.CALIBD) 26
(5KIP(2) ,X(10)rAI3),X(1),F44),Xl3).AI6),F(6,3),X(3), 27
A(6)tF(b63) X(3)*A(6)eF(7,3)rA(3JX(1),A(19),X(I),F(6); 28
PUT FILE(LISTNG) SKIP(2); 29
END; /* PAGEHO */ 31






LISTNG FILE OUTPUT PRINT 0809
ENVIRUNMENT(MEDIUM(SYSLST,1403) F(132)), 0810
DISK1 FILE INPUT RECORD 0811
ENVIRONMENT(MEDIUM(SYS00392314) F(3400,136) ),
DISK2 FILE OUTPUT RECORD C813
ENVIRONMENT4MEUdUM $YSo04,2314) U(96) ),
DISK3 FILE INPUT RECORD 0815
ENVIRQNMENTIMEDIUM(SYS0042314) U(96) )t
PLOTDK FILE OUTPUT RECORD 0817
ENVIRONMENTAMEDIUM(SYS006.2314) F(1208) J)
1 START EXTERNAL, 0819
2 L FIXED DECIMAL(Iti 0820
2 STA FIXED DECIMAL(4), 0821
(2 KCA, 0822
2 KCB, 0823
2 FREQ) DECIMAL FLOAT(7), 824
2 CALIU FIXED DECIMAL(6) 0825
2 P FIXED DECIMAL(2I~ 0826
2 6LANK CHARACTER(1I., 0827
1 DATA, 828
2 UT (3) DECIMAL FLOATr 829









2 OEL 0 0838
2 NAP 0839
2 NSP) )ECIMAL FLOAT(16), 0840
z STA ChAKACTER(4) 0841
2 PLATE CHARACTER(3). 0842




2 BM) DECIMAL FLOAT(16), 0847
1 UK, 0848
2 fI3LNK CHARACTER(4). 1 848
2 Sl CHAHACTER(4), 0849
2 NAME CHARALCTR(2)t 0850
2 PLL CHARACTER (3)r 0851
2 BLNK LHAkACThR(3), 852












2 PLOTY2O10C)) DECIMAL FLOAT(6), 0864
2 NOTS FIXED 6INARY(31), 865
2 PLATE CtARACTER(3), 866
2 PLOTCODE CHARACTER(l); 867
DECLARE /* VARIABLES */ 868
NPLOTS(30) FIXED BINARY(31), 0869
ROUND FIXED DECIMAL(5,4),
(PRA(9),PKBI9)PRTRAPRTR ) FLOAT(6), 870
(AI(9), b1(9), SAVE(471)SAVEA(47),ACO(47),RA(9),R8(9), 0875




















SUM) DECIMAL FLOAT(1T6) 0896




1 DAY DEFINED TODAY, 0900
2 Y CHARACTER(2), 0901
2 M CHAKACTER. 2), 090'2




DECLARE (TRUNCRA,TRUNCR8) FIXED DECIMAL(3); 0907
/*COMPUTE RESIDUALS */ 0908
DK.TBiLNK=l ' ;
TUDAY=OATE; 0909






RETRNP=BEGINI; GO TO PAGEHO; 0917
BEGIN1: 0918
NPLTCUDE=O; NPLT=0; COi=0; 0919
BLNK=' *; LUMY=0; N2=1; 0920
OPEN FILE(UISK2),FILE(DISKI),FILEIPLOTDK),FILE(LISING); 0921
READ FILE(DISKI) INTO(DATA); 0922
NPLUTS=O; RESSUM=O; 923
DO I=1 TO 38; SAVE(I)=SAVEA(II); END; 0924
ON ENUPAGE(LISTNG) GO TO PAGEHO; 0925
ON ENDFILE4ISKI) GO TO DATAEND; 0926
CALL READD; GO TO DATAR; 0927
RE ADD: PROCEDUR E; 0928
READ FILE(DISKI) INTO (DATA); 0929
ON ENDFILE(IDISK1) GO TO DATAEND; 0930















END; /* COMPUTE_CFS */ 0'46
DATAR: 0947
XA=OATA.AM-START.KLA; 0950


















EDATA= OATA.AC/DATA .NAP; 0966






00 I=1 TO 38; SAVEA(I)=SAVE(II); END; 0973
CALL CFS; 0974
DO 1=1 TO 6; AI([)=81(1); END; 0975
A9Q= (ENR2*(-SINBJ-(ONEE2*COSB)); 0976
A1O=I (ONEE2*SINB)-(ENRZ*COSB)); 0977




69 = ((EN2*COSb8)*4GNEN2*SIN8) ); 0982
B10 = (-ENK2*SLNB)+(ONEN2*COS8); 0983








DATA .R6= ATA .BC START. KCB-DATA. B M; 8 990




00 I=7 TO 9; RAII)=DATA.RA-A1(I);RB(I)=DATA.RS-8(1); 0995
END; 0996






IF START.P=O THEN DU; 1004
PLOTRA = 4ATA.RA+ROUND*SIGNIDATA.RA) )*TEN3; 1 1004
PLOTRB =(DATA.RB+ROUND*SIGN(DATA.R8))*TEN3; 2 1004
TRUNCRA=TRUNC I PLOTRA); 3 1004
TRUNCRB=TRUNC(PLOTRB); 4 1004
NPLOTS(KK)=NPLOTSIKK)+1; 1005
PUATA. PLOTYI (N2) =TKUNCRA; 1006
PDATA.PLOTY2(N2)=TRUNCRB; 1007
IF OATA.PLOTCODE= *10 THEN POATA.PLOTX(N2)=DATA.AC; 1008
ELSE PDATA.PLOTX(N2)=DATA.BC; 1009
N2=N2+1; END; ELSE; 1010
J=l; 1011
DO 1=2 TO 6 BY 2; 1012
R31(-11=PRA(6+JI; R3(1)=PRB6+J); J=J+l; END; 1013
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RESSUH(1) =RESSUM(1)+DATA.RA*DATA.RA; /*SUnM RESIDUAL */ 1014
RESSUM(2) =RESSUN(2)+DATA.RB*DATA.R8; /*SQUARES (RMS)I/ 1015
J=3; 1016













PUT FILE(LISTNG) EUIT 1029
(DATA.STA, 'PL' DATA. PLATE)
(5KIPA(4),Al2),A(3));
IF START.P=1 THEN N2=3; END; 1032
ELSE UO; 1933
PL1=' t; Sl=' '; NAME=' *; END; 1034










PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT 1051
(TIME, DATA.ACvDATA. 8C9DATA.A4OATA.BM PRTRA 1052
PRTRB,(PRA(I)tPRB(I) DO I=1 TO 6)) 1053
(SKIPX(10), F(1211lJ4F(9, 3 14F45)); 1054
WRITE FILEtDISK2) FRUM(DK); 1055
CHECKPL: 1056
CALL READD; 1057
IF DATA.PLATE=LASTPLATE THEN GO TO DATAR; 1058
ELSE DO;RETRNC=ATAR;GO TO PLOTCK;ENO; 1059
PAGEHD: 1060




PUT FILEtLISTNG) EDIT 1065
('STA', START.STA,'KC A =',KCAtKC B =°9KCB,'FREQ =', 1065
FREQIJ 'MC '*DATE OF CALIBRATION, START.CALIBD) 1066
(SKIPI 2)sXI10)AI3)X(1)F4b) XX 3) A(6),F(6 3t X(3 1067
A(6),F(6.3) X(3),A(6),F(7,3),A43),X(3),A(19),X(1),F(6));
PUT FILEILISTNG) SKIP; 1069
GO TO RETKNH; 1070
DATAHD)NG: 1071
PUT FILEILISTNG) EDIT 1072
{(UT AC 8C AN BM RA', 1073
kR6 RAI RBI RA2 RBZ RA3 R83 RA4 R84', 1074
'RA5 R85 RA6 R86') 1075
(SKIPX(L20),A(43),X(3),A(43hX(3)1A(18)); 1076
PUT FILE (LISTNG) SKIP; 1077
161
Gu TO KETRNP; 1078
OATAHDNG2: PUT FILE(LISTNGI EDIT 1079
t'UT AC BC AM BM', 1080
*KA RE8 A7 R87 kA8 RB8 RA9 R89') 1081
(SKIP,X33),A(40),X(h7)A(37)); 1082
PUT FILE (LISTNGI SKIP; 1083
GU TO RETRNP; 1084
PLOTCK: 1085
IF START.P=O THEN 00; 1086
POATA.PLATE=LAST PLATE; 1087
WHITE FILE(PLUTDK) FRUM(PDATA); 1088
KK=KK+1; N2=1; END; ELSE; 1089
N2= 1; 1090
GO TO RETRNC; 1091
UATAENO: 1092
0D I=1 TO 20; RESSUM(I)=(SQRTIRESSUM(I)/COI));END; 1093
CLOSE FILEIDISK2); 1094
IF START.P=O THEN DO; RETRNC=LASTLINE;GO TO PLOTCK;END; 1095
LASTLINE: 1096
PUT FILELLISTNG) PAGE EDIT 1097
('NO. RMS KMS RMS RMS RMS,# 1098
'RMS RMS RMS RMS RMS RMS', 1099
'KRS RMS RMS') 1100
(SKP(2) rA(451X( 5 ,A( 43,X45),AI19)); 1101
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT 1102
I'PTS RA RB RAl RBI RA2' 1103
'RB2 RA3 R83 RA4 RB4 RA5', 1104
QRB5 RA6 R86') 1105
(SKIPA(45),X(5),A(43),X(5),A); 1106
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT 1107





GO TO PAGEHD; 1113
SECUNDL IST: 1114
READ FILE(DISK3) INTO (OK); 1115
KETKNP=P .INTZ; 1116
PRINT2: 1117
-UT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT (OK) 1118
(SKIP, X(6b)A(4), A(4) ,A(2),A(4),At4),F(12, 1, 1119
4F(10,3)18F(5)); 1120
CN ENDFILE(UISK3) GO To ENORT; 1121




('NO. RMS RMS RMS RMS RMS', 1125
.RMS'I (SKIP(21,X(301 A148),K(6),.A(31);
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT 1127
('PTS RAT R87 RA8 R88 RA91' 1128
'R691) (SKIP,X130),A(48),X(6),A(3));
PUT FILE(LISTNG) EDIT (COI*IRESSUnI() 00 I=15 TO 2011 1131
(SKIP,X(28) ,F(5)6F(9,6));
CLUSE FILE(DISKI~ FILE(DISK3),FILEIPLOTDK); 1133
CLOSE FILEILISTNG); 1134
END; /* RESIDL / 1135






DECLARE /* DRX01E PLOTS */ 1140
LISTNG FILE OUTPUT PRINT 1141
ENVIRONMENTIMEDIUM(SYSLST1403) F(132)), 1142
PLOTDK FILE INPUT RECORD 1143
ENVIRONMENT(MEDIUI(SYS006,2314) F(1208) -)
1 START EXTERNAL, 1145
2 C FIXED DECIMALI), 1146
2 STA FIXED DECIMAL(4). 1147
(2 KCA, 1148
2 KCd, 1149
2 FREQ) DECIMAL FLOAT(7), 1150
2 CALI D FIXED DECIMAL(6J, 1151
2 P FIXED DECIMAL (2), 1152




2 PLUTY2(100)) DECIMAL FLOAT(6), 1157
2 PTS FIXED BINARY(31), 1158
2 PLATE CHARACTER (3), 1159
2 PLOTCODE CHARACTER(1); 1160
DECLARE 1161
BUFFER(1000) FLOAT, 1162
(NPLOTS(3O),NPTS) FIXBD BINARY (31), 1163





(ALEN, CALIBD) FLOAT, 1166
(NN12,NBUF NC, SY613,N1 N2 N3,N13,N22 N2 3 , 1167
N991 FIXED BINARY (31), 1168
(YSCALEXSCALE) CHARACTER(1), 1169



































CALL PLUTS(B UFFEKNUUFSYSL3); 1216
FACT =0.5; 1217












CALL PLOT (XP,YPN23); 1230
KK=KK+1; 1231
NPTS=NPLOTS(KK); 1232
RKtA FILEIPLUOTK) INTO (DATA); 1233
UN ENUFILE(PLOTOK) 60 TU PLOTEXIT; 1234



























CALL AXIS (XPYPXSCALE,NCtALENANGt AOFFAFCTR) ; 1262
XP=5.1; 1263
YP=0.0; 1264




CALL SYMBOL (XP,YPjHTGRIDSYMt3),ANGvN); 1268






















CALL PLOT (XPeYPN3); 1291
N=2; 1292
ANG=0; 1293
CALL SYMBOL( XPYP*HTPGRIOSYM( 1),ANG, N); 1294
/* FIRST PLOT ORIGIN */ 1295
XP=O; 1296
YP=3; 1297
CALL PLOT (KPtYPN3); 1298
I= 1; 1299
CHECKL: 21300
IF ABSIPLUTYZ(I)) >30 THEN 00; 1301
1=I11; IF I >NPTS THEN GO TO ERROR; 41302
ELSE GO TO CHECKI; END; 51303
CALL PLOT(PLOTXII)#PLOTY2IlI NL3); 1304
J=1+l; 71305
DO I=J TO NPTS; 81306
IF ABS(PLUTY2(L)J > 30 THEN GO TO PENUP2; 1307
ELSE DO; 1308
CALL PLOT:(PLOTX(IlPLOTY2IIt)N12); 1309




IF I > NPTS THEN GO TO SECOND; ELSE 1314

















/* DRAW GRIDS */ 1331
XP=0; 1332
YP=10; 1333
CALL PLOT (XPYPtN3); 1334





NC= - 1; 1340
KP=1i; 1341
CALL AXIS(XP,YPXSCALE, NCALEN* ANGAOFF AFCTR); 1342
XP=9.5; 1343
YP=9.8; 1344
CALL PLOT (XPYPN3); 1345
CALL SYMbOL(XPYPIHTGRIDSYM(1),ANGN); 1346














CALL AXIS (XPsYPeYSCALEgNCALENtANGAOFFAFCTR); 1361
XP=5.1; 1362
YP=7; 1363
CALL PLOT (XPvYPoN3); 1364
ANG=O; 1365
N=2; 1366
CALL SYMBOL(XPsYP.HTGRIDSYMN(2) ANG,N); 1367














CALL PLOT (XPYPtN3); 1382
N=3; 1383
























IF ABStPLOTY1(I)I >30 THEN DO; 31407
I=1+1; IF I >NPTS THEN GO TO ERROR; 1408
ELSE GO TO CHECK2; END; 1409
CALL PLOT (PLUTX(I)tPLOTY1(II,N13); 61410
J=I+l; 1411
DO I=J TO NPTS; 1412
IF ABS(PLOTY1(1)J > 30 THEN GO TO PENUP; 1413
ELSE 00; 1414
CALL PLOT (PLOTX(I),PLOTY1(I),N12); 1415




IF I > NPTS THEN GO TO FINISH; ELSE 1420
IF AbS(PLOTY1(L)l >30 THEN GO TO PENUP; 1421







GO TO BEGINLPLOT; 1429
ERROR: 1430
PUT FILEILISTNG) EDIT ('INVALID DATA PLATE',DATA.PLATE) 1431
(SKIP(2),A(18),X(2),A43)); 1432





CALL PLOT (XP2YPvN99); 1438
CLOSE FILE(PLOTOK); 1439
END; /* DRLPLT */ 1440
1/ END uF DATA
/& END OF JOb
// PALSE SEND LARCS TO ALLIE, LIST TO RAY CHAVES
167
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Appendix D
QUADRATIC LISTING
The following pages display a listing of the computer preprocessing program used in
the Minitrack system at the beginning of this effort. Functionally, it differs but little from
the cubic preprocessing program now in operation. The quadratic program is presented for
historical reasons and to assist in the analysis of the flow diagram shown in appendix E. We
did not redraw the complete flow diagram for the present cubic preprocessing program be-
cause of excessive cost and the fact that only slight, insignificant changes would occur.
169
//G4DJCMIN JOB (G40042311FPG00043,030100 ),NCSMSGLEVEL=1
// EXEC FORTRANPARM=S0PT=2,MAP,BCDOECKLOA0,tL ST'







REAL IDIF1, IDIF2, IDIF3,IDIF4, IDIF5








231) ,ENSF( 31), IDAVOC 31) ,ASTC 31) ,DATE( 12) ,CO( 48)
DIMENSION ASTAI3),ARMODA(7) ,ADUR(7), IALOBE(6) ,IARATE(5),IAACC(4),1
XAWMER(3),IAWCER(3),IBLOBE(6),IBRATE(5),IBACC(4),IBNMER(3),IBNCER(3







XE, IBRATE, IBACC, IBNMER, IBNC ER, IC IGA, IOIJR, SEC ,LCOS ,MCOS, lENO, INNO,
LOGICAL*1 DATAPEZBIN,SPX, lAMP
DATA PERASKSPAPOLEQ,FI,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7 ,IAMP ,SLAPEZ,BINSPX/
lZ4B404040, Z5C404040, Z40404040 ,Z 07404040, ZC 5404040, ZC 1404040, ZC 2404
2040,ZC3404040,ZC4404040,ZC5404040,ZC6404040,ZC7404040,Z50,Zb 140404
30, Z4B9 ZFO9Z40/
DATA Al, A2 ,A3, A4,A5,A6,A7 ,A8,A9/-ZF1404040 ,ZF2404040 ,ZF3404040,ZF44







C INPFUT -STATION CONSTANTS
READ( 5,80) STATIO(J),KSTA(J),KFA(J),KFB(J),EWM(J),CLEWM(J),EWC(J)
lCLEWC(J),EWFEQ(J),EWFPO(J),NSM(J),CLNSM(J),NSC(J),CLNSC(J),NSFEQ(
2J ) NSFPO( J) ,DATE(CJ)
WRITE(6,580)STATIO(J),KSTA(J),KFA(J),KFB(J),EWM(J),CLEWM(J),EWC(J)
1,CLEWC(J),EWFEQ(J),EWFPO(J),NSM(J)'CLNSM(J),NSC(J),CLNSC(J),NSFEQ(
2J) ,NSFPO( J) ,DATE( J)
80 FORMAT(A6,X, I2,14,I4,3X,F4.3,F3.3,F4.3,F3.3,X,F4.3F4.3,3X,F4-3,F3
X .3 F4. 3,F3. 3, X,F4. 3, F4.3, 5X, 16)
580 FORMAT(XA6,X,12,X, 13,X,I3,3X,F4.3,F4.3,F4.3,F:4.3,XF4.3,F4.39
X3X, F4. 3, F4. 3, F4.3, F4. 3,X, F4.3, F4.3, 2X, 16)
DO 36 M=194
JL=JM+M
C INPUT STATION COEFF.















































C READ CAL.LINE WITH FORMAT CHECK ~'************###************
READ( 9,601,END= 1,ERR= 39)(DATA(I),I=1,65)
IF(DATA(1).EQ.IAMP)GO TO 83
WRITE(16,601)(DATA(I),I=1,65)




























































































































162 IF(CANT.EQ.1.)GO TO 164
163 IDIF=.120













636 FORMAT(55H CALIBRATED PHASE READINGS,5 POINT FITTED FINE READINGS)
C CALIBRATED ZENITH **~~* *
WRITE(11,639)





640 FORMAT(74H HRMNSC EWFINE EWMEDM EWCORS NSFINE
XNSMEDM NSCORS )










122 IF(DATA(30).EO.SPX)GO TO 123
GO TO 124
123 IF(DATA(50).EO.SPX)GO TO 120
124 IF(DATA(5).NE.PEZ)GO TO 621































































HOROC K) =DATA( 27) *10+DATA (28)
ANTD(K )=DATA( 54)


































































-IDIFI)))/ 3 5 .)
IDIF5=((IDIFl+IDIF2+IDIF3+IDIF4)/4.)

































638 FORMAT(32H KC-KSI USING STATION CONSTANTS )
WRITE(11,1152)CEWF,EWFPO(L),EWFEQ(L),CNSFlNSFPO(L),NSFEQ(L)














808 IF(ITZM.NE.1)GO TO 21
18=18+1
GO TO 20




22 IF(ITZM.NE.10 )GO TO 23
ID=ID+1
GO TO 20
23 IF(ITZM.NE.20 )GO TO 24
IE=IE+1
GO TO 20
24 IF(ITZM.NE.60 )GO TO 25
IF=IF+1
GO TO 20
25 IF(ITZM.NE.120 )GO TO 26
IG=IG+1
GO TO 20

































































805 FQRMAT(27H DATA WILL NOT LOBE ASSIGN )
KZ=K-1
GO TO 78















































































647 FORMAT(83H ALPHA.NSC MID.PT. RATE SIGMA
X BETA GAMMA
WRITE(11,152)ALPHA,MIDRATESIA,SNCB,SNCC
































C LOBE ASSIGNED DATA AFTER THE FIT HAS BEEN APPLIED *** ***
WRITE(11,641)
641 FORMAT(99H FRA.TIME EWFINE O-C EWMEDM O-C EWCORS O-C






























793 FORMAT( 67H IN EWM SIGMA OT IN EWC SIGMA OT IN EWF
XSIGMA OT )
794 FORMAT( 67H IN NSM SIGMA OT IN NSC SIGMA OT IN NSF
XSIGMA OT )









































































































648 FORMAT(12H POLOR PASS
GO TO 652
650 WRITE(11,649)
















































































































































































31 FORMAT(17H CAL.LINE PARITY )
GO TO 39
32 WRITE(11,33)
33 FORMAT(24H DATA PARITY,NO MSG.END )
GO TO 120








62 IF(DATA(30).EQ.SPX)GO TO 63
GO TO 64

























































































































































































= 80, B LKSIZE=80)
//GO.FT16FOO1 DO DUMMY,UNIT=2400,LABEL=(,BLP),VOLUME=SERGEOSOT,
// DCB=(,DEN=2,RECFM=FB,LRECL





FTMYR6 03 375 374 058 28 372 25 958 140 902 00 113 26 011 430 680205
187,
FTMIP 03 -. 14056888-3 +.10000418+1 -.52082086-4 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
FTM2P 03 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
FTM3P 03 -.36754459-3 +.87306887-4 +.10000007+1 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
FTM4P 03 +.00000000+0 +o00+0 +00+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
FTMIE 03 -.53746323-3 +.99990131+0 -. 76668863-4 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
FTM2E 03 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
FTM3E 03 +.82749814-4 -. 52892510-6 +.10001207+1 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
FTM4E 03 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
OUIT06 05 386 386 952-00 871-00 821 753 078-00 727 00 030 002 680205
QUIlE 05 +.20940915-2 +.10008733+1 +.93641860-4 +.22458829-4 -. 18011563-3
OUI2E 05 -.22970585-5 +.00000000+0 +.67678972-3 -. 30191208-2
OUI3E 05 +.37754203-2 +.65052576-3 +.99998330+0 -. 14789760-4 -. 10148564-3
OUI4E 05 -. 84940136-5 +.00000000+0 -.22913735-2 +.10156293-2
QUIIP 05 +.10066065-2 +.99996738-0 -. 23974532-3 +.17607164-5 -. 34724734-6
QUI2P 05 -. 35060033-4 +.00000000+0 -.43782727-3 -. 27184685-2
OUI3P 05 -.34792096-2 -. 10548883-3 +.99976158+0 -. 25381153-4 +.62359472-5
OUI4P 05 -.29230690-4 +.00000000+0 -.21747670-2 -. 56144730-3
LIMAP6 06 390 390 443 28 696 52 950 019 962 00 981 00 257 882 680205
LIM1E 06 +.29623983-3 +.10003067+1 -.92405700-5 +.00000000-0 +.00000000+0
LIM2E 06 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
LIM3E 06 +.41370035-3 +.35355528-4 +.10002094+1 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
LIM4E 06 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
LIM1P 06 -. 17288594-2 +.99924796+0 -. 92915356-3 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
LIM2P 06 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
LIM3P 06 -.65251865-3 -. 13613973-4 +.99854064+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
LIM4P 06 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
SNTAG6 08 397 397 983 00 112 00 076 945 003 00 971 00 059 965 680205
SNTIE 08 &.00000000&0 .100000001 .00000000OOOOOOOO &.00000000&0 .00000000&0
SNT2E 08 &.00000000 &.00000000&0 &.00000000&0 &.00000000
SNT3E 08 9.OOOOOOOOO &.000000000 &.10000000O& &.00000000&0 E.00000000&0
SNT4E 08 .OO00000000&0 .00000000&0 .00000000&0 &.00000000&0
SNT1P 08 &.00000000&0 &.10000000&1 &.00000000&0 &.00000000&0 &.00000000&0
SNT2P 08 G.00000000&0 .OOOOO 00000000 .00000000&0 .00000000&0
SNT3P 08 &.00000000&0 &.00000000&0 &.10000000&1 &.00000000&0 &.00000000&0
SNT4P 08 &.00000000&0 &.00000000&0 &.00000000&0 &.00000000&0
NEWFL6 12 377 376 457 29 052 25 933 168 887 00 503 28 942 921 680205
NEWIE 12 -. 19170106-3 +.99974483+0 +.14185841-3 +.67414141-5 -. 15397906-3
NEW2E 12 +.86701090-5 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
NEW3E 12 +.21653203-3 +.36391400-4 +.10002326+1 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
NEW4E 12 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
NEWIP 12 +.90977247-4 +.10001052+1 +.20317739-3 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
NEW2P 12 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
NEW3P 12 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.10000000+1 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
NEW4P 12 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
WNKFL6 15 390 390 540-29 222 25 067 870 107 00 779 28 976 011 680205
WNK1E 15 -. 53815660-3 +.10007333+1 +.80645285-4 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
WNK2E 15 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
WNK3E 15 -. 10372921-2 -. 27364891-3 +.10001356+1 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
WNK4E 15 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
WNKlP 15 +.38055918-3 +.10000534+1 +.19731019-4 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
WNK2P 15 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
WNK3P 15 +.15497939-3 +.19661635-4 +.99907664+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
WNK4P 15 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
JOBUR6 16 417 417 410-29 201 00 051 092 586-29 850 00 937 866 680205
JOBIE 16 +.49278891-3 +.99962462+0 +.19324889-3 +.33577390-4 -.21329130-5
JOB2E 16 -. 29092539-5 -. 27345116-6 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
JOB3E 16 +.35652040-3 +.67227993-3 +.10002847+1 +.27899943-6 +.51953200-6
JOB4E 16 -. 10846733-6 -. 12167462-6 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
JOBLP 16 -. 26924000-2 +.10001142+1 -. 56369850-4 +.11091456-4 +.30864940-5
JOB2P 16 +.46664510-4 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
JOB3P 16 -. 36107291-2 -. 52875261-4 +.99965713+0 -. 58391001-5 +.50927149-5
JOB4P 16 +.45694370-4 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
ULASK6 19 383 383 654 00 960 00 937 438 059 00 497 00 076 921 680205
188
ULA1E 19 &.20243968-2 &.10001606&1 -. 10393016-3 &.48169120-6 &.11495417-4
ULA2E 19 -.40887407-5 &.0000000&0O &.17572682-2 -. 10486416-2
ULA3E 19 &.18515669-3 -. 44136583-4 &.10001553&1 -. 54333988-5 -. 16219868-4
ULA4E 19 -. 74733460-7 &.000000000 &.69647932-3 -. 14363958-2
ULA1P 19 -.95663269-3 &.10002807&1 -. 36318935-3 -. 13821753-4 &.27188637-5
ULA2P 19 &.22624058-4 &.0000000O0 -. 14888439-2 -. 20507426-4
ULA3P 19 -. 11370458-2 &.67562270-5 &.10003729&1 -. 18158790-4 &.38524111-5
ULA4P 19 -.41508788-4 &.00000000&0 -. 17580689-3 -. 17410220-2
ORORA6 21 401 401 015 00 780 00 787 031 770 00 298 00 117 929 680205
ORO1E 21 -. 29778306-2 +.10009156+1 -. 22943741-3 -. 61053700-5 -. 10163772-3
ORO2E 21 +.10541764-4 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
ORO3E 21 +.16105135-2 -. 65773801-3 +.10002713+1 -.40021681-5 +.94035050-4
ORO4E 21 -.63904369-5 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
OROIP 21 +.00000000+0 +.10000000+1 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
OR02P 21 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
ORO3P 21 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.10000000+1 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
ORO4P 21 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0 +.00000000+0
MADGA6 23 428 428 666 00 037 00 041 019 033 00 831 00 889 157 680205
MADIE 23 +.35305277-3 +.10005870+1 +.99905285-4 -. 49983774-5 -. 10061742-3
MAD2E 23 +.16661472-5 +.00000000+0 -. 13141496-2 -.21079430-3
MAO3E 23 +.29722606-2 +.33548552-3 +.10001234+1 +.93322190-6 -. 91412230-4
MAD4E 23 -. 89181924-5 +.00000000+0 +.47489629-3 +.19854451-2
MADIP 23 +.29946892-2 +.99988668+0 -. 12674803-3 -.44706464-5 -. 65049924-5
MAD2P 23 +.67850790-4 +.00000000+0 -.24783701-2 -. 61427310-4
MAD3P 23 +.23405773-2 +.80005626-4 +.10002585+1 -. 82928921-5 -. 54176817-5
MAD4P 23 -. 57118971-4 +.00000000+0 -. 16355670-2 -. 17595554-2
64031 572599 462097-142 136.620 6400301
62491 574099 463308-566 136.978 136.595
63241 570979 460790 315 136.234
63541 570977 460788 315 136.233
64541 570838 460676 355 136.200
64641 570713 460575 390 136.170
64761 572976 462402-248 136.710
64861 571144 460923 268 136.273
65041 571130 460912 319 136.231
65091 573730 463010-461 136.890
65165 573521 462841-402 136.840
65321 574107 463315-567 136.980
65391 573730 463010-460 136.890
65421 570524 460423 044 136.125
65511 570964 460778 319 136.230
65601 572473 461995-106 136.590
65811 570838 460676 355 136.200
65931 572221 461793-035 136.530
65981 572473 461996-106 136.590 136.390
65982 571593 461285 142 136.380
51011 573353 462706-355 136.800
66081 570964 460778 319 136.230
66161 573227 462604-319 136.770
66401 572096 461691 136.500
66441 571341 461082 213 136.320 136.560
66491 570838 460676 355 136.200
66512 573353 462706-355 136.800
66772 573353 462706-355 136.800
66773 571836 461481 073 136.438
66871 573227 462604-319 136.770
67011 571844 461488 071 136.440 136.980
67061 573227 462604-319 136.770
67201 571232 460994 243 136.294
67261 571844 461488 071 136.440 136.980
67311 571970 461590 035 136.470
67361 573227 462604-319 136.770
67381 573081 462486-278 136.735
189
67403 572213 461786-033 136.528
67404 571086 460876 285 136.259
67405 571605 461295 138 136.383





68812 23E 681101 095222 -00141 1152 023-18-04 -10531 0104 008-11-32 
OOBE 0405
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C INPUT STATION COEFF.









































488 DO 487 M=1,50
IF(SAT.EQ.KSAIO(M))GO TO 307
487 CONTINUE
































































































WRITE(6,498)SAT,AST( 1),CSTA 9CANT,9BDATEvHOuRvMI NSEC SLZ (4) tEWLOBE,
XEWRATE,EWACCEWMER,EWCER, LO(4),SNLOBE,SNRATE,SNACCISNMERSNCERSI
XGA,AST(4) ,IFIT
























41 A=(CO( IM)+C1( IMP*AO)+(C2( IM)*130)+(C3( 1MP*AO* BO+(C4( !M)*AO'*'2)+(C5
X( IM)*8O;'*2)+(C6( IM)*EE)+(C7( IM)*S IN( AO*P I))+(C8( IM) *COS( AO*P I))
GO TO 53






















































g3)+(Z**OV*(Wj)470)+(O9*OV*(WI )E3)+(O9*(WI)Z0)+(OV*(WI )TD+(WI )03)=3 647
09 01 09(9lL80**19'(00)S9V)JI
09 01 09(6LZ479**i9*(03)S9V)AI































ld*OV )SOD* (WI ) 80) +( (I d*OV )NI S*(WI UD)+( 9*(Wl )90)+( ?**Oq*(WI )X
G3)+(?**OV*(WI)473)+(Oq*OV*(WI)E3)+(Oq*(Wl)?O)+(OV*(WI)10+(WI)OO)=3 q 47
95 01 09(9TL90-f0*(G0)S9V)-Al
























































WRITE( 15, 218) SAT, STATIO(L) ,ARMODA, IOUR ,ISEC ,LCOS,CANT, lAO













































































































































DATA PLUS,MINUSASK,IC(l),IC(2),IC(3), IC(4) ,IC(5),IC(6),IC(7),IC(8
X),IC(9),IC(10)/l40,Z6Ovi5C,ZFOZFlI,ZF2,ZF3,ZF4dZF5,ZF6,ZF79ZF8,ZF9
DATA DIV( 1),DIV(2),DIV(3htDIV(4),DIV(5),DIV(b) ,DIV(7)/1000000,1000






























Presented on the following pages is a flow diagram of the quadratic preprocessing pro-
gram. Both main program sections corresponding to the cubic MIN-B and OBS-B programs
are displayed as are the subroutine flow diagrams. The listings from which these diagrams
were taken are printed in appendix D. The descriptions in sections 4, 5, 6, and 7 of volume




INTEGER SIDI SIG2.3103.SIG4.SIGSdmOUR AMIN SECN4.8OUR ASEC. IND ISO






D M E S I O N S T q r i o t 2 .K F ( t 2 ) . n r 8 I 2 .E u 
I [2 l. CL E W ri 1 2I ?.E W C ( 2 ) . C L E 1bICI L21 .EWFEOI 121 NSi( I2J.CLNSIII 21 .NSCI 12) .CLNSCI I2)NSFEQI 12).NSF
PCI 12) .IST!~ 401 .IANTI4%I .ti.14 t.C21 481.C3(48I .t4(4%l .CS(41 .C6(1BI'
,C71481.CB4).ASIISQJ.FREOISO),KStA(12).EWFPO(12).TIM(3I
FO(3L).flINOI2IJ.HOROI31I.OAYO(3L).ANTO3L).STADt31).SI0Ol31i.EEwFi,?-0- C- IEWD3)EC(1.WD31.JM(1.SD3 N









jr(ALE'! ACC. (WIBNER IOR. ICIGA. [OUR. SEC LLS MCO .END ,INNO
LOIalu OArA.P1Z,0IN.SPX.IAMPI
DAAPER.ASK.SPA.POL.EQ.FI .F2.F3.F4,FS.F6.F7.IAMF.SLR.PEZ.SIN.Sx
748404040 Z5C404C40 7404C4C40 .Z07404040 .ZCS4Q4040.ZC14000.224C4
040 .2C3404040 .2C440 040.?C5404040.2C6404040.ZC7404040.ZSO.ZN140404
S.248 .ZFO .240/ S________ __________________
DAA l.A34. A dF6.4O40 g/ I4 94.22404040 .7v3404040.2E44





OD35 J=I. 10 C> 4
C INPT STA I CONSTANjfj
REAMI 5.80) STArtaiO(i.ISTA(Ji IFAWJ .FQ(J).Ew?1IJ).CLEWM1(JI.EWC(J)
.CLEWC(J E.FCJ .W (I .N fl(J) .CLNIJ .SIJ NSC JI NSF Q(
JJ .NSFPO(JJ.OAE(JI 1
,L W ~)EFE0IJ) E w FOM X.MfJI.C NSM i JINSC(J.LSIjNFg
J WI "N )CONJI . RFEIJJ
VO!MA AT(A..2 14 14 3x F4.3F3.3.r4.3.F3.3.X.F4.3.F4.3.3X.F4.3.F3
.3..3. .X .4.3.74-. . 1)
131XRIITIX.RSX.2.X.)l3.X.13X:F4 3 F4 3 F4.3-F4.3.C.74.3.F4.3,
3. 4 !i;4 F .37.3X7.3 F4.3.2X.16)
'M0 36 I .=4 - - - 4
Fc INPUT STrATION -COEFF.
RRI5.1) IPN1TIJLI:ISTAIJL).CO(JLI IJL) .C2I(JLIC3(JLI .C4(JL)









2- -- > 3
CONTINUE
HRITE( 6 .500)(KSTA( II) .11=1.11
FORMAT(X.L(X.12 ) I
00 37 J=1.50 - - -











































- 00 602 M=1.50
CONTET AFTRURU
WRITE( 6.635)





WRITE) 16.601 )(0ATR( II.1I.65)
204
IC REAd CRL.LINE WITH FORMAT CHECK m:::::::::::::::::::::::::
REAO( 9.601.ENO= I.ERR= 39)(DATA(l).lI=.65)















































00 606 K1.4 - - - 12
IF(DATA(K)-BIN.LT.0)





















13 - - 67
CONTINUE


















14 - - - > 609
CONTINUE































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(00 612 K=46.52
FENTER AFTER TRUE
T PATH STATEMENT
GO TO 604 "














DAIoRTA( K ) =ORT FI (K )- S IN
I-......---------- 6
CONTINUE

















































































































FORI1AT(5SH CALIBR~ATED PHASE READINGS.5 POINT FITTED FINE READINGS)
i C CALIBRATED ?EN ITH ...
IRITE(I u.639)
FOR22AT(63H CEWri CEL4C CNS1 CNSC CEWF
FORMA116(X .6 
640 1
FORMAT(74t HRINSC EWFINE EWMIEDM EWCORS NSFINEJ
'STIEDII NCORS
rC READ DATA WITH FORMIATCECwhuuumummuuufuumuK














0 TO 123 




ENTER AFTER TRUET PATH STATEMENT
GO TO 120

















































- - - 62
CONTINUE


















- -- ----------------- 62
I-I CONTINUE










. . . ..------------ 625CONTINUE
220
D00 626 J=27.30 - - > 33
IF(0ATA(JJ-81N.T.9J
ENTER AFTER TRUE









- - -> 626 v
CONTINUE










33 - - - c> 6
221










34 - - - C> 628
CONTINUE






















- - > 630
CONTINUE







































































EEWF I !)EWF 3 I (9.u~IF13-101F2) )-I3.%I IDIF4-1OIFI ))(/35.1
IC COUNTER DELAY (TIME) UUEKREKR mUM UEREEEEU
1111, .oSEF()--bmOIF5mEWF3))
225























































































































































































04 6 5' 6
04804
RITE(11.80S)
FORMOAR27H DATA WILL NOT LOBE ASSIGN )
nZ=K-1
GO TO 78





0 DO 70 N=.K - - - > 56












LCALLI MSCU A~.LPHA.EWM1O.K -M I DS IS SL.-EWMB.EW]1C -SMENP.EOR I











FORIT(831 ALPHAEW~C tMID.PT. RATE SIGM
BA GAMIMi I _______
































FORMAT(83H ALPH.EWF MID.PT. RATE SIGMA
8ETA GAMMA )
I
'RITE(11. 152)ALPHA.MID.RATE.SIA.E W FC
WRITE(11.153)EWMA.EWMT.ENCA.EWCT.RTE
FORMAT(6LFt4.6.x) I











1C~L SOU~tIM.PLPHRA.NSI ti. Ol.SIA.SL.SNtiB.SNM1C.SM.ENX.-EOOD
646















































GO TO 3: q
GO TO 239-








W-RI TE) 11 .645)
645
FORt1AT(83H ALPHA.NSF MIO.PT. RATE SIGMA~
BETA GPMMAIR
WRITE ( 11 152 IRLPI' Ib. RR TE .SIR *SNFB SNFC
WR ITE) I 1.:153)SNIIR.SNMT.SNCR.SNCT.RRTE
WRITEIII.7771
fC LOBE ASSIGNEO ODATR AFTER THlE FIT HAS BEEN PPPLIED ~~su~um
WRITE(II.641)I
641 ___
IFORMART(99H- FRRAtIrE EWFINE O-C EWMiEDI 0-C ECR -N SF INE a-C NSrIEOI 0-C NSCORS O-CI





T=TIMiI 1-SNr1T +2 5









AP=NS10 I -PAIU=NSCD(!I -RDo
WRITE(II.79IITIuI(II.EEWF(II].O.EWI1O(11.AIIEWCDU]).RN.ENSF(1)..AR.NS
243
MO( I IRP NSCO( I JAO ________
66-- >79
WIRTE(1.S2ENR.SRI.EO.ENB.SB.EOB.ENC.SC.EOC




FOIGIMRT( 6711 IN EWr1 SIGMAR OT IN EWC SIGMA~ Or I N EW
SI MiR OT_)
794
FORMIAT( 67H1 IN NSF1 SIGMIA OT IN NSC SIGMA OT IN tiSF
iC ADJUST TIMlE TO EWFINE FITTED TIME
EWCR=EWCR.-EWC8w(El4FT-EI EWCm( IFT-EwC*m2 2
EWBEF 2EWaT-S -XTKFu2
~ (EWFT sN~r:: 21
18 1
EWFBB=EW P-CEWI















SN FBB=SNF8B-L I F
LO I FSNrB j
SNM1i8BSNtrI56-L0 IF














































































GO ro W -2 652.5.5
651 O 65




































































IERCCEWFC~00 GO TO( Tu265
INRTE:NR~E-(INRRE/IN-aO!BmIOOOO.














fCALL I'YRO( 1YR. IDAYO( 1).YRt OOA)
FCALL ZERO(3.CSTFI ,ASTAR1
CULL ZERrO(7.YRMDb00ARMn0A)
HOUR =H0UR10 0 ~IOU R:At1N 100tHtR+SECN


























































































































































FORMAT(X Is Al. 2AI Al 7RI 12FIl F11 6PI 5Al.4Al.3Al.3Al.Al.6Al.5Rl.4A




W ITE .. 
:2
RITMI "' SAT.STATIC(L).FIRMODS.IOUR.ISEC.LCOS.AST(2)R 217) O ARMODA.IOURISEC-MCaS.RST(21:IIRBOO
IGO TO 778 -fffl
216
IF 0 R 'T S.Al.2Rl.Al.7[11.?Pt.Fil.6Fll.SAt.4Al.3Al.3RI.Fit.6AI.SAI.4AI.












IFORMRT(17H CRL.LINE PARITY )
G TO 39 >
WRITE(11.33)
FORMnT(24H DATA PARITY.NO MSG.END )
GO TO 120





































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00 66 I=I.K



















- -- --- - - - - - - - - - 00 1 I=1.3
- - -- - - - - - 00 1J=1.4
CNN= T
D[L S12=O
00 to =1.1TO C> 2
RAPPPRXY(l1 -XY(L3
TPCJ=T( 1 -T(L)






[Flt~. 4-1C= 4(3 .4 1 R AFFA wT3U 2]
L EL SD RAPFPx2 +OELSQ
67 1













PLPII ~EI .4- 3-ETA BI .23-GFrIMMIRRBI1.3)
SIOIR(IELS-RLPHR.RUI.4)-BETRURI2.1I-GAMI1RER(3.tII/RUl.lI]
1 GFIO170.71 .71




















































































____________________- IA ) 2. 1.2
0
J=T12
_O0 5 K =1 -12> - - - D
-~F























00 4 7. - - - C

























IJCI12] .E147E0112) .NSMI 12] .CLNSM( 12) .NSC( 12) .CLNSCI 12] .NSFEQI 12] .NSF
P01.12 . ISTAi(48] *IANTI 48).C1I4B] .C2( 48 ].C3148I.C4(48).C5146I.CS( 48]
.C7I48].C8(48]dKSAID(5O).FREQI5OI.KSTA(12].EWFPO(12)














40 ZF40440.ZF3404040 .274404040 .75404040 .276404040 .2F74D4040 .278























FOR MRT(t. 6.X.12.13.13.3X.F4.3 . F4.3.F4.3.F4.3.X,F4.3.F4. 3 3X.F4. 3 .
F4.3.F4.3.F4.3.X.F4-3.F4.3.2X.16)
00 36 M=1.4 - - - 4
JL=JM+M
























SDO 37 J=1.50 - - - 5








































I rN T= 4 6 .
00 TO 488 
48
ANT=57.































































































































[GO TO 3 2




















































































GR.RST( 4.IT _ _
FORMA TX.15.RI .12.IAL.X.E6.X.12.12.12.RL.F6.3.X .F5.4.X.F4.3.X.R3.A3
; 
76 .3 .X . 5 
.4 .X .F 4 
.3 .X .R 3 .





































RClC=R,Bo/C(FREO(M 1/ 136. :ANTJ



















































































































































F=(CO( I )+C1( IM )PN+( C2( IM )mBa +( C3( I M )~mOB +(C(I M)RODw2 )-( C5
(IM)mOu23dC6(IM)uFF)*(C7(Ir1]uSIN(B~mPI))liC6(IM3ECOS(BOPI]3




































































































WRITE( 6.217)SAr.srRTIO(L] .ARM00A.I0UR. ISEC.LCOS.CANT.1R0
WRITE( 6.2I7)SF3T.STATI0(L3 .RRMOOR.IOUR.ISEC.rICOS.CRNT.I80










































IFORMAT( 491 PASS CROSSOVER T IME AND ZENI TH ANGLE EN OIR.-COS I
[WRITE( 6.217)SAT.STATIO(LJ.RMOOA.[0UR.ISEC.LCOS.CANT.1A0]
217 S7______




<DO 340 1=1.80 - - - 43
BLRNK(I)=SP












DATA N(I1).N(2)N(3).N( 4) N(5) .N(6).N(7).N()).N( )N(IO).NII).N(12









oO s K=1.12 - - - > 2
M=J+K
NO JO AY.LE.-N(M))











DATA IR( 1l.IR(21.IR31.IA(4).IAl5.IA6).IA{(7).1 ].1A(9
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